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WILLZAH H. SA'l'CI!!R
MEMBER OF COMGRESS
2ND DJ:STRlCT OF KEIITOCl\i

VOLUME XXV

December 29, 1970
L. Mendel Rivers, ES, the colorful
and controversial Chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee, died on Monday of this week at university Hospital
in Birmingham, Alaballla. '!.'he South
Carolinian Democrat who ranJced as one
of Congress' strongest voices for U.S.
ndlital:y superiority, undenoNent surgery
December 11th to replace a leakinq
mitral valve in hie heart with a plastic
valve. He had experienced heart trouble
for years.
The Senate passed on the Supplemental Appropriations Bill yesterday
and in today' s WASHlNG'1'ON POST paper
an article appeared entitled, ·Senate
Votes $54 Million For District." This
article is as follows:
"The Senate last niqht qave final
congressional approval to $54 million
in supplemental funds for Washington's
city qovernment. '!'he catch-all appropriations bill now qoes to the White
House for the president's signature.
Most of the money will pay for
salary increases enacted last summer for
the city's policemen, firenen and teachers. The funds are being raised by an
increase in the city inCOlIte-tax rates
and a special $8 million federal payment
included in the salary in.crease legislation.
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Earlier this month, the Senate
yi.e1ded to Rep. William Natcher (D-Ky.)
who insisted that $34.2 million for the
Metro subway system not be itcluded in
the supplemental bill.
Natcher. chairman of the House Subcommittee that handles the city budget,
has withheld the funds until the city
proceeds with all congressionally ordered
freeway projects.
Nearly $5 million requested by the
City for Federal City College and Washin9'ton Technical Institute was also aut
from the bill. The city is expected to
resublllit its request for the two schools
next year.
Also contained in the final version
of the SUpplemental bill were a $3.8
million federal. payment for the first
year cost of implementing the D.C. crime
act and $325,000 for the "little Hoover
commi •• ion" atudy of the city government' s efficiency."
December 30, 1970
In yesterday' s EVENING STAR appeared
an article entitled "$54.9 Million for
District Awaiting Nixon Signature.· This
article is as follows:
"Congress sent to President Nixon
today a supplemental appropriation bill
carrying $54.9 million for the District
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most of which w:i..Il 9'0 to meet previously
approved pay increases for policemen,
fireman and teachers.
The money bill does not include
$34.2 million for the Washington area
sUbway system, which amount is beinq
held hostaqe by the House because of
dissatisfaction over the proqres. of
rreeway construction in the city.
Also trimmed from the supplemental
fund was $4.9 million in operatin9' funds
for the financially strapped Federal
City C01189'e and Washington Technical
:Insti tute •
Mayor Walter WashillCJton plans to
seek restoration of both the subway
money and funds for the two schools in
a second supplental appropriation r_
quest after the new conqress convenes
next month.
A con<:rre8sional decision earlier
this month to order a new 12-month study
of the controversial North central Freeway may persuade Rep. William!t. Natcher,
D-}{y., chairman of the House District
Appropriations subcommittee, to release
the subway funds before the fiscal year
ends June 30.

And bavin9' just granted tne District:
a $21 mi.11ion increase in Lta annual
federal payment, lall!lakers also may be
willing to provide more !loney for Federal
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City Colle9'e and Washington Technical
Institute in the next few I1IOnths.
The District funds that "'did win
approval were part of a larger supplemental appropriation for a variety of
programs and agencies which the Senate
cl.eared shortly after midniqht near the
close of a marathon session.
The District and the Nixon administration orieJinally had souqht a suppl.emental total of $96.1 million, but Congress refused to appropriate funds for
any pr09'ram which c:oul.d not be financed
out of immediately available revenues.
About $39.9 of the $54.9 million
approved by the lawmakers will 9'0 to pay
sal.ary increases of policemen, firemen
and teachers.
Another $3.8 million is earmarked
for implementation of the court reorqanization provisions of the D.C. crime bill,
creation of a public defender service
and expansion of the D.C. Bail Aqency.
The measure provides $10.6 million
for a variety of capital. outl.ay projects
and $325,000 to finance operations of
the newly created "Littl.e HOover commission" to investiqate the efficiency of
the District government."
The big race 011 now in the District
of Columbia _r. the non-votinC3 delegate' s

-

race.
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under recent leqislation passed

by Conc;Jress the District of Columbia

was qiven a non-voting delegate to serve
in the House ~th all ric;Jhts except that
of voting. Offices, staff, salary. and
everything else to be the same as the
other Meml>ers who serve in the House.
There are some seven candidates in the
race at tile present time in the District
of ColUlllbia -- all blaek witn the exception of . . white man. The leaders in
the race at the present time apparently
are Joe Yeldell. Cllanning Phillips. and
Walter rauntroy. All of those in the
race apparently are l'1lIU\inq aqainst
Yeldell who apparently has all of the
money t0gether with the support of the
present commissioner in the District of
Columbia and most of the public interest.
Several of l'If'J qood friends in the BOUBe
at lunch today informed me that at a
meeting downtown last night Whiwh was
held for the purpose of formulating plans
to beat MX. Yeldell, it was unanimously
aqreed that i f I would publicly endorse
Yeldell on the corner of 11th and r that
this would really do the job.
I sincerely believe that the candidate who is elected will be very disappointed because the Members in the
Bouse general.Iy are a little prejudiced
against all. of the candidates now in the
field for this position. Certain statements have been made by the leading
candidates as to what they would do when
elected and tie Members of Con9ress that

they would take on and straighten out
immediate~y.
All of this, of course,
does not set very well with the Members
of Conqress and IIrf guess is that the
first non-votin<J delegate elected will
be very much surprised when he starts
a tirade as to how quickly the Members
in the House will straiqhten him out.
'!'he crime situation and conditions qeneraJ.ly in our Capital city are simply
awful. '!'hose makinq the race for nonvotinq deleqate have been of no assistance in straiqhteninq out the situation
locally and usinq the Rouse as a forum
will not be of too much assistance.
The EVENING S'1'AR in today' s issue

carries an editorial entitled, "Critical
SUbway .JUncture." 'l'hiB editorial 11 a.

follows:
"Arlinqton County last week delivered checks totalinq IIIOre than $4.5 million
to the Metropolitan Area '!'ransit Authority
as its fiscal 1971 payment on t he Metro.
And it did so not reluctantly, bUt with
a flourish of optimism. A. Leillie
Phillips, vice chairman of the Arlinqton
County Board, said his jurisdiction was
demonstratinq its "fUll faith and credit
in the future of the Metro, because Metro
will be a vi tal part of the area's transportation system." He urged that every
effort: be made "to avoid delays in bringin'!J this project into reality."
prepayments also have been made, well
in advance of the January 1 due date, by
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Alexandria and Fairfax County, and the
total 1971 advance by the Virginia suburban sectors is nov up to more than
$12 million. 'l'heir l.eadership is enthusiastic about the project but, along
with officials inthe Maryland suburbs,
is troubled by the incredible performance of congress. For as this is
written, with the session rolling in
its final. _ k , the District of Columbia ..
$34.2 million share of the subway money
is still impounded on the Hill.
In Maryland, offic:d.al coneen about
the subway program has taken a different
course. state officials are holding up
a $10 million contribution to the shares
of Montqomery and prince Georqes Counties
pending release of the District's share.
Representative Natcher, chairman of
the House District appropriations subeommittee, is holdinq the money hostage.
He refuses to agree to it:s release, insisting' that 1968 l~i.lation ordered the
city to build the North Central Freeway.
House-Senate conferees have g'one alonq
with him. refusing to recommend the new
subway appropr:iation. A Senate effort
to remove the £reeway fact::or fdled when
conferees met. T'he whole subway endeavor
could soon come to a standstill.
There sttl.l may be time to shore up
the project, but Natcher is the only one
who can do it. We hope he will relent
and call the fUndinq np for a quick

conferenee reconsideration. Surely he
perceives the intoleral>le losses -possibly fatal to the undertaking -that eould result from a delay at this
critical point. congress already has
made available $68.4 million for the
project, but that cannot be utilized
until the $34.2 million District matchinq share is freed. succeAS of the proqram depends on continuance of the finely
balanced multi-jurisdictional participation that has been worked out, on keepinq ahead of inflationary erosion and
avoidance of contracting' delays.
Congress already has postponed a
decision on building the North Central
Freeway, by ordering a study of it and
some other controversial highway segments.
We hope that Natcher will ascertain that
there is some motion on the freeway
question -- all that is immediately
attainable -- and will turn the sUbIIIOney loose."
Some of the major matters which

will come before the 92nd:Congress pertain to welfare reform, revenue s~iiaq?,
increase in defense spending, heaith
insurance for all Americans, another
battle over federal fWlds for Supersonic
Transport, federal spending generally,
trade quotas, military draft, transportation strikes, and power to the President to prevent transportation walkouts,
campaign spending limits on election
outlays covering televiSion, radio and
the news media generally.

- 6012 January 4. 1971
Several days &90 the WASm:NGTON POST
gave their radio station W'l'OP Radio to
Howard university for use of the black
people in this city. t1nless the WASHINGTON POST and some of the people who
~:i.ve 1n this city ~in to do sOIIIething
about the city, the next thing you will
hear is the WASlttmtOll POS'1' has been
qiven to HowIlrd university. '!'his city is
rapidly becoming a .....lfare city. There
is apparently little interest on the
part of the WASHINGTON POST to save the
downtown bUsiness section which is the
core of our Capital City. When this tax
base is destroyed, then all you will
have is a ghetto. one out of every 10
people who live in this city now are on
welfare. There are some 44,000 city
employees which means that one out of
every 22 people work for the city of
Washington. '!'his man who is now serving
as Mayor has made up his mind that he
wi~l take care of some 60,000 of the
people here:.in this city if he has his
way. We are spending more per capita
for schools, _lfare. police. department
of corrections, and sanitation sewage
than any city in the world. We are
spending three times as much per capita
as any State in this country. one or
two of our learned friends on the District
of Columbia Committee decided that Washinqt:on needed 1lWO colleges. A law was
passed establishing the Washin<Jton
Technical Institute and the Federal City
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College. Now the city is unable to
fund these two colleges properly and
they will have to close wi thin the next
f.ive years or ele. be taken over completely by the Federal Government. This
city needed two colleges about a. bad
as it needed an airport located on the
White Rouse lawn.
All of this is known by _
people
in this city and this is the reason why
the merchants, the Chamber of commerce,
the Board of Trade, and the business
cOl1llllWlity qenerally are up in arms emr
the position taken by the ~SHI~
POST in regard to a balanced transportation system. The POST started out for
a balanced system and then after this
was established and was to take place,
i t decided to travel the other road.
The other road is a rocky one and this
newspaper will find it out more everyday. In Saturday's WASHrNGTON POS'!'
appeared another riCJht mean and stranqe
editorial which wrestles with the truth
in a number of instances. This editorial
.is entitled, "StranCJling Metro in Itl
crib," and is as fo1lows:
"A little more than a year a90,
when the first shovel of dirt was turned
and the construction of the Washington'
area I s rapid transit system began, we
wrote that .. even in Washington a dream
can become a reality," As 1971 begins,
we need to report to you that the optimism which sparked that language has been
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drained from us. We are not sure now
that the dream of a real rapid transit
system is ever going to become a reality.
Indeed, the dream has become a nightmare,
full of mischievous and narrow-minded
men who care not for the Nation's Capital,
for the people who live in its enVirons,
or for the cOlllllitments they have made
in the past.
TWO events of the past week have
<]ivan that nightmare substance. The
first was the news that Maryland officials are holdill9 up payment of $10
Jldllion to Montg'omery and Prince Geo1'C]e'.
Counties because of skepticism about
the viability of Metro and the rapid
transit plans. 'l'he second was the news
that the latest cost estimates raise the
price of the full Metro system from $2.5
billion to $2.!B lIillion. These two bits
of news are closely inter-related lIIId
the only people we know of who can gain
any happiness out of them are CongressJIlan Hatcher and his friends on Capital
Hill. They are happy, we suppose, because these two things complicate enormously the financing of Metro and that,
after all, is what Mr. Natcher has been
busy doing for the past two years. They
are al so happy, we suppose, because the
new cost estimates prove Mr. Hatcher to
be a true prophet 1 he has contended all
alon9 that the subway couldn't be built
for $2.5 billion -- never mind that he
has done about everythtl9 he could to
make that prophecy come true.

The revised cost estimates are not
as bad as they m:i.ght have been. The
original estimates were made in 1968
and even if you're not a close follower
of economic stati.stics you know how much
building costs have qone up since then.
Add that to the 1.4-lI'Onth delay in groundbreaking, attributable directly to the
COnqress and Mr. Natcher and the Nationa:L
park Service, and it is surprising that
the cost figures have gone up only 19
per cent.
There are, of course, several ways
in which Metro can still be built. One
is to curtail the system (an idea which
Mr. Batcher floated in November) and thus
penalize the suburbs and break faith with
them, not to mention leqal obligations.
A second is to strip the system to the
bare essentials. thus making it less
attractive to riders and less likely to
be a success either economically or in
reducing the automobile congestion in
this area. A third is to find the extra
$498 million somewhere and we fully support the Metro board of directors in
adopting this course. They think they
can get $100 million out of additional
revenue bonds but the' rest will have to
come out of tax money. We think their
first step now ought to be to refine
their figures, present Congress with a
sound esti.mate of exactly how much of
this increase is due to the games Mr.
Natcher and his friends have played. and
see whether congress has the moral courage to pay for the damage it has caused.
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As for the $10 million due to the
two Maryland counties is concerned, we
hate to see this happen but we have to
admit that there is some validity in the
stand that comptroller Goldstein has
taken. He says he wants some assurance
that the Metro system actually will be
built before turning over the money that
the Maryland leqislature voted to help
the taxpayers in those counties pay their
fair share of the total cost. He says
that since conqress is not lettill9 the
District pay its snare now, he is afraid
that Maryland will some day be asked to
pay not only tis share but the District' s
as well. We can't say that'. an unwarranted fear since conqress, more particularly Mr. Natcher, forced the District
to be late with its payments in fiscal
1969 and 1970 and has refused to let
the District make any payment in fiscal
1971.
This whole mess, of course, gr.
out of the fight over fre_ays in the
District and the feelinq of Mr. Natcher
and the House PUb.Lic works Conunittee
that they had been doublecrossed on the
freeway program. As far as we can tell,
the legislation passed this year has
mollified the Public Works Committee.
But i t seems to have had no impact on
Mr. Natcher. It is beqinning to look
more and more as if he doesn't want a
rapid transit system built at all. despite his often repeated remarks that
he's all for it.

Mr. Natcher. of course, couldn't
]lave done this to the Washington area by
]limself. And it's wrth hearing in
Jl\ind that the danage i sn 't just to the
j)istrict. Metro is an area-wide system
~n which the taxpayers of Virginia and
~aryl.and have as big a stake as do those
of the District. Mr. Natcher got the
)lelp he needed from his subcommittee of
the House Appropriations CoJl'llli.ttee. So
vre thought it would be well to leave you
liith a memorandum of the names of the
COmmittee members, a Jllajority of whom
~eem eager to strangle this community's
tapid transit system in its crib. They
sre Wil.liam H. Natcher of Bowling Green,
'/.y" RObert N. Giaimo of New Haven, Conn.;
Ildward J. Patten of Perth Amboy, N.J.:
Ilavid Pryor of Camden of Ark., David R.
Obey of Wausau. Wis.; Glenn R. Davis of
"aukesha. Wis., tJonald R. Riegle Jr. of
tlin"t. M:i.chigan" and wendell wyatt of
~storia, Ore.
Messrs. Natcher. Giaimo. and Patten
have residences in the District; Mr.
watt li.ves i.n Fairfax County, Mr. Riegel
:in MCLean, and Messrs. Obey, Davis, and
freyor in Arlington."
We adjourned the 9lst congress at
three o' clock Saturday, January 2nd.
Speaker McConnacJt was eulogized and
was recognizee! and said that next
t:Q God and Mrs. McCormack, he loved most
the fiouse of Representati.ves. This was
t~eJl
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the last day for our speaker and he has
ended hi s 42nd year in Congress and his
9th year as Speaker.
We adjourned with a lot of confusion
underway in" the senate and certainly
during this Congress, the Senate establi shed a bad image and I hope that
through new leadership or at least a
better understanding of the facts of
life, the Senate does better in the 92nd.
Colllllll9n Cause, an organization
headed by John W. Gardner who served for
a short time as Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, now calls for
the defeat of three House committee Chair~
men during the DelllOcratic Caucus in
January. It identifies the chairmen as:
Representative Wil.liam M. Colmer, DemOcrat of Mississippir Chairman of the
Rul.es Committee: Representative John L.
MCMillan, Democrat of South Carolina,
Chairman of the House District of Columbia Committeer and Representative W. R.
Poage, Democrat of Texas, Chairman of
the Hause Agricul.ture Committee. In
addi tion, common Cause has joined with
a group of dissidents who wil.l attempt
to unseat the entire Mississippi delegation when the new congress begins.
This man, Gardner, left the Federal
Government as a disgruntled, unhappy
ci.tizen, and apparentl.y he has made up
hi.s mind to spend the rest of his life
fighting the congress.
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The good ole WASHJ:NGTON POST is
now carrying a series of articles pertaining to each candidate for non-voting
delegate for the District of Columbia.
'!'he first article pertained to Joseph
Yeldell and in today's paper there is
an editorial entitled, "Fauntry Seeks
Power For the People." Xn this article
they quote Faun'IzW as to his achievements
and what he could 40 if elected nonvoting deleqate. One of the major points
that Fauntroy makes is that he personally
has taken an active part in the political
races of a number of House and senate
Members and only last year took a very
acti.ve part in the re-election of Senator Vance Hartke, Democrat of Indiana.
The article goes on and further states,
and I quote, "He says there are about 100
congressmen Who were elected by slim
margins and could be influenced in this
way. He includes·on the list Rep.
William H. Natcher (D-Ky.), arCh-advocate
of the congressional freeways-first
then-subway policy toward the city, and
House District COmmittee Chairman John
L. MCMillan (n-S.C.).
Critics of Fauntroy' s approach
think he is unrealistic. !fatcher, after
all. was unopposed for re·- election
last November, and Fauntroy in fact led
a SCLC contin<]ent into South Carolina
for last June's primary and had no perceptible effect on McMillan' s 2~-1
plurality.

A source high in one of the
opposing camps said l"auntry is "not a
mature leader" ~d "isn't all that
sharp" on the issues. When he was
organizing marches and the Poor peoples
Campaign, Fauntruy often "just didn't
show up" when he was needed, the source
said. "
January 20, 1971
For the past two weeks Virginia and
:r enjoyed a nice big wood fire in our
fireplace in Bowling Green. With the
exception of one day the temperature remained in the low thirties during the
entire time that X was home. '!'hill
Christmas i t was impossible for us to
visit with either Louise's family or
Celeste's family and, therefore. we did
not have an opportunity to see our six
J.ittle grandchildren. Pive boys and one
brand new little girl. The two babies,
William Jirles and Virginia Jane MUrphy,
are both doing fine and William apparently
has recovered fully from his operation.
Louise and Mike along' with Chris and
Virginia Jane like Cal.ifornia and are
crazy about Mill Valley. celeste and
Darwin along with the boys, James, Jeffrey, Paul, and WilliaJll. are doing fine.
We held our first Caucus yesterday
and remained in session all day. We
start again this morning at 9 :00.
rn yesterday's Caucus, Carl. Albert
of Oklahoma was elected Speaker by a vote
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of 220 to 20 over John Conyers, Jr.
John conyers is one of our black representatives and is from Detroit. For some
reason he along with 19 others decided
to vote against Carl Albert because Carl
Albert did not aqree before the election
to vote to unseat the Mississippi state
deleqation. By the way, our new Member
from Kentucky, Rom Mazzoli, stood up on
the Floor and voted to unseat the Mississippi deleqation. This. of course, was
a surprise to the other Members from
Kentucky and certainly will do him no
good as a new Member in the House.
I
have served with five Members from Louisville and he is the sixth. Hale Boqg'S of
LOUisiana was elected as Majority Leader
by a vote of 140 to 88 for Udall of
Arizona. Sisk of California, O'Hara of
Michiqan, and Hays of Ohio were dropped
on previous ballots.
The good ole WASHINGTON POST seems to
always be on the wrong side. Yesterday
mornin9 an editori.al appeared in the Post
entitled "SWeep out the Senib&'ity system,'
Direct~y under the editorial. was a map
of the united states with each of the 12
states represented by the 12 subcormnittee
chairmen on the Committee on Appropriations
blocked in and our names appeared in each
of the States that we were from. This
ed:! torial is as follows:
"'!"he seniority system in Conqress is
facinq its severest challenge in many
decades. Le9islators as well as citi.zens
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have come to realize that maintenance of
a power structure based solely on aqe
and length of service is undermininq our
democratic system. At the openinq of the
Mathias-Harris

hearin~s

on seniority

yesterday Senator Mathias quite properly
related this oubooded system to the
"crisis of confidence" that look so la~e
ion this supposedly democratic land. John
W. Gardner added that the centra~ issue
is one of "accountability and responsi'geheils in our institutions." This same
issue. he said. "is at the heart of all
the uneasiness that the averaqe American
citizen has about his institutions today."
The problem is bad enouqh if we
look only at the waste of talent in the
House and Senate. Instead of assigninq
their most vi tal tasks to their most
capable members. both houses accept the
dictates of tenure and chance. The
immediate result is to enthrone age in
places where ability counts most. Six
committee chainMm in the Senate are
over 70. along with two ranking Republican members. :In a setup like this it is
not surprisinq that talented younger members tend to become frustrated and lose
interest. No institution thus handicapped
by age and obsolescence can meet the needs
of a dynam;i.c nation in 1970s.
The consequences of the seniority
system are no less appallinq from another
point of view. Ten of the 16 committee
chairmen in the Senate. who came to the

top under the seniority rule, are from
the South. Four came from the West, none
from the Midwest and only two from the
East.
On the House side, nine of the 21
oommi ttee chairmen are from the South.
'!'his gross over-representation of one
section of the country in the power structure in congress distorts political
realities and makes a mockery of representative government.
Most of the work of congre811 is done
in committees, and the committee chairmen often exercise diet:atorial powers in
determininq what legislation they will
consider, how it shall be shaped and
whether it n l l be sent on its way through
the legislative mill. The chairman thus
becomes a key figure in the whole legisl.ative process. Yet his designation is
l.eft to the blind processes of seniority
which almost invariably r_ard men from
one-party districts and which«more often
than not turn up chairmen from rural areas
no lonqer in the main stream of American
l.i.fe.
Common Cause recently made a study of
the chairmen of the House Appropriations
subcommittees whom it characterized as
"perhaps the most powerful 12 men in
ConC]ress." Three are from the Northeast,
one from the Northwest and all the other
eight from the South. (see map below.)
The result is an outraqeous concentration
of power over government spendinC] within
a few states that are not representative
of the nation as a whole.
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Possibly more serious is the
absence of any cohesion in party leadership when each conunittee chairman is a
law unto himself. Havinq obtained his
chairmanship by reason of seniority, the
little oligarchs of the Senate and House
can ignore party platforms and party
leaders with impunity. Their positions
remain secure re<]ardless of how flagrant~
ly they may depart f:r:om policies favored
by a majority in their own party. So
the leaders in both houses find i t impossible to carry out an agenda or even
qet it to the floor leqislation on which
the party as a whole may have ataked its
appeal for support at the polls. In
other words, responsible party government
fails because the key men at the controlS
owe their positions only to the blind
operation of the aeniority system.
All this would be chanqed overnight
if the conani ttee chairmen were elected bY
the caucus of the party in control. In
SOllie instances the man with the lonqest
tenure on the committee would doubtless
be the loqical choice for chairman, but
he should owe his obligation to the cauCUs,
He should be on notice that if he should
use his cha.:i.rmanship for selfish ends or
to thwart his party's proqram he could
be removed or denied a renewal of mandate
in the next congress. It is important
also to make the vote in the cauCUs
public so that the people will know who
is standing' for progressive policies and
responsible g'overnment.

I

The abolition of senillLy is not,
tl1erefore. merely a questjJlf tossing
ollt l few aged men no lon9llOmpetent
to do their job, In its ba!est sense
it iIlvolves the restoratiooa represent
ativ& government. It memtlat the
part)r in power, having reo:~d a mandate from the people at tb~lls, shoul.
al!l\lile the task of creatinppower
structure which can responiil the pubU
will, A seniority system ~i is blind
to aGility and blind to fallrepresentatIon and cohesiveness withllhe party
can /leVer serve this purpoll

We think it is time filloth the
seDate and the House to swout the col
webl of seniority and brinlileir organi·
zations abreast of the t.iJm, No token
reform will do. Merely tol(lOse one
or tva of the III)st notorioll)rnaments
of the system IIlUld leave ill work to be
00IIe all over a~ain. Now, Ue the
gystem is in disgrace. seni~ity OIlght
to 90 -

lock, stock and blllll."

Janaury 21, 1971
Instead of the

subwayjltin~ $4

)illion, it may run to $6 :lUon. An

Irticle appeared in yesterl~' s EWNING
iTloR entitled, "Rubble Foulltions Offel
Ibstacle. ..

This article illl follows:

"Back in the last: eentllf when a
Uj'qy trip from 9il ver Spri~ to Penney}
ania Avenue took hal f a dij'- area
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builders using .. rubble foundations· unknowingly sowed the seeds for millions
of dollars in cost overruns for modern
subway bui1dars.
Subway officials disclosed yesterday

that these rubble foundations, conside7'ed
a very respectable building technique J,n
the days before pretressed concret~' wer~
used under many of the major bUildings 0
the era.
These include the Old Patent Offi"e
on G Street, the Treasury Buildinq and
Fine Arts Building on 7th street, the
Washington Monument and virtually every
historic structure in the District.
Because of this, costs for extra
underpinning near subway routes have
contributed "substantially" to the $165
million in construction overruns, which
are a part of the total $485 million more
in funds required for the $2.98 billion
subway system.
Jackson Graham, general manager of
the Washington Metropolitan Area Transi~
Authority, said the Fine Arts Buil dinq
subway work may cost up to $7 million
for underpinning alone.
He said construction workers there
have placed 249 supports under the
structure.

"In those days (prestressed concrete didn' t come into use until about
1900) a common construction method was
simply to dig until you have reached
good earth and then fill it with rubble
or stone." said Sprague Thresher, director of architecture for the subway agency.
Roy T. Dodge, chief of engineering
for the authority, said the number and
the extent of buildings supported in
this manner surprised subway plannera.
He said original ~rings didn't
adequately disclose the depth of the
rubble foundation, and cost estimates
did not take i.nto account the extra effort required to underpin such shallow,
rubble-supported structures.
Thresher said the full extent of
such foundations often was not fully realized until actual excavation was underway. He said such foundations require
the added expense of "needle beam"
support.
"They ca11 them needle beams because you actually have to thread them
through the old foundation," Thresher
said.
SUbway builders said they were
forced to jack the slender, high-tensile
strength beams to the bottom of the,
buildings form deep in the earth -- preferlJhly from bedrock.
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"If a building- moves an inch or
so up or down you will have cracks all
through it -- it's very delicate work,"
said Thresher.
Dodge said 'you have to maintain the
old foundation -- which had no integrity
while practically starting allover
aqain ...
Graham said builders in the last
century used a simple weiqht distribution method in such rubble foundations
that worked fat better than 1IIOdern engineers might suspect. He said that after
the rubble consolidated, it became a
particularly a good foundation although
it, in effect, floated the structure.
Grahall\ contrasted rubble foundations
with modern ones of driven steel or concrete pilings. He said modern builders
prefer to reach bedrock and, if unsuccessful, use friction-SUpported concrete
pill.ars.
In this connection, subway officials

are seeking a federal guarantee of $90~
million in revenue bonds or taxing authori ty to back IIp the bonds.
In eitller case, the bonds -- whicli
have been tllrned down by the New York

bond market -- would be marketable.
Part of the $900 million would go
toward covering. the cost overruns caused

in part by building techniques in
Abraham Lincoln's day."
I was sworn in today as a Member of
the 92nd Con<:Jress. Carl Albert of
Oklahoma is our new Speaker and Hale
Boggs of Louisiana is our new Majority
Leader.
Jlldinq from eome of the resolutions
that we adopted in the Democratic CauCUS
which lasted for three long days, we
will start out in a knock-doWn dragout fight with the Republicans.

Senator Richard Russell died today.
At one time Senator RUssell could have
been nominated for the office of President and '«)uld have been elected. It
just so happened that he was from Georgia
and this was not the right section of
the country to be from dUring the days
wh8'l he was the strongest politically.
He was chairman of the Appropriations
COmmittee at the time of his death and
served previously as chairman of the
Armed Services Committee for a number of
years.
Today in the Senate they really had
an upset. Senator Edward M. Kennedy lost
his position as Democratic Whip to his
fellow Democrat, Robert C. Byrd of west
Virginia. The vote was 31 to 24 and
really must have been a shocker to Senator Kennedy. Notwithstanding the fact
that senator Kennedy has maintained all
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along that he was not a candidate for
President in 1972. hie every action
indicated that he was a candidate.
The rapid rail transit. system
apparently is in more trouble as the
officials of the District Government
issued a statement today which informed
the transit officials that it opposed
seekinq a federal quaranty to help
market $900 million in subway bonds,
but that it would favor some form of a
commuter tax which 'WOuld be used to
retire the bonds. Representative John
L. McMillan. Chairman of the leqislative
c:onmdttee in the District of Columbia
immediately issued a statement that he
would oppose the commuter tax and this
1I\eanS a rapid rail transit system is in
more serious trouble.

January 25, 1971
The President, in his State of the
union Messaqe. set forth six qoa1s which
he stated would go a long way toward
turninq back to the people power which
the Federal Government had acquired all
down through the years that was neither
necessary nor proper. He informed the
Congress that the time has come for a
peaceful revolution involvinq a vast reeonstruc:tion of our Government which would
include a new sharing of federal power
and money with the states and broad new
approaches to the problems of medical
care and the environment. As far as

reconstruction of the Government is concerned, the President informed us that
in a separate message he would request
Congress to pass the necessary legislation reconatructing the Executive Branch
of the Government.
Instead of 12 Departments of the Government, there would only
be eight Departments. The Departments
of State, Treasury, Defense, and JUstice
would be maintained and the other Departments would be consolidated into four
new Departments designated as the Department of National Resources, Department of
Human Resources, Department of Economic
Development, and Department of community
:o.velopment. For instance, the Department of Natural Resources would include
all elements pertaining to land, recreation, water resources, energy and mineral
resources and marine resources and
technology. The Department of Economic
Development would include food and commodities, domestic and international commerce,
science and technology, labor relations
and standards, and statistical economic
development.
The President knows full well that
Congress will have all kinds of pressure
from bbbyists, bureaucrats, and organizations who are against. for instance, doing
away with the Department of Aqriculture
and placing this department along with
other departments in the Department of
Economic Development.
The Committee on Government Operations
in the House and the Senate will have this
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and Means in the House and the Finance
Committee in the Senate will have the
legislation pertaining to revenue sharing.
J:n my opinion both proposals will re<;tUire much longer than one year for
consideration, and neither may ever see
the light of day.
small states would suffer consider-

ably if revenue sharing is approved.
And the large States and large cities
would in the main receive all of the
money. This will enter into the controversy and to say the least, it will
really be a controversy.
January 26, 1971
For a number of years now I have
maintained that the cost figures submitted
to our Committee on Appropriations for
the construetion of the rapid rail transit system here in Washington ware incorrect and to a certain extent, simply
fraudulent. Those in charge of submitting the fi.g\lres for the construction of
this system have known all along that
instead of $2.5 billion, the sum of
$4 billion is more in line. Finally, at
the SUpplemental Appropriations Hearings
last year before my Committee, the General Manager of the rapid rail transit
system admitted that they could not build
the system for $2.5 billion. Since that
time the Washington newspapers and others
who should have known all along that the

fic;ures were not oorrect have ,tied to
justify a mistake of $1.5 billj.on, Ind
this morning's WASHINGTON POST appeare
an editori.al entitled "Metro'g )!UltiM1.11.ion-Dollar QUesti~n." Thie editorial
is as folloW!!!:
"JUst a year ago, the deC!lde~-old
dream of this c1 ty--a rapid trllllU,t
system--seemed on the verge of fill!ill mente Years of work had produced a plan
for a 98-mile system, an intered:ate
compact blessed by congress and the
leqislatures of Maryland and v;.rgini a ,
a :finalcial. agreement approved bY Congress and the suburban voters, and the
first hole in the ground. Nov the ~eam
i . cloudy I'lgl'lin for , although pietro s
diqqinq away, it is in deep trouble. ~t
cmmot market its own bonds and it ~s
have more .,ney, muoh more, thllll it S'ld
now authorized to spend i f it ;.s to bU1
the system this area wants and needs.
Its financial plight is hardly surprising, given the inflation of recent year:,
particularly in construction casts. Bu
the problem presented to Metro and to i
I'lll the people of the Washington are~ II
enormous. I f Metro is to surmount t s
crisis and go on to build the eingle
most i.mportant thing in making future
life in this city bearable, it lIIUSt h~ve
the all-out support of the enti-re Was ing't:on area.
Elsewhere on this page too.ay, the
details of these two problems and some
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possible solutions are outlined. None
of these solutions is painless and the
best of them will require the cooperation of Congress, the two state legislatures, and the voters in many jurisdictions. But before turning to ways of
raising more money, we lIQuId first like
to associate ourselves fully with the
position of Metro's directors that any
major curtailment of the 97.7 mile system would be a disaster. The Washington
area--an area that now spreads over 2,300
square miles and contains almost three
million people--desperately needs this
full system to relieve the crush of automobile traffic and to make the area an
economic whole. This need rules out
curtailment as a solution. (Even i f it
didn't, curtailment would be ruled out
by the problems of abrogating an interstate compaet and starting allover again.)
Washington also needs a Ifstem that will
be used and will grace the nation's
capital and this means a system that is
attractive, not one in which every COIlceivable carner has been cut to keep costs
down.
The only real solution, then, to
Metro's problem is to make its bonds
salable and to raise another $450 million.
In our judgment, it is not too much to
ask Conqress to bear some of this load.
Part of the trouble (although not all)
ri th the bonds arises because congress
tias played games with the District' s conI:ributions to Metro. In exchange for what
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this has done, by diminishing the appeal
of Metro I s bonds and increasing costs
by de~aying construction, the least COngress can do is to underwrite the bonds.
Xf Metro operates successfully, this
guarantee will cost the federal qovernment nothing: the bonds will be paid off
out of the fares .Metro collects. If
Metro is not successful, of course, the
rederal qo..-ertuuent would have to make the
bonds good. But that seems unlikely
given the conservative nature of Metro's
ridership projections.
:Indeed, it would be appropriate
for Congress to use this local problem
as a way of solving a national problem.
The federal government directly and indirectly through organiZations set up
for that purpose already quuantees bonds
for other projects -- building houses
and financing urban renewal, for example,
not to mention the recent loan guarantee
for the Penn central Railroad. There is
no good reason Why Congress should not
apply the same principl.e to rapid transit
particul.arly in view of the financing
trOUbles that: other cities are also having.
As far as raising another $450 million
is concerned, the proposal of Metro's
suburban directors to ask Congress to
match, two for one, the dollars raised
locally is encl.nently reasonable. Indeed,
when you compare the input of federal
money into highways with that which goes

into rapid transit, the 2-to-l basis
doesn't seem so generous. xf Metro
were bui1dinq a freeway syste!ll, it could
qet sUffi.ci.ent federal funds to b'Uild
the ent.ire system without seJ.linq any
bonds and by raisinq locally less than
half of what this area's governments
have already aqreed to raise. For example, through 1969, Texas had put up
$ 206 mill.ion for interstate highways and
gotten $1, 704 million from the federal
government. The new proposal for Metro
is that the local government's put up
$725 million, the federal qovernment
$1,445 million, and future riders pay
off the remaining $900 million.
The proposal of the District's
Council that Metro's entire' deficit be
made up by an area-wide tax is both impractical and uneconomic. It would take
so long to implement-- probably two
years since three legislatures would
have to approve it--that work on .Metro
would be delayed seriously and costs
would 90 even higher. The council's
other idea, to solve the problel1l throuqh
a payroll tax applicable onl.y in the
District, would be unfair in putting the
burden on the District to raise 51 per
cent of Metro's total cost. Indeed,
either proposal would reduce the federal
contribution to this system to less than
37 per cent.
than

At stake in this probJ.em is far more
Metro~
A rapid transi'i; system is
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not an end in itself but a means to providing the seat of the federal government
with a balanced transportation system.
As Congress said i.n 1965, such a system
is essential not only for residents of
this area but for "the comfort and convenience of the • • • visitors to the
region, and the preservation of the
beauty and dignity of the nation's
capital. ""
The Governor of Maryland has from

time to til'lle also indicated that in his
opinion honest figures were not submitted
for the construction of this rapid rail
transit system and his Administrative
Assistant taLked with me on one occasion
concerninq jwst why it: was that I have
contended for six years now that this
system could not be constructed for
$ 2.5 billion.
An article appeared in
the WASHINGTON POST on January 7th
entitled. "Md. Acts on Metro Funds."
'!'his article is as follows:
"Maryland's State Board of PUblic
Works agreed provisionallY today to release a dispttted $10 ndllion state con~ribution to Washington Metro's subWay.
mt left the fate of future state as sis:ance in doub-t.
'l'he aqre ement followed a meeting at
rhich Gladys :N. spellman, transit bOard
IeIIlber from P-rince George's County. said
he once warned the District of Coluntbia
ity Council that the county might pull
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out of the system. At the time, the
Council faced a crucial vote on whether
to comply with unwanted federal highway
legislation to save the Metro firlancing
program. Mrs. Spellman said she told
council members by te1ephone that a
failure on their part to comply wi.th the
legi.slation could endanger Metro financing to the point where the county might
10se confidence and withdraw.
After an hour's discussion, COnttroller Louis L. Goldstein, who had expressed semus doubts about the sUbway's
status and had personally withheld the
$10 million, made a motion to release the
money if State Attorney General Francis
B. Burch says the move is legal and proper doc:wnents are submitted. one official said the process would take at
least two weeks.
There appeared to be little question
here today that Burch would in fact
approve the grant.
But Gov. Marvin Mandel, chairlllan of
the three-man Public Works Board, l'Oiced
strong doubt that the planned 98-mile
Metro rapid transit system can be I1Uilt
at the revised estimated cost of $2.98
billion announced last week. The old
estimate was $2.5 billion.
Mandel suggested the costs !Day
reach $3.5 billion to $4 billion. He
urged the preparation of "factual figures
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and actual figures • • • 1: lIIean honest
figures."
The financial assistance to be pr~
vided by the state in the next fisca~
year, if any, has not yet been determined.
It will be included in the budget soon
to be presented by Mandel to the 1971
leg'islature. The $10 million under discussion today was authorized last year.
More than $100 million worth of
subway construction is already in proqress
in Washington.
Mandel, however, said he wants
a.suranc:e that congress, which has withheld this fiscal year's District of
CoIUlllbia contribution of $34 million,
will not abandon the project and saddle
the Maryland and Virqinia suburbs with
the whole cost.
Congress has appropriated the full
federal contribution of $180 lIIillian for
this year, but release of SOllie of those
funds is contingent on release of the
District share, bottled up in a subcolllmittee.

Maryland's state government has been
asked to provide half of all future contributions by Montg-ol!lery and prince
George' s counties •

.. Is there just going to be a big
ditch duq and nothing else happens?"
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Gol~stein

asked today. He has refused
to process a check for $5 million, the
firs t half of the already appropriated
$l() Eillion in state aid. That state
contxibution is destined not for direct
payment to Metro, but to the two suburban
co1.1trties, which have contractual commitments to Metro and are counting on state
fund. to help meet them.
Goldstein' s motion, which would condi
tionally make the entire $10 million
appropriation available, was in response
to p1eas by spokesmen for the Washington
SUburban Transit COmmission, which serves
as a conduit for the Maryland suburban
contributions.
'!'he main proponent for release of
the IttOney was Mrs. Spellman, who until
Monday was vice chairman of the transit
corrnission and an alternate director of
the lfashington Metropolitan Area Transit
Autnc.rity. Mrs. Spellman, a Democrat,
has served as an intermediary between the
transdt aC]ency and the 9Overnor •
..Mrs. Spellman was joined in her plea
by 'the commission's new chairman, John B.
Burcham Jr., also of Prince George's
and Avi s Bire.1.y, a MontC]omel!Y_County

member, both Republicans.
~ll three members of the state
board" Mandel, Goldstein and state Treasurer John Leutkemeyer, made clear that
they doubt the extent of the real
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commitment of the federal government, and
especially of Congress, to the Metro
project.
If Congress is not fully c011lllitted,
they sU9'gested, perhaps Maryland shoUld
not get 11IOre deeply involved.
Mrs. Spellman replied that she and

other sublrban cU.rectors of Metro ha"
been equally COtlC!erned over congressional
delays but that the counties should
continue to put up funds confident that
the project will be carried out.

Moni:g'OlIIery and Prince Georqe I s are
committed. to pay Metro the $10 tnillion
plus i!dctitional loc:al funds, she said.
even if 1:he state continued to refuse its

promised share.

'!'hus the withholdinq

of the IIlC)ney hurts the counties not the

subway

s~stem,

she said.

Mon1:g'OlIIery owes $8.9 million and
Prince Georqe IS. $6.8 million.

Dar:inq her presentation, MrS. spellman Jlade the disclosure that she once
threatenEd to recommend that Prince
Ge0r<Je's drop out of the Metro program.
It could have been the first step toIoI1a%'d di sJnelllberment • • ."
An <editorial appeared in yesterday's

!!VENING :5'l'AR entitled, .. The SubwaY Bond
:risis." This editorial is as folloWS:
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"Those Washington area political
l.eaders who gathered recently at Airlie
Honse for a study of the Metro subway
proC]l'aIU got an earful of trouble. The
word that cost escalations have run the
system's eventual price tag up by some
$450 million was bad enough. Bnt New
York bond experts added a more dismal
warning. Without backup support in the
form of a federal gIIarantee or some kind
of local transit tax, they said, the
marketing of revenue bonds to keep construction going in the immediate future
will be "impossible."
To their credit, the local officials
neither threw up their hands in despair
nor talked of curtailing the transit
system. For two days they argued the
hard realities of alternatives for
solving the problem.
Unfortunately, the source of the
needed "backup" support has precipitated a
confused squabble within the upper levels
of the District government which is doing
no one any good. City council members,
led by Chairman Hahn, came out the other
day for the transit-tax approach,
implyinq that that was the District's
poa.tion. Denying any such agreement,
Deputy Mayor Watt opted for emergency
federal aid.
We think Hahn, in one respect at
least, is right. A transit tax of some
sort to help local jurisdictions support
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their hurden of heavier transit costs
almost certainly will he needed -- later
if not right now. And it certainly is
not too early for the governments of
the District and the Maryland-Virginia
suburbs to start talking earnestly about
it.
At the Airlie get-together, for
example, it was noted that a tax of only
four-tenths of 1 percent on all wages
and salaries paid in the District of
Colwnbia -- earmarked specifically for
the Metro system -- lo'Ould amply fill the
dollar gap for a long time to come. Furthermore, of the total money raised from
this source, 42 percent lo'Ould be paid by
District residents, 3S percent by Marylanders and 23 percent hy Virginians who
work in the city. That split, as it
happens, is quite close to the formula
already in effect for dividing the
loca~ shares of the Metro costs among
the three jurisdictions. So one could
hardly contend that the new proposal
would be unfair to anyone.
Bllt the practicil problem isJihat
the chances of winning early congressional approval of such a tax are just about
zero. For one thing, it sounds too much
like the old .. commuter tax" by which the
District had unsuccessfully sought to tap
suhurbanites for the purpose of bolstering District revenues. While a transit
tax earmarked purely for Metro is not in
that category, its passage would require

solid suburban supPOrt.

perhaps a

transit tax levied throughOut the region
wou1d be preferable. In any event, time
is needed to talk about it, and on that
account the best hope for j,JI1mediate relief in the bond-marketing crisis might
well be for the federal government to
step into the breach on at least a stopgap basis. There 8J! a numJ:1er of ways
by which i t could do so.

In our opinion, the first step is
to explore all those possibilities fully
with the administration. UJltil the
:re<Jional transit authority has had an
opportunity to accomplish that, in the
hOpe of develOping a regional consensus,
the District officials should knOCk off
the bickering -- and keep tbe options
open."

January 27, 1971
A number of us have been very much
concerned over the ability of our new
Speaker, Carl Albert of Oklahoma, to
manaqe the many problems with which a
Speaker is confronted each session of
congress. While serving as ~ajority
Leader, Conqressman Albert haS indicated
on a number of occasions by his action
on the Floor that his desire to stand up
and fight was limited to say the least.
I have seen him duck on a great many
occasions and this week, while the Ways
and Means Committee is in the process of
making new committee aSSignments, he is

mder considerable pressure from every
,ide. our Subconmdttee Chainnen on the
,ppropriations Committee met with the
~aker this llIOrning and he gives every
~dication of continuing his old system
of ducking every major issue if possible •
. ()lless he changes, he will. be in hot
later as long as he serves as speaker of
~he House of Representatives.
Electing Hale Boggs as Majority
r.eader places the Speaker in a right
afficult position, because Boggs is so
pnstructed that he will try to take over
the leaderilhip of the House. The Speaker
~d the Majority Leader elected Tip
c'Neill of Massachusetts as Whip. O'Neill
)5 strictly an oX'9anization politician
IIld when the chips are down, will qo
~ong with Boggs. I sympathize with the
~ew Speaker because he really will be
pnfronted with a qreat many problems
jIlich ;.ould not be presented to a strong
peaker. '!'he n_ members elected all
~t to get on the Committee on Ways and
/lE!ans and Appropriations and, in fact,
~e not willinq to start at the bottom
oE the 1 adder. The system now is to
li.mply be against the establishment and
! nU1llber of the new members elected on
omr side of the aisle are very much
~ainst the establishment.
Gilbert Hahn, Jr., the Chairman of
tile City Council here in Washington has
attempted to defend a Metro tax which
~uld be used to retire the $900 million

in subway lionds.
The subway continues
to be 1.n trouble and unless something is
done, the overall Metro will either have
to be cut back or a new financial plan
approved for construction of this system. On the ed! torial page of the
WASHINGTON POST appeared an article
entitled, "Mr. Hahn Presents the Case
for a Metro Tax." This article is as
follows.
"The present financial plan for
building the subway in the Washinqton
Metropolitan Area calls for $2.5 billion.
of this amount $800 (now $900) million
was to be provided by the sale of
revenue bonds which were to be paid for
out of ~ual profits from the operation
of the sUbway. For the rest, the federal government agreed to put up $1.1
billion and the local jurisdictions (Virginia, Maryland and D.C.) agreed to put
up $550 million.
Probably about a year ago the
revenue bonds became unsalable (although
this was not acknowledged until. last
month) when litigation was lost in the
State of Virginia which prevented the
local Virginia jurisdictions from giving
an open-ended backup to pay the annual
interest and principal on the bonds if
not enouCJh profit was realized from the
operatiOIl of the subway. The failure of
Virginia to be able to make this openended backup also released Maryland aDd
the District of Columbia from like obliqations.
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As a result, the financial advisors
to the Transit Authority (WMM'A) have
said that without some backup the $800
(now $900) million of general revenue
bonds cannot be sold.
second problem rose last month
when the Transit Authority revised its
estimate of the cost of the system from
$2.5 billion to $3 billion. This not
only created a gap in the financial pl2lll
but also meant that no bonds could be
sold until investors could be assured
that the system would be completed. ThuS
the bonds could not be sold for two
reasons: lack of a backup and lack of
$.5 billion.
A

The Staff of the Transit Authority
has recommended bIo alternate plans to
solve the problem of the inability to sell
the bonds and the problem of the $.5
billion gap in the financial plan.
The first solution is a one-half
per cent Metro tax to back up $1.35 billion of bonds and the second solution is a
federal guarantee of $900 million of
bonds. the grant of an additional $350
million by the federal government and a
$100 million tax or bond issue to be
voted by the residents of Northern virginia and the adjacent Maryland counties.
'!.'he great trouble with the federal
guarantee and an additional federal grant
of money and a sUbtlrban counties' bond or
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ta.:x is that it will never work, and if
i t fails the sUbway will fail.
1 cannot find yet on Capitol Hill

any substantial support for a federal
guarantee of sUbway bonds. Not the
least of the problems is the fact that
thE!!! City of Washington is just about to
ask the federal government to make qood
on some $20 million of Kennedy stadium
boDds Which have been more or less
quaranteed by the federal government and
'WhJ. ch could not be paid for out of the
ope:ration of the stadiUJII. 1: fear that
too many on the Hill will take the view
that a federal guarantee of subway bOnds
will mean actual federal payment of the
(now $900 mil.lion) of bonds which are
proposed to be issued.
As to the $300 million which the
federal government will be asked to pay
as the federal. share and an additional
approximately $50 million which it will
have to pay for the District' s share, it
is my view that thi. s is not the year to
ask the federal government to assume that
burden.

But even i:l the federal government
were to guarantee the bonds and agree to
appropriate $350 million, I cannot bel.ieve that the federal government would
do this 'o7i. thout prior action by the local
governments of Maryland and Virginia to
vote either the issuance of a further

$100 million of bonds or local taxes
that 'WOuld provide its equivalent.
The arguments that have been advanced on behal f of the county <JOvernments overlooks the fact that gettinq
this $100 million worth c£ bonds (or the
equivalent in taxes) may be a good deal
harder than the al ternati ve.
The Metro tax has a substantial
nU1l1ber of advantages. First, the financial advisors to the Transit Authority
have recommended a tax backup to the
bonds as being the preferable course.
fllis appears in the staff report which
was rendered at the Airlie House confer~nce.

Further than that, the staff report
says of the Metro tax that the incidence
of the tax on the three member jurisdictions almost exactly approximates the
share that each jurisdiction is committed
to provide in financinq the subway.
This tax can both support the $900
million of revenue bonds proposed to be
issued and can also support a further
$450 million of bonds to meet the gap in
the financial plan.
If Conqress could be persuaded to
authorize a Metro tax there need be no
request to Congress to quarantee $900
lllillion of bonds (and to pay for them if
the system cannot) or to ask congress for

a

$3010 million federal share and another

$50 million contribution for the District
of Coltmbia: and there would be no need

for the local jurisdictions to hold bond
referenda or to seek tax impositions
from state legislatures.
Indeed, since speed is of the
essen<e, the plan that can be implementec! fastest is a Metro tax in the
Distr:ict of Columbia only.
'l'he Metro tax proposed is one-half

per cent on the payroll of all employees
in tile District of Columbia over $3,000
($5, ()OO 'WOuld be better).
Wilile it is perfectly true that the
residantll of Maryland and Virginia have
for yelrs opposed a commuter tax levied
for th.e benefit of the budget of the
Distr:i. I:t of Columbia only, the attitude
of the suburbanite ouqht logically to
be entirely different to this small levy
whORe :revenues would qo entirely for the
subway (and leqislation can require this).
Remember that the altemative for the
subumeni.te is either a one-half per cent
Metro ~ax levied on the pay of those
who 'W01::1c in the District of Columbia or
to vote $100 million local contribution.
Swrely the appeal of the one-half
per ceDt Metro tax whose funds are to be
used omly for the reqional subway is
better th an a commuter tax on collDl\Uters
for Dis trict pruposes only.
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No one knows, of course, how much
the subway system will ultimately cost.
We think that now it wi~l cost $3 billion
but three years from now we may have an
entirely different estimate and there is
going to be the need of an ever-present
tax source to meet the rising needs of
the subway (for example. like the highway tax which is used to support the
freeway system). There is no tax that
is fairer or more appropriate for thiB
pUrpOse than a Metro tax that is levied
on the people who benefit from it.
We have this coming year to make
decisions that can make or break the subway forever. The soundest position that
the region can take this year is that
the people for whose benefit the subway
is being built are prepared to pay part
of their own way. unless we are prepared to demonstrate to the Congress that
we want the subway enough to bear the
burden. I would fear for the Ultimate
success of financing it. In the year
1971 we are better off going to the Congress for this tax to support the sale
of $1.35 billion of bonds, rather than to
ask congress to guarantee (and probably
pay for) $900 million of bonds, and to
give us another $350 million. And this is
better than asking the local jurisdictions in Maryland and Virginia to tax
themselves for another $100 million."

-
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January 29, 1971
If I was starting out as a freshJnall
Member in the House of Reuresentatives in
the 92nd Congress, I would certainly be
disturbed by the direction some of the
leaders in the House have taken as a
direct result of pressures from the news
media, Common Cause, and the rebels who
are cominq into the Hou_ as new MeJDbers.
When I think of people like this man
Dellums who defeated Cohelan in California, Abzug, the woman who defeated
Farbstein in New York City, Mazzoli who
defeated Bill Cowger in Kentucky, and a
number of others, it makes me right ill.
The Chairman of the committee on
Ways and Means is a man who has a lot of
ability. When you follow the actions of
Wilbur Mills of Arkansas year after year
you discover that he takes right good
care of himself which is to be expected.
He reads the signs right well and before
the 92nd Congress convened the move which
started several months ago to replace
the Ways and Means Committee as all
Committees on the Democratic side of the
aisle, Mills and a nwnber of the Members
on his Committee became very much concerned. The proposal was that each state
would elect one Member of that delegation
to serve as the Committee on committees
and since this is not too unattractive
as a new proposal, the Chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee became very much
alarmed and starting talking with the

-
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leadership as to moves which must be
made to stop such a resolution from
bein9 adop1:ed.
Our new Speaker, carl
Albert is not a strong man physically
and the record he establishes will not
place him in the category of being an
outstanding Speaker. Together with
Hale BoqcJs, our new Majority Leader,
and Mills the Speaker decided to start
yielding to the dissidents and the rebels.
These are the people in the House now
that are ca.usi.ng trouble and toqether
with the new Members who have just been
sworn in, the number apparently has
frightened the speaker. The move that
increased the Appropri.ations Committee
from 51 to 54 was simply a deal by Albert, BOc;J9's, and Mills to pacify the
troublemakers.

Our Chair:man, George Mahon of Texas,
was neither strong enough to prevent the
move :from taking place, or had enough
courage to lead the fight in the Caucus
which might ha-ve prevented such a move
from succeedinq. One of the resolutions
which will be offered in the next CauCUs
on Wednesday o:f next week provides that
no Chairman Call serve who is 70 years of
age. George Mahon Wl!8 born in 1900 and
this has frightened him some and certainly
tlas played a part in just how far he
would go :in the Caucus to fight for the
::ommittee. A lIumber of us on the Appro"riations committee talked with carl
\lbert, W:i..lbur Mills, and Hale Boqgs and

-
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i t was evident that an agreement has
been made to expand the size of our
committee along with certain other
commi ttees whi.ch would make room for
some of the troublemakers to come
aboard. Expanding our Committee beyond
51 places us in a position where our
committee Room is no ~on9'er large
enough to serve such a Committee. We
do not have one of the new Committee
ro01l\S in the Rayburn Building and our
committee Room in the Capitol on the
first floor is simply a large square
room with no built up benches or seats
and is composed of long tables and
straight chairs. We have 51 seats and
I presume that one of the tables will
have to be moved out in order to get the
new Members into the room. We do have
subcommi ttee rooms scattered throughout
the Capitol and the Rayburn Building,
but when the full Committee meets, is
when we wi~l have our problem.
We ended up with MCKay, a freshman
Member from utah, Stokes, one of the black
Members in the House who will take Mike
Kirwan • s seat from Ohio, Bill Hathaway,
a good Member from the state of Maine,
Nick Galifianakis of North carolina,
Ed Roush who was defeated and then
finally returned from Indiana, and Roybal of California.
stokes is a second termer and is
the brother of the Mayor of Cleveland.
He was one of those who boycotted. the

-
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State of the union Messacre because the
president has turned his "back, accordinq to Stokes, on the black people in
this country. Roybal is an tlltral.iberal and so is Roush.
The Democratic Study Group have not
been too successful with their demands
but in the caucuses which we have held
so far. a number of resolutions have
been adopted which they sponsored. The
rebels elected, of course, joined
immediately with the Democratic study
Group and voted according-ly in the
Caucus. At least the woman from New
York City. Mrs. Abzug. did not succeed
in being selected to go on the Armed
Services Commit.tee. She was placed on
the Government Operations Committee which
is the investigative committee of the
House.
Wi th everything considered. I can
see trouble ahead not only for the J)eltIOcratic: Party but for a great many Members in the House who have all down
t.hrough the years endeavored to make good
Representatives. certainly some of those
who floated in this time will not return
in 1972.
February 1, 1971
The Apollo 14 crew is on the way
to the moon. After a beautiful lift off
at 4:00 Sunday, the Apollo 14 spacecraft
failed five times to perform the generally

routine docking maneuver that shifts
the luna lander from behind the command
ship to :Ln front of it.
On the sixth
attempt ao. docking was made but it is
very uncertain at this time as to
whether or not the crew will be given a
go ahead to make their luna landing on
the moon. According- to plan the Apollo
14 would reach the moon by tomorrow and
then undock with two of the astronauts
landing on the moon and the third remaining on the command ship orbiting
the moon.
The failure of the docking
system to work may cause our space
officials to decide against a landing
on the IIIO()n. Some are of the opinion
that since the astronauts could enter
the command craft by walking to it from
outside the spacecraft in their presBurized suits the docking difficulty might
be ignored and the landing accomplished.
Time will tell.
Every day now we hear more about
the actual cost of the rapid transit
system. AU along I have maintained
that it WOU1d be impossible to construct
the 98 miles at $2~ bill.ion and now O.
Roy Chalk Who was interviewed on televi sion Sunday. emphatically stated that
the offiCials of the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority deliberatly
under-estintated costs in order to get
the project going. This, of course,
brought out immediately a denial from
the Authority but Chalk· s statement is
still true.

article appeared in the EVENING
STAR Sunday, entitled "A Way out of
Subway Fund Crisis Proposed." This
article is as fol~ows:
An

"Subway agency officials said yesterday it is not too late for Washington
to bail itself out of financia~ difficuI ties caused by tardy payment of subway construction funds.
But they linked success in erasing
the $590,000 in penal ties assessed by
the area subway agency to fast action by
Congress -- particularly the House
Appropriations Committee.
Funds have been held up in the past
by Rep. William H. Natcher, D-Ky., chair-

man of the Appropriations subcommittee
for the District. He has held up subway
funds due the District because of dissatisfaction with the progress of certain
freeways.
Schuyler Lowe, chief fiscal officer
for the Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority, explained that by
paying in advance, the District coul.d
erase all of its late penalties.
He said, specifically, that payment
of $34 million by early spring and then
$38 million -- due WMATA from the District
for fiscal year 1972 -- by August wou~d
erase the District's penal ties.
Although this sounds like a happy
way out of the dD.enuna, chances are that

congressional haggling not only will
prevent thi.s but will lead to even more
penalties.
$2,000 a Day

The transit authority also has
assessed Montgomery and Prince George's
counties a total of more than $72,000
since Jan. 2 for not having produced
their latest construction commitl'llent
to the $2.98 billion subway system.
The late assessments continue to
spiral at a rate of more than $ 2,000 a
day in the District and to a lesser
extent in the counties.
District City Council Chairman
Gilbert Hahn Jr. said yesterday he had
been concerned from the beginning about
the WMA'l'A clause calling for such
penalties.
But he said that from a practical
standpoint the transit authority could
not function without such a clause.
Delmar Ison, WHATA comptroller,
Lowe and carl ton Sickles, chairman of
the transit authority, explained that
the clause is necessary only to insure
payment on ti.me like payments on a car
by consumers.
They said the subway agency had
built into its operating expenses a return of 6 percent on investments of idle
funds.
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"As you know, sometimes we'll have
:funds for a year or more before we can
use them." Sickles said.. But, by law,
the transit authority cannot award a
contract ,n thout having the money in
hand.
Return Is Earmarked
So the return on its investment of
idle fllnds is earmarked for executive
and administrative costs. Therefore,
those jurisdictions which pay late are
in turn assessed the same 6 percent the
authority would have realized had it had
the funds in hand.
All insisted that the penalty clause
is equitable and vital.
Hahn also pointed out that the
authority· s full faith and credit would
be seriously undermined without this
clause in contracts.
'!'he assessment was levied against
the Distri.ct for failure to make its
$34.2 million payment due last July 1.
l!eanwhlle. the Maryland counties
said they have held up payment of their
subwa:y contribution because the state,
in tu:rn, has not made its $10 million loan
to them.

The counties said the state must
make such a contribution before they can
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produce their $15.7 million contr:i.bution.
Transit officials said. it 'WOuld be
even easier for Montgomery and Prince
George's to erase their penal ties by
paying in advance over the next two
years in an amount of time equal to
their tardiness.
A $10 Million Squabble
There also is·a behind-the-scenes
squabble among the counties, the governor
and the transit authority over whether
the $l.0 mil.l.ion from the state is a l.oan
or a grant.
"We of course take the position
that it is a loan -- not a grant," said
a spokesman for Maryl.and Gov. Marvin
Mandel.. But some highly placed transit
officials said the wording in the law
cl.early terms it a grant.

Mandel. also has asked for detail.ed
long-range spending proposals from
transit officials before rel.easing any
more state funds. He has said the project's real. costs are more like $4
bil.l.ion than $2.98 bil.lion.

WMAT.1\ 's long-range spending blue?rint will be produced within a month,
)fficials there said.

Montgomery owes $8.9 million and
?rince George's $6.8 million for the total
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$15.7 million due. They have been assessed for tardy payment due Jan. 2.
Montqomery's assessment to date is
$40,965 and. Prince George's is $31,276."
February 4, 1971
The Apollo 14 slipped into orbit
around the moon early this morning.
Astronauts Alan B. Shepard, Jr., Edgar D.
Mitchell, and stuart A. Roosa just before
two a.m. slo_d down their two-l.inked
spacecraft just enoU<]h to have the 50
tons of machinery captured between the
moon's gravity and brought into orbit.
A decision was made in Houston to land
the luna:' spacecraft and while two of the
astronauts land on the moon, the other
one will continue orbiting the moon on
the Command spacecraft. I f everything
works well this shOuld take pla ce tomorrow.
On Tuesday of this week I attended
the President's Prayer Breakfast. This
is an annual affair and over 3,000 people
were in attendance. The president, Members of the House and the Senate, the
Supreme Court, the Cabinet, Mayors of
ci'ties throughOut the United states, and
a .great many other important people were
present. There were a number of short
statements from the new Speaker, the
presidents of the House and the Senate
prayer breakfast groups, and others, and
thEn Chief Justice Warren E. Burger was
prEsented. He spoke for about 20 minutes
ancl made an outstanding speech.
In part
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he stated that the forces and influences
which disturb the tranquility of a whole
people begin with the individual, and
that we know, too, that the frustration
and unrest of this last third of the
century is a pervasive thing and touches
every nation on the 910be. The Chief
Justice said that it is no comfort to us
to read of the troubles that beset other
nations, Wbet:hllr they are friends or
otherwise, because it is more disturbing
to Jmow that this unrest is so pervasive
throughout the world. Mr. Burger also
said that our difficulties are not simple,
because some of those nations reject the
idea of a Divine Power and some of their
leaders literally fear the public acknowledgement of their own fallibility and
their dependence upon something outside
themselves and outside the people as a
whole -- it is part of our national
tradition, said Mr. Burger, beginning
183 years a<jo, and through the years of
struggle that preceded, and right down
to this very hour and in this room, that
.American leaders freely acknoWledge their
dependence upon Divine authority. For
this reason, at this particular time of
history, the Chief Justice said, the
most important factor about this
occasion is that all who are present
acknowledge, freely and openly, simply
by being here, that without Divine
:;uidance we are lost. The Chief Justice
then took the 23rd Psalm and recalled
t;he real meaning of the prayer and con:luded his remarks by repeating the psalm.
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I was so impressed with the Chief
Jusiiee's statement, which to me was
the best short speech that I have heard
in J~ years, that I called his office
and requested a copy wlu.ch I recei. ved
yesterday afternoon. In fact, all of
thi s speech should be included in this
J01l%nal but with too many newspaper
arti.cles and editorials and too many
otlter speeches copied into the Journal.
prob-Ibly the space should be used for
othel events.

We were in Caucus in the House yesterdar all day with the exception of one
hour ,hen the House was in Session. I
have never seen as much difficulty and
turmoil among the Democrats. The wildeyed liberals are making constant attacks
on Seniority and after losing battle
after battle, they continue. Yesterday,
their IIOtion to refuse the chairmanship
of th~ District of ColUlllbia Committee to
John g, McMillan, who during a great
many ~tars has served as Chairman of
this C~mmittee, was defeated on a close
rote cf 126 to 96, This was a secret
ballot and the dissidents almost suc:eeded in unseating this Chairman, When
~e Ways and Means Committee presented
:he colilli ttee nominations for the 20
1tandiJg Committees, a number of the new
!embers there jumped up and objected to
:heir (()mrni.ttee assignments, with one of
:hose :!ll!Ipin'3' up being Bella Abzug. She
ranted to be on the Committee on Armed
,ervices and instead, the ways and Means
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CoJ:lllllittee IS nomination provided that
she go on the Government Operations
colllllli ttee. After yellinq and swiacPng
he:rself around for nearly an hour. Bella
was defeated and will be a constant thorn
in the side of the leadership while she
is a Member of Congress. The same
applies to several other new Members.
Just to dte one example. William
Raspberry, a black reporter of the WASHINO'roN POST in his article in this morning's paper which was entitl.ed. "New
Breed of Cat in the conqress, n the opening paragraph stated that "the dozen
blade members of the House of Representat:ives are well, a new breed of cat.
Their quiet confidence. poli tical savvy,
and effectiveness may, in fact. be what
the coiners of the phrase 'bl.ack power'
had in mind," according to Raspberry.
Again, I say that if I was a freshman member of congoress that I would
really be confUsed. In fact, I would
have to consider for some time before I
would decide to we the race for a seat
in the House of Representatives if I
knew that we were going to continue having !!embers sent to this Body such as
the 16 or 17 who are with us now. These
16 or 17 new ones added to some 56 or
60 old ones, is just about too much.
Yesterday, a powerful move developed
on the committee on Appropriations. This
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morning at 9:30 a meeting is being held
in the office of sidney Yates, a Democrat on our committee. who has been
disgruntled ever since he returned to the
House after being defeated by Senator
Everett Dirksen. yates, if he had remained in the House, would be right at
the top of the lht as far as seniori ty
is concerned, but since he dropped out
for two terms after his defeat, returned
to the committee on Appropriations at
the bottom of the ladder. When he was
here before, he served on the Independent
Offices Subcommittee and if he had remained a member, woul.d be the Chairman
of this subcommittee today. He bas
insisted for several years now that
George Mahon, the Chairman of our Committee, put him back on this particular
subC01llllittee which would mean that our
Chairman would have to give him preference over a number of the senior members
now on the committee who were not here
when Yates was a member before, particularly those whose seniority is greater
than his today.
Some 20 proposals will .be discussed
at the meeting today and all of them tend
to take control on tne commi ttee on
Appropriations away from George Mahon,
the Chairman of the COl1llllittee. There
are a number of members on our Connnittee
who are number two on subcommi ttees and
are simply furious oY'er the fact that they
continue remaining nu.mber two and the
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Chairman of the subcommittee won't be
defeated, die or resign. We have others
who want to be on the most powerful
subcommi ttees regardless of their
seniori ty. and others who are not in
favor of some committee chairmen serving
on as many as three subcommittees. They
want the subcommittee on Labor-H.E.W.
divided with one of their number bec:ominq Chairman of either Labor or H.E.W.
Yates is a Jew from Chicago and he not
only has considerable ability, but is a
troublemaker. Yesterday our Chairman
was advised of the situation and, in
fact, a number of the senior members told
him that if he fails to get off his duff,
that within the next three weeks these
dissidents would take his committee over.
George is 70 years old and long before
.Mr. Cannon left as Chairman of our committee, he told me and others that the
time would come when we would have to
gi ve Georqe Mahon some backbone, because
he simply was minus of this ingredient.
Time will tell just what they do to
George and to our comittee. The subcommittee chairmen and a number of the
senior members toqether with a majority
of the Republicans on our comittee certainly would be sufficient to brinq this
revol t down immediately, but Georqe is
just blundering alonq and may be too late.
In describing the President's Prayer
Breakfast, l: failed to state that the
President spoke last and after greeting
those present made one of the most

unusual statements that I have ever
heard a qrown man make. He looked around and said that there were present
re!presentatives of the Presidential
cabinet. the House and the Senate, City
and state officials and Governors. Memb.rs of the SUpreme Court. and. in
fact, as many powerful people in this
ome room as he had ever seen during his
lifetime. He said he just wondered what
weuld happen if someone decided to drop
a bomb in this room at this time. This
to me was a most unusual statement. and
simply shows that the President is
really confu.... He rambled on for about 10 minutes on the same linea saying
nothing and finally sat down.
The ....ar in Vietnam continues and
our boys yesterday removed the wraps
which began the biggest allied o~ration
in South Vietnam in nearly three years.
Along with the South Vietnamese we swept
along the Laotian border and, this coming
after Cambodh,. Nally makes the people
beli.eve that the war in vietnlllll instead
of being about over, is really just beginning again.
The President submitted his budget

to the congress this paat week and the
overall amount requested is $229.200.000"06
TIlis is the all-time record budg'et and ~
is a deficit spendinq budget. The budqet as submitted is out of ballllce some
$30 billion which means that revenue will
not be adequate to take care of expenditures. The money recommended to be

expended will come from the following
sources: 4l¢ from individual tacoma
taces. l6¢ froll! corporation income taxes,
25¢ from social insurance taxes and
contributions, B¢ from excise taxes, 5¢
from borrowing', and S¢ from other sources.
Forty-two cents of the amount expended
will qo to l!Uman Resources, 34¢ to National Defense, ll¢ to Physical Resources,
9¢ to payment of interest on the National
Debt, and 5¢ for other Pftposes.
February 5, 1971
Astronauts Shepard and Mitchell are
on the moon.
For five hours now our two astronauts have been on the moon and are
preparing to take their moon walk.
Astronaut Roosa is orbiting the moon in
the Command spacecraft and will continue
orbi tinq the moon until the two astronauts complete their"liission on the moon.
Shepard and Mitchell will stay on the
surface of the moon for 33~ hours which
will be the most intensive exploration
of the lunar landscape. In two separate
space walks totalling Sis hours with the
option of extendinq them eaclJ by 45
minutes, Shepard and Mitchell will tramp
over almost 2~ miles of the 1"ra Mauro
reg'ion~in the lunar hiqhlands. This is
more than twice the time the first men
on the moon from the Apollo 11 spent on
the lunar surface in their one space
iialk. The Apollo 12 moon explorers spent

- "'v"'~ less than 8 hours walkinq around the
:moon and they covered less than l~ miles
of its surface.
The official portraits of former
president John F. Kennedy and Mrs.
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis have been
approved and were unveiled yesterday.
"!'he portrait of Jack Kennedy shows him
stlllldin9 with his arms folded and his
head bowed. You cannot see his eyes and
i t is a riqht sad, despondent portrait.
'1'0 me this was .poor selection. The
portrait of Mrs. onassis shows her face
very plainly and her hands and body toqether with a lonq flowinq white dress
are riqht weird like and the discussion
qiven by some who saw the portrait indicates that after viewinq the portrait
you receive a qhost-lilte feelin9. Thi.
makes this portrait riqht unusual and I
presume it suits Mrs. anassis ri9ht down
to the qround.
The l'residetlt i . fi9htinc;J baek on
his proposal for revenue sharinq. He
informed conqrels yesterday in a lenc;Jthy
special messaqe that State and local
qovernments must be given financial
assistance now to overcome a financial
crisis that is getting worse. state and
local qovernments need more money to
spend but they also need greater freedom
in spending it.
We are considerinq now a deficit
spending budget and our National Debt is
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about $391 billion. In fact, we have
no money to share and my guess is that
it will be a long time before the House
takes any action on this proposal.
February 8, 1971
Apollo 14 astronauts are on their
way home from the moon and if everything
works well will land in the South
Pacific near Samoa and somewhat east of
New Zealand. The Apollo 14 should
sp~ash down at 4:01 p.m. Eastern Standard
Time on TUesday. They will tetum with
a car90 of lunar soil and rocks plus
spacecraft parts which the Space Agency
wants to examine closely.
We are now orqanizing our COIIIIittee
on Appropriations and have a few diuidents on the committee who are attempting
to cause some troUble. We will have a
full ComnIittee meeting tom.rrow at 11
o' clock and then we will find out just
how many votes the dissidents have on
the C01'IIIIIi ttee.
An editorial carried in the EVENING
STAR on Saturday entitled "Transit snag"
is as follows,

"Within Maryland's political menaCJerie, smiling Louis Goldstein is renowned
for seldom, if ever, missing an opportunity to posture as the taxpayer's friend
and savior.

AI1IOng other things, the Maryland
colRptroller is not one to allow such inconsequentials as contractual obligat:ions or common sense to mar a good
pe:rformance. His latest role as the
outraged victim of predatory outlanders
from Montgomery and Prince Georges
COUnties is a case in point.
'!'he iSllue this time is fairly
simple: The counties, under a previous
arranqe1llent, are due $10 million from
the state to help finance their c:urrent
payment to the Washington area subway
agency. The payment, already late, is
pil.ing up daily penalties because the
state's $10 million was withheld last
month by Governor Mandel, Goldstein and
a third state functionary who make up
Maryland's all-powerful Board of Public
Works. Ac<.'Ording to these officials,
Maryland wasn't going to fork over any
lI\()re money until they got satisfactory
dalla on the Metro system's lonq-range
fiscal situation. And a confrontation
between Goldstein and the two counties'
senatorial delegAtions lAst TUesday was
marked by all manner of sound and fury.
Well, apparently satisfied with the
data provided, Governor Mandel pledged
last ThursdAY to work to free the money.
And that beinq the ease, the prospects
appear qood that Goldstein, while still
fuming and fussing, will go along with
that necessary action next week, thus
ending another crilis.

But the dramatic and sometimes
comi.c aspects of Goldstein' s perfomance
aside, this is no laughing matter.
The Maryland problem was touched
off in the first place by a genuine and
understandable concern about the Metro
system's cost escalations, in the face
of bond marketing problems and the persistent refusal of Representative
Natcher to release the District of COlumbia share of the subway costs. The
subway must be built, and it will be
if regional political confidence in this
vi tal program holds up. The SIO-million
Maryland episode, however, is compelling
evidence of the need to eliminate causes
for doubt. And that means finding some
way. as quickly as possible, to resolve
such problems as the Natcher holdup of
District funds,"
February 9, 1971
OUr astronauts were sitting in their
shirtsleeves 175,000 miles away from the
eartl! last night holding a 30 minute
pres. conference. Questions were propounded to the astronauts concerning their
trip to the moon and especially their
walk IIp to near the top of the moon I s
Cone Crader. Splashdown will take place
this afternoon.
South Vietnamese troops moved into
Laos l"esterday and before the day was
over four American helicopter crew

- 6073 1I\eIIIbers were killed when their craft was
hit by qround fire and crashed in south
Laos. The reports whiah the Department
of Defense and the White House are makinq
to conqrels are unequivocally positive
that none of our men are participatinq
in the Laos elUJaqement. Bere we have
another credibility CJap that is causing'
real concern.
Tod3y our committee on Appropriations holds its first orqanization meetinq for the 92nd ConCJress. 'l'en of the
Democrat Members led by Sidney Yates of
Chicago will offer II series of chanCJe.
to the Commi ttee RUl.es which will be
viqorously contested. '!'he sum and IUbstance of the
provides for a
reduction of power of the Chairman and
the rankinq Minority ~r of our commi Uee and a considerable reduction of
the power of the SUbeOlDlllittee Chairmen.
'l'he last ti_ that __ had a battle on
our Comnd ttee of any conseqUence was in
1955 which by the way was the year that
I was elected a Member of the committee.
'1'he d:islidents were defeated at that
time and should be defeated aqain today.

chanq..

The District of COlumbia budqet
for F:isea1 Year 1972 will be submitted
somet:ime wi thin the next 30 days and
accordinq to information furnished our
Committee, will be out of balance some
$90. 3 million. The overall budqet will
be continqent upon enactment of certain
leqiaJ.ative tax increases that will not
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take place. one of the most controversial proposals provides for a ~ of 1%
COIIIIIJter tax on residents of Maryland
and Virginia who work in the District.
This, of course, is not right and should
be defeated. '!'he District is hoping to
pidt up $50.6 million here which would
be earmarked for rapid rail transit.
If enacted, the additional tax would be
IJIlbsti.tuted for tile provision of the
law providill9 for a sale of $800 million
worth of rapid rail transit bonds that,
of course, cannot be retired out of the
fare box and which are not salable today.
The broker. and bankers throughout this
country refuse to touch these bonds and
this is a sllious roadblock for the
Washir19ton Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority.

so far this congress we have had
no leqislation presented other than resolutions frlJll the Committee on ways
and Means pertaining to Committee assignments. We will have a 10 day reae88
period while our Republican friends
retum to their districts to malte
Lincoln Day speeches. DUrin<] this recess
period we should be holding hearings on
all of the CoIIDittees and i t might mean
that we could adjourn prior to Christmas
Eft 1971.
OUr full Committee on Appropriations
met this morning and we finally adopted
the Rules for the 92nd Congress. We had
11 Members who made every effort possible
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to limit the authority of the Chairman
and of the subcommittee Chairmen with
a~l 11 being efther new Members or disgruntled Members who have never succeeded
in obtaining subcollll\littee Chairmanships.
:r sincerely believe that they were
actually surprised at the outcome. 3l-11.
February 10, 1971
I haa breakfast at the WIIi te House
this morning with the President and 99
other Members of the House and the
Senate. After the breakfast we were
bl'iefed on the president's new proposals concerning government reorganization
and revenue sharing. Mr. Ehrlichman,
one 0 f the President t I asllistants, led
the discussion on revenue sharing and
fomer Governor John Connally of Texas
who is now the new Secretary of the
Treasury gave an excellent discussion on
gove%'JlJllellt reorganization as proposed by
the President. Governor connally is
Lyndon Johnson's best friend and was in
the automobile with President Kennedy at
the time of the assassination. I always
marvel at the fact that John Connally
looks enough like Lyndon B. Johnson to
be a brother. lie is a right able man.

Each time that I have breakfast in
the East Room or am there attending a
reception and especially in the winter

time. I am always impres sed with the
fact that this is the coldest room in
the District of Columbia. The White
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Rouse is a tremendous rambling 98 room
structure and, of course. is difficult
t:o heat. This especially applies to
the East Room. The lady Members who
were present this momill9 without jackets
or coats were very uncomfortable and
Edith Green, who sat directly across
from me, shivered throuqh the entire
meeting. The East Room is a beautiful
room and the three tremendous chandeliers
there, I think, are the most beautiful
chandeliers that I have ever seen. lIhen
the White House was repaired in 1948 a
number of the large chandeliers were
moved from the White House to the Hill
and as I h8ve previously said several
of these chandeliers are now in the Commi ttee on Appropriations rooms. 2'hey
were placed there by Louis Rabaut, a
member of our Canmittee who was chairman
of the eommi ttet in charge of repairing
the White House.
The beautiful portraits of Martha
washington and Geo!l1e Washington in thb
room are right unusual. President

Kennedy's new portrait sits on an ea8.1
in the corrider leading into the East
Room and I had an opportunity today to
really take a good close look at this
portrait. With his head bowed and arms
folded, it is a right unusual portrait
and to me is not the one that should be
placed in the White House.
After being briefed on the two
above subjects, Lt. General Blake brought
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us up to date on the War in south Viet
Nam. Just as soon as he started his
discussion there was a commotion in
the center of the East Room and out
stomped Bella Abzuq who by the way is
exceedingly larqe and blunders around
like a small rhinoceros. She is a
member of the women's peace movement
and a number of other groups who are
r:i.qht unusual and especially so when you
consider the rating that the FBI qives
these groups. She apparently wanted to
attract attention, so in leavinq the
room she made considerable noise.
The a.tronauts of Apollo 14 came
safely back to the earth at 4105 p.III.
Eastern Standard Time just five miles
ahead of the aircraft carrier NEW
ORLEANS. The crew was in fine shape and
36 minutes after the spacecraft spluhed
down, five Navy Frogmen had the astronauts safely out of the KIM HAlIK and
into a yellow rubber life raft. The
astronauts will be in quarantin8 for a
few days and th8n visit the president
and I presume a number of other cities
and places throughout this country.

Committee assignments were
finally agreed to and announced for our
Committee on Appropriations today. I
remain as Chairman of the Subcommittee
on District of Columbia Budqet much to
the surpri. se of on8 of our local newspapers and will continue servinq on the
SubCOlllllitte8S appropriating money for the
'l'he
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Departments of Aqric:ul ture, Labor and
Heal th, Education and Welfare. with
the Aqricultural Appropriations Bill
beginning as of today we will have all
of pollution, p!1re Food and Drug,
Federal Trade CoIIII1Iission, all of the
environmental and consumer agencies
and collDllissions together with other
matters which pertain to pollution
qenerally and to the American consumer.
'!'his should aid us in our annual struggle
to present to the House of Representatives the Agricultural Appropriations
Bill.
February 11, 1971

The worst earthquake that cali fornia has suffered since 1906 took place
in Los Angeles at 6:01 TUesday morning.
So far the known death toll is fixed at
52 and estimates of property damage
exceed $300 million. The large dam in
the San Fernando valley is crac:ked and
huge pumps have been working around the
clock to draw the water down so that it
will not break and crash down through
the valley killing thousands and thousands of people. some 80,000 people
have been moved out of the valley and
may return as soon as the water has
reached a level in the Dam which makes
it safe. Pictures of the freeway and
bridges across the freeway at exits and
entrances are almost unbelievable. This
~as the same day that our astronauts
!plashed down in the Pacific from Apollo
~4.
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February 12. 1971

All of the Committees in the House
have finally been organized for the
92nd Congress. W. R. poaqe of Texall is
Chairman of the connittee on Agriculture:
GeorCJe H. Mahon of Texas is Chairman of
the COIIIJIi ttee on Appropriations: F.
Edward Hebert of Louisiana is Chai%lWl
of the COIIIlIittee .on Armed senicea:
Wright Patman of Texas is Chairman of
the Committee on Banking and curreney:
John L. McMillan of South carolina is
Chairman of the CoIIIIIi ttee on the District
of ColWllbia: Carl D. perltins. of Kentucky
ia Chairman of the Connittee on Educati.on and Labor, Thomas E. Morgan of
Pennsylvania i.1I Chairman of the COIIIIftittee
OD Foreign Affairs: Chat Holifield of
california is Chairllan of the Committee
OD Government Operations: wayne L. Hay.
of Ohio is Chairman of the COIIIIIIittee on
Rous. Adlllinistration: Richard H. Icl\ord
of Missouri is Chaix:man of the committee
OD Internal Security: hyDe N. Aspinall
of Colorado is Chaix:man of the COIIII!ittee
Oft I ntetior and Insular Affairs: Harley
O. Sta~ers of West Virginia is Chaiman
of the Committee on Interstate and
l"oreic;rn COIIIIIIerc:e: Emamlel celler of New
York is Chairman of the Committee on the
JtldiC!iary: Edward A. Garmatz of Maryland
is Chairman of the Collllllittee on Merchant
Marl 1\e and Fisheries: Thaddeus J. DUlski
of N"4W York is Chairman of the committee
Olll Post Office and Civil Service, John
A. Blatnik of Minnesota is Chairman of
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the Committee on Public works: William
M. Colmer of Mississippi is Chairman of
the Committee on Rules1 Georqe P. Miller
of California is Chairman of the Committee on Science and Astronautic81
Melvin Price of Illinois is Chairman of
the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct and Olin E. Teaque of Texas is
Chairman of the Committee on veterans I
Affairs.

we now have 33 Democrats on the
COJIII\ittee on Appropriations and 22
Republicans. This makes a total of 55
and I am number 9 on the coaaittee.
Ahead of me we have the Chairman, Georqe
Mahon of Texas, Jamie L. Whitten of
MiRllissippi, Georqe W. Andr_ of Alabama, John J. Rooney of New York, Robert
L. F. Sikes of Florida, Otto E. Passman
of Louisiana, Joe L. Evins of Tennessee,
and Edward P. Boland of Massachusetts.
The thirty-third Member and the one at
the bottOlll of the Democrat list on our
Connittee is one of the new members, K.
GUnn McKay of Utah, a" member of the old
Mormon family and a man that appears to
be a right sound member.
February 16, 1971
The WASHINGTON POST continues to
editorialize on the front page. For
years now this newspaper has made every
effort to run the Capital city and has
failed. Every President who has served
since I have been a Member of congress
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soon indicated that this particular
newspaper not only would not tell the
truth but it had stories written which
were exciting and helped sell newspapers
when the facts were fraudulent and not
truthful. The good old WASHINGTON POST
continues on, In 1969 they sent a man
into my District and he stayed for
several days hoping to uncover somethinq that would make a story readable
in his newspaper, The story was printed
and was a right nice story because he
was unable to find out anything that was
detrimental to me and since the laws of
liability still apply to a certain extent where newspaper articles are concerned, he wss afraid to make up a story.
Again _ have the WASHINGTON POST assigning a new staff writer to write a story
about me and by usine] innuendoes and
theories which he says might apply,
wri tes a right unusual story. Some of
the story, of course, is true, but a
number of statements made by this man
are false and he knew it at the time he
typed the words. This story is entitled,
"Rep. Natcher: Eye of Storm Over D,C.
Funds, Freewsy.· The story is as follows:
"A hard glint in the eye. Gray
suit, soft gray tie, e]raying hair:
immaculate. A modest man. FaJ;.r, honorable, straightforward. Disciplined.
Not everyone uses these words. but
most do. A few. with a certain bitterness, say the man is a country hick,
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proud, biased and somewhat fanatic.
Whatever he is, William H. Natcher' s
name seems to begin and end most discussions about District of Columbia affairs
these days.
The Democratic c:onqrellllllan from
Jl:entucky is chairman of the House Appropriations SUbCOlllllittee on the Distriet
of Columbia - a position that has
enabled him three times to hold the
city's federal subway funds hostaqe to
force construction of freeways and a
bridge that many city politicians and
collUllUni ty orqanizations oppose.
Natcher, 61, haa been chairman for
nine years. Tuesday's announcement that
he will continue in the post means he
will continue to play a key role in the
city' s ongoinq freeway-sUbway battles.
His Subc:ommittee has life-and-death power
over every line in the city budqet, includinq the subway appropriation.
Esteemed by M~rs
Natcher has been a ~rful chairman, highly esteemed by the members of
his SUbcommittee for What they call hil
hard work, honesty, fairness, detailed
knowledge of issues and concem for the
preroqltives of the Conqress. This esteem, possibly more than any other factor
has made Natcher successful in controlling his SUbcommittee.
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This control is not thought to
have been diminished by the changes in
the SUbcommittee' B makeup announced
TUesday.
Exactly why he is withholding the
subway money seems a mystery to many of
lIatcher's enemies, to city officials who
testify before his SUbcommittee, and
even to many of his closest colleaques
in the Conqress.
lIatcher ian I t talking. Last week,
a. is hi. lonq-Btandinq custom, he again
refused to grant I!lIl interview to 'I'he
Washington Post. Friends sayche is disqusted with the coverage he haa had in
all 'Washington newspapers.
110 Additional Comment

Paqed from the House floor, Natchsr
,trod! up to his visitor and stood rock.
steady and unsmilinc;.
"'!he lady in my office qave you my
statements on the record," he said. "I

would have no add! tional comment. It's
a plealUre to meet you, my friend."
1'he feel ing was of a bomb about to
explode.
Theories about the man go somethinq
like this:
Natcher believes the will of Congress
.st be obeyed. In 1968, congress passed
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a highway act orderill<1 the District to
build the controversial Three Sisters
Bridge between Georqetown and Arlington,
plus three other freeway segments. It
also tol.d the District: to study and
recommend modifications in plans for the
North Central Freeway to Silver Spring.
After long delay, the city began the
bridqe but recomended scrapping the
North Central rofld •
.. That frosted !latcher riqht to the
gills," said one high congressional aide
last week. (The 1970 Highway Act extends
the study another year.) !latcher's ire
at the city for defying Congress is
evident in his public statements. A
dozen congressmen interviewed recently
tended to agree with him on the point.

Natcher is under pres81U'e from his
eolleaCJUes. If Washinqton can kill
roads, so can other localities across
the country. Many conqressmen--especial.ly the leadership of tile powerful
PUl:>lic Works COIIIIIittee that drafts road
legislation -- have staked their reputations on completion of the mammoth interstate highway system financed by congress
in 1956 and now about 70 per cent complete.
Fed up With Delay
Public Works COIII\i.ttee leaders, fed
up With the delay on the !lorth Central
and other roads, "have said to Natcher,
By God the District of Columbia has
defied us on freeways and has done us in
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and we're not going to take that.'·
according to Rep. Brock Adams (D-Wash.),
a key figure in the freeway-subway fight.
'!'he retired public works chairman.
Georqe H. Fallon, is a Democrat from
Baltimore who was known in cOIl9ress as
the • father of the interstate highway
system." The new chairman is John A.
B1atnilt (D-Jotinn.), who haa been the
chairman of the Special Subcommittee OD
the Federal Aid to HighWay program.

Constituent pressure influences
Betcher. An interstate superhiqhway was
built through the heart of Natcher's
Second Kentuelty Conqreas1onal oistriat: ill
t:be last decade -- bringing IDOney to road
builders, those Wbo cater to tourist.,
landowners, and just about everyone else.
'1'0 qet that hiqllway buU t the way
hi. constituents wanted it. Natcher bad
to cooperate clos.ly With the Public
Works COIIIIIittee leaden who also wanted

freeways built in the District of COIUIIIbia, say some theorists.

Ratcher is in the clutches of the
national highway lobby. Those who malte
IIIOney building roads and those who
administer road progrlll1ls are hi9'1111
or<]lUlized. Many qroups have offices in
Washington and publish magazines like
American Highwl!lys. Street and Highway
Lighting, Asphalt, and Limestone. They
work directly with many congressmen and

influence others throuqh constituents.
The Federal city council, composed
of many of wasninq1:on's foremost business
executives and professional men wno have
supported both freeways and subways for
the city, gave a dinner for retirinq Deputy Mayor Thomas W. Fletcher on Dec. 8,
1969.

It was attended by many staff . . . .
bers of the PUblic Works Road, Subcommittees and D.C. Appropriations Subcommittees and their wives, by Rep. John C.
Kl.czynski (»-111.), chairman of the
House PUblic WOrks S,!b«onIni ttle on ROads,
by rsprssentatives of the rubber, steel
and cement industrie., and by Graham
Watt, the new deputy _yor, and other city
officials.
"It was the hiqhway lobby illlpressinq

Graham watt that he'd better not fiddle
aJ:OUnd,' said one conq:ressional SOlr ce
wbo attended. "Bliq and lIaiq anc! biq,
juicy cuts of beef. If theY'll qo to
that trouble for watt you can imaqine
What they'll do to a c:onqressman in
Natcher's position.' (Deputy Director
:Ken sparks sud the dinner's purpose was
to bid farewell to Pletcher.)

Natcher is a country boy insensitive
"The only thinq he cares
about. is his prestiqe vis-a-vis his
co11eaques," said one longtime ant1freeway fiqhter. "Backinq down would mean
10B8 of face.·
to city needs.
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Another observer said Nateher is
"DOt an urban fellow" and that he sees
IIntifreeway forces as an illeqitilllate
"noisy minority.' One city official
said Batcher is 'reactionary" when it:
C01I\es to social and economic planning.
"I almost qat the feelinq that

Hatcher is sitting on a veranda with a mint
julep, being nice,' the official said of
lIIateher's dealill<JI with Mayor Walter E.
Washinqton in the annual elosed budget
hearings.
Satcher .imply means mat he says.
"It: is likely there isn't a phony bone
in his body," said Andrew Jaco})s Jr. (DInd. ), who vell_ntly disagrees with
Hatcher'l position on freeways. "He's
kind and gentle and fair. He just IlIight
believe th... thinqs."

Prall the record, the quintessential
Hatcher looks SOIIIethinq like thisl
Be is standing by a IlIicrophone on

the House noer, waiting to speak, He
has been under heavy a4ltacll. In the
galleries, straining to hear every word,
si t many of those who have fought freeways in the District for a decade.
Perhaps the gentleman from Connecticut, Mr. Daddario, has just called the

subway funds delay "in no way justifled
by the principles of our democratic form

of government,'

- bass Or Bingham of New York has just said

we are .. fiddlin<J with freeways while
our cities burn." Or Gude of MarYland
has expressed hope that the District
won't "build a IOad to nowhere."

Will the gentleman yield? Natcher
beqins to speak in precise. Kentucky
accents.
A Pl.ace for Both

"Mr. Chairman,· he says, "there ill
a pl.ace for both a freeway system and a
rapid rail transit system in our capital
city."
He cateqorically denies that ·W
intend to make any effort to stop the
authorized rapid rail transit systeJII."
(Some critics have said he wants to stop
i t permanently.)

Again and again he touches on the
will. and intent of COngress. on the need
to enforce the lavs of the ~and.
"Under 110 cirCNlllstancea can J: recommend that we continue appropriating
funds for rapid rail transit construction
unless the Highway Act of 1968 is complied
with. in its entirety. This :is the law.
J:t was passed by the House of Representatives and the senate and signed by the
president of the 11nited States in 1968
••••• I do not intend to make any recommendations which will repudiate the
PUblic Works COl1ll1littee ..... ..

Hatcher recites the long, bitter
history of the D.C. freeway-subWay dispute in painstaking detail. He makes
these points.
From 1962 to 1966, ·every effort was
made to destroy the freeway system.·
In 1966, his Suhcomittee approved
the subway IIIOney after the National
Capital Planning Col'IIIIilssion approved
freeways, 6 to 5. But after the president signed the D.C. appropriations bill,
NCPC met again and one vote was switched.
bringing the city's freeways to an abrupt
halt -- ·deceit of the greatest magnitud•• •

A citizen's suit stopped the freeway system and dragged on from mid-1966
to February. 1968. The city did not
"vigwously" defend itself. This led the
Conqress to pass the 1968 Highway Act's
dictates.
While the cityalled, the cost" ,was increasinq dai.ly on each of the
freeway projects." The $78-million east
leq was estimated at $26,100,000 when it
was first presented in 1959.
"The majority of people who pay the
taxes necessary to operate our capital
city are for a balanced system of transportation" and they don't agree that
"there shall be no IDOre exits or entrances
into our city. "
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Natcher doesn I t speak at length.
Perhaps 17 or 18 minutes. There's some
debate. The gentleman from Iowa, Mr.
Gross, may aslt why swahili is being
tauC]ht in federally supported institutions in the District. SchWenqel of Iowa
may call witllhOlding subway money a
.. dangerous precedent" of Congress dictatlDq
to localities.
Then it I S over. A vote is taken.
Hatcher's side wins. Jacobs conqratu1ates
everyone ·on an outraqe well done.·
SoUJ.'ce of Power
Bow does one man have such power?
Bow does Natcher control his CoDIDittee
and get his way in Conqress?
"about 25 per cent of the members
feel that the District is being uppity
and slxluld follow what congress lays
down as the law," said Rep. Fred
Schwengel (R-Iowa), a IIIeIIlber of the
Public works Conmittee.
"Then Natcher is just such a hell

of a nice guy. He is very sociable and
a very highly responsible congressman.
Be has a personal following.
The members ·0 f Natcher I S COIIIni ttee
i.n the last Congress were: Robert N.
Giaimo (D-Conn), Edward J. patten (DN.J.).

David Pryor (D-Arlt.). David R.

Obey (D-Wis.), Glenn R. Davis (R-Wis.).
Donald W. Ri69le. Jr., (R-Mich.) and
Wendell wyatt (R-ore.).

patten and Riegle hllVe been gWitched
to other sUbcommittees in the new 92nd
Congress. Added to Natcher' s su])COII1"'
mi ttee were Louis Stoltes (D-Ohio), K.
Gunn MCKay (D-Utah). Robert McEWefl (RN.Y.) and John T. Myers (R-Ind.l

Stoltes is a black secondterlll congressman who has said the disadvaJ!uqed
wi~~ "force the political robber )jarons
of this eountry up against the wall.'
MCKay, a freshman in the Rou"~
said he did not know if he would )jack
Hatcher because "I'm jl1lt not that appraised of the situation."

McEwen, ]I. Republican from upstate
New York who was endorsed by the conservati ve party, hall supported the pUbliC
Works leadership on roads while sittinCJ
on the road subcommittee. He indicated
to The Washington Post that he would
su~rt Natcher.
Myers, in his third term, "has
always supported the interstate biql!waY
system, H accordinq to Dorothy Jessup,
his administrative sssistant. lie could
not be reached for COlIIIIIeJlt.
'!'he real key to Natcher' s control

of his subcommittee in the 9lst congress
appeared to be the hiqh esteem in which
Comnittee members held him. lie attended
all. meetings worked hard and was always
the best-informed member. lie fotl1lll1ated
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his positions -- including the one on
subways -- in what the members regarded
as a careful and responsible way.
"Nateher is a very fUr man and
he' I!I always very frank and honest with
me," said Obey, a young liberal who has
been in Congress and on Natcher's Subcommittee for half-a-term.
ObAy nid Nlltcher hal taken plenty

of time to explain things to him and
help him do his homework - something
that he says he hasn't been able to qet
people in the District Buildinq to do.
Obey said recently that he doesn't
aqree with his chairman on Wthholdinq
the city's subway money. but "I went along with the eonsenllUs because I was
new and didn't knowanythinq about it."

Patten, a liberal cigar-chompinq
back-slapper from urban New Jersey,
called Nateher a "statesman who favors
carrying out the lllw" -- as opposed to
politicians ·who bend with the slightest
public breeze," He said he agreed with
Natcher that the completion of the interstate system in Wl!shington is Il must.
"Bill is a good chairman," he said.
"He doesn't dominate you. you know. He's
always asking for your thoughts and
opinions ••
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Natcher Is Respeeted
E~n Rieqle, the youthful idealist
who speJlt IIIQch of his time in hearings
inquiri71g about priori ties and goals,
said Na~cher was "very even-handed and
thorouqh," He "always qave Committee
members the time and latitutde to follow
thin9s .:I.mportant to us individually,·

wyatt, a low-rankinq Republican,
.aid he has "the deepetlt respe~ for
Natcher. And he ag-rees c:ompletely with
his ehal man , s actions. He does not
approve of tile District qovernment's
defyinq the instructions of the federal
qovernmellt" and thinks that "the racism
that has been broug-ht into the issue is
as phony as can be,·
Davis, the hig-h-rankinq Republican,
said he is in aqreement with Natcher's
views on freeways in the District,
While all appears to be sweetness
and liqht between Natc:her and the members
of his Sllbeommittee, the stronq fores of
his personality and views dominates.
It was learned that formal votes
were seldCll\1 taken in the SUbcommittee.
There was no need. "Rieqle could have
bUrned hinself in oil to no effect,·
said one observer.
considered a "Liberal n
While anti freeway forces in the
District reqard Nateher as repressive,

- 6094 he is considered "liberal" by several
sources on Capitol Hill. He has voted
for housing reform, rent supplements,
Dlodel c:ities, food stamps, rat control
and poverty programs.
Some sources in the city government
praised Natcher's opennesand helpfulness. Zn the early 1960s, Ratc:her aided
01 ty officials fightinq for funds to
dislleJllinate birth control information
and devices. He has worked for experimental COIIIIIIUnity schools and other
innovations. one sour~ noted.
IVill Natcher release the city's subway I1IOney now that the 1970 Highway Act
does !lot demand that the city build
freeways?
lfo one is sure, not even Natcher's
closest associates.
It was learned that Katcher told

associates that he believed the city
was in compliance with the provisions of
the 1970 Highway Act, at least on the
question of the North Central Freeway.
Rep. Joel T. Broyhill. (R-VA.l said.
that "the funds should be forthcoming on
the next supplemental appropriations bill"
if N"atcher was withholding them solely
beeause the city was not in compliance
wi th the 1968 Highway Act.
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As a member of the House District
committee, Broyhill allied himself with
N'atcher last De<:!ember by holdin., up
addi t ional revenue for the city until it
complied with the 1968 Highway Act.
Natcher may also feel, some sources
!!laid, that the us. of allbway money as a
hostage is in itself ultimately futile.
construction of the SUbway has continued
lti th a $57 million loan from the U.S.
oepartment of Transportation.
In addition, some sources said,
N'atcher's actions have not been effectively coercive because they have left the
choice up to the city.
Should city officials feel strongly
enough against freeways, they could
choose to block them entirely and stumble
along with the subway as best they can,
hoping for an eventual change in the
congress.
Even so, Natcher may continue to
withhold the subway funds.
"We've got tllis Three Sisters Bridge
tied up in a le<Ja~ controversy.· said
Davis, "and the attitude that Bill has
had, and that I completely share in, is
that we've got to have some evidence that
tfley mean business and are going to quit
stalling. I'm not prepared to take the
next step. They' 1I"e got to do it and it's
90t to show good faith."

In congressional debates, Natcher
has insisted that such lawsuits must
be • successfully concluded" before he
will release subway money.
U.S. District court Judge John J.
Sirica last Aug. 3 enjoined continuing
bridge construction after citizens'
groups filed suit I!.qainst the U. S.
Departlllent of Transportation. An appeal
is pending in the U.S. court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia.

Natcher thinks the subway may cost
$4 billion before it is finished. He
has said that Conqress, when it 111arnB
this, may cut the system back instllad of
appropriating additional money.
The 98-mile system will cost $2.98
billion, aecording to Gen. Jaclcson
Graham, general managn of the Washington Mlltropolitan Area Transit Authority.
"The Biggest story in town is that
the subWay is going to cost $4 billion,·
said Pattlln.
Riegle said that he agreed with
Natcher's position that "if the costs
are going to run one or two billion
dollars higher to complete, then let's
raise that question now and decide now
i f we will have the money and if we want
to use it that way."
Whatever happens, it seems that Natcher -- for whatever reasons
will have
the last word. If
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JUst to show you how this newspaper
with the truth, wilen the artic:le
appeared in yesterday's paper entitled
"President Readies Special Message Q!I D.C,
proqram,· accordinq to this story lIhite
House Assistants have talked with me
about release of rapid rail transit funds,
'1'hi. is not true and the man that wrote
this story, of course, lmw i t was not
true. I have heard nothing from the
~te House since President Nixon wrote
me his letter in which he stated thAt
the freeway system would be constract:ed
along' with rapid rail transit. Accordinq to this story the White House
official requested that he not be named
but that they had talked wi th me and
they were optimistic: that I would release the money. One statement contained
in this story is absolutely true and
that pertains to my friend. Minority
Leader Gerald R. Ford of Micltiqan. In
this story he was quoted as sayinq that
he has followed the subway-freeway controversy carefully and that before he
'WOul d make any statetllent to the effect
that I should release the money, he
wanted more information on the statu. of
the '!'hree Sisters Bridqe. All along
during' this battle, Gerry Ford has worked
ri~ht side by side with me and this
applies to the great majority of the
DelllOcratB and Republicans in the House.
This story is as follows:
wrest~es

"president Nixon will deliver his
second speCial messa~e on the District

to Congress before the end of March,
9'ivinq proposals for home rule, for
f inancin9' the subway system, for hoUsinq
and possibly for fightinq crime in the
ci ty, Whi te House spokesmen said yesterday.
The President believes that the
District's share of money for the JIIetro
system. _
held up in Conqress, will be
released this session, the officials
said.
Mr. Nixon's message will be delivered
when the President forwards Mayor walter
E. lfashinqton' s budget request for the
year beqinning JUly 1.

Neither the budqet proposal nor Mr.
Nixon's mes"ge is in final form. The
mayor's $884.7 million budget proposal
is still pendinq before the D.C. City

Council.
Several key eabinet members have
been asked to draw up proposals in their
areas for the Pre8iden~ !IIessage.

Still in Talk Staqe
Whi te House spOkesmen emphasized
that the proposals are still in the
talJti.nq stages and that no decis ions
on ~at 'MlUld be said, or even what
general topics would be covered, have
been firmly established.
The Office of Mlmaqement and Budqet.
which now assumes day-to-day liaison for

the White House with the District
government, is preparinq the messaqe.
contributinq will be John Volpe,
Secretary of the Department of Transportation and Geor<]e W. Romney, Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development, Attorney
General John N. Mitchell, and Robert L.
Kunziq of the General Services Administration.
Romney, who will determine what
new housing and urban renewal starts
should be made in the city, has a meeting
scheduled this _ek with Mayor washincrton.

Romney also will examine BUD's
relationship with the Redevelopment Land
Agency, the federal agency that plans the
city's urban renewal efforts, officials
said.
Volpe is to propose a way out of

the Metro system's financial troubles.
Metro officials are debatincr how to
finance a recently announced 19 per cent
increase in the estimated cost of the
subway system.
Volpe has said he wants to make

the Washington area a model for the
nation in transportation, and his plans,

while not yet made public, are said to
have the president's endorsement,
A c1 ue to Volpe's thinkincr is
expected 'l'Uesday when he addresses the

area' s Council of Governments on reqiona1
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transportation problems.
Mi tchell 's role will be to recommend
what further anticrime measures are
needed in the city. One Justice official,
however, said that Justice would be
proposing "a lot of minor stuff. notinq
particularly significant."
The administration's major effort in
this area was last year's D.C. crime act,
which expanded local courts and provided
for new police anticrime tools.
KUnzig is to focus on the President I s proposals to celebrate the 1976
bieentennial here. The administration
has proposed a bicentennial corporation
to attract businesses to downtown Washinqton in time for the celebration.
Still unclear is what further hoaerule measures will be proposed. In the
President's first D.C. messaqe, in April,
1969, he proposed a constitutional amendment to give the city an elected, voting
member in the House, with the "interim"
step of a nonvoting delegate.
He also proposed a IS-man commission
to wri te a charter for "meaninqful" selfgovernment. Only the delegate proposal
was adopted. The commission was dropped
in favor of a "Little Hoover commission"
to study D.C. government efficiency.

A White House official said i.t had
not been determined whether the President would go beyond his original proposals. But he said it was un11kely
that any reorganization of the present
government, except for minor transfers
of functions from the federal to the
D.C. government, would be proposed until
the Little Hoover commission reported.
Another White House official, who
also did not want to be named, said
White House congressional Haision
officers had talked to Rep. Wil.l.iam H.
Natcher (D-Ky.), chairman of the House
Appropriations SUbcomnittee on the District, about the release of the District' s
subway money.
The official said the White House
is not "optimistic" that Natcher, who
has withheld the current District share
of the system because he is unsatisfied
with progress on freeways here, now will
rel.ease the money.
Officials said tile White House has
discussed the issue with both minority
and majority members of Natcher' s Subconuni ttee, although the P:resident has
not personally become involved'in the
talks.
One influential Republican, however,
House minority leader Gerald R. Ford
(R-Mich.), said he had not been consul ted
and had not determined whether the money
should be released.

"'

........ ""

Wants to Know More
Ford, who sai.d he has kept on top
of the subway-freeway controversy, ex'"
plil~ned he wanted to know more about the
status of the Three Sisters Bridge.
"The House wi.ll want to know,"
Ford said, "just what the recommendations
will be" from a group studying the design of the bridge. "until we get more
information, I don't think it's appropriate for me to comment,· he said.
Ford also said he would not yet be
willinq to press for a voting congressman for the District. "We ought to see
how the nonvoting delegate works before
takinq another step, II he said. The
delegate is expected to be seated on or
about May 1.
Nateher has withheld the District's
$34. 2 million subway contribution for
the current fiscal. year. The 01 ty plans
shortly to ask for that money again,
along with $38.3 mil.lion for the year
be9inning July 1.·
Last night I attended the Annual
American Legion Auxiliary Banquet.
This banquet was held at the Shoreham
Hotel and there _re well over 2,000
people present. A number of good
speeches were made and before the program started and shortly after the head
table guests were introdUced, Walter E.
Washington, the Commissioner of the
District of Columbia who was sitting at

the head table with his wife saw me in
the audience and left the head table to
~e down to shake hands. The women
sitting at the table with me thouqht
this was a 9reat e..nt ~nd they had the
Commissioner sign their proqrams and were
very much impressed. Be was real affable
and before he finished talking with me
said that he and the llepUty Commissioner
wmtll!ld. to eome up and just pay their
respects. I told him to come any time.
When I was first elected a Member
of Congress the District of Columbia
school system was starting integration.
It was cited all over the united states
as being the model system which was
one ill compliance with existing Civil
Rights Legislation. We are today back
about where the start was made in the
beginning in so far as segregation in
the schools is concerned. According to
an article in today's newspaper, at
Walt Whitman High School they have 2,285
students -- 2,241 white. 25 oriental,
14 negroes, and 2 American Indians. At
Anacostia they have 1,545 students -1,527 negroes and 18 white. In 1966
there _re 407 whi te students at this
partiCQlar school and three years before
that the school had a white majority.
February 17, 1971
Secretary of Transportation Volpe
is really quite a character. With the
subway system in serious trouble he

-
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continues to release money in the form
of loans which bear over a million
dollars a year in interest and with no
assurance whatsoever that the loans will
ever be repaid. The law authorizing the
construction of the rapid rail transit
system provided for a total cost of $2'
billion. NOW the rapid transit people
admit that i t will cost about $3 billion
and the additional cost is not covered
by the law.
Of the $2:1:1 billion, $800
million was to be repaid by bonds whieh
were to be sold and retired out of the
fare box. It is a known fact throughout
this eountry that the fa.box will not
retire bonds and in faot will not even
pay the interest on the bonds. The
bankers and brokers have refused to buy
these bonds and this announcement was
made a year ago and still Mr. Volpe
sails alon9 hopin9 and praying for some
sort of earthquake that will save the
face of a whole lot of people includinq
himself. Last night he made a very profound speech before the lfashin9ton
Council of Goverrllll@nts meeting and an
artiele entitled "Subway Money Pledged,·
appears in this morning's WASHINGTON
POST. This artiele is as follows:
"Secretary of Transportation John
A. Volpe disclosed last night that he
will release $68 million in' previously
frozen federal appropriations to permit
work to continue on Washington I s Metro
subway system.
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In announcing his surprise decision
to 200 city, suburban, state and federal
officials at a forum sponsored by the
Metropolitan washington Council of
Governments, Volpe did not spell out the
degree of political risk it may entail
on Capitol Hill.
But, amid applause, he voiced
confidence that "an effective solution"
wi1l Boon be found to thA Metro IS longterm cost and financing problems. He
pledged his and President Nixon I s firm
support.
It was the second time in four
months that Volpe has come to the rescue
of the financially troubled system.
Last October, also to keep the program
moving, he qranted the Metro a $57
million loan.
Vo1pe said last night that "dependent upon further evaluation, H he
may provide even more loan money.
The problem, as when he granted the
$57·'mill.ion loan, is the refusal of the
House District Appropriations Subconunittee
headed by Rep. William H. Natcher (D-:Ky.l,
to supply the $34 million District contribution to the Metro for this fiscal
year.
The $68 million is the federal
matching money, provided on a ratio of $2
in federal funds for every $1 in District

- 6106 and suburban funds. that has been
authorized by Congress.

To be legal. some congressional
sources said, Volpe' s release of the
$68 million must be followed before June
30, the end .of the fiscal year, by the
appropriation of the city's S34 mill.ion.
Natcher has held up the money in
an attempt to force the city to buil.d
various segments of the interstate freeway system. The city, with support from
Volpe, claims it is now complying with
all highway legislation.
Whether Natcher will relent: remains
anybody's guess. It is now widely
assumed that he will provide the money
in a supplemental appropriations bill
this sprinq. Natcher could not be
reached for comment.
Jackson Graham, general manager of
the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority. said the $68 million should
permi t the Metro to continue making
contract commitments on schedule through
April. About $105 million in work is
now under way, chiefly in downtown washington.
Metro must find a way to raise
another $450 million to meet risinq costs
for the 98-mile system. It will now
cost an estimated $2.98 billion.
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:It also must find a way to underwri te. by new taxes or a federal guarantee, a bond issue of $900 million to be
floated by the Metro authority. The
authori ty has scrapped plans to sell the
first of these bonds this spring.
A source said volpe was told by
the White House to release the $68
million and to disclose his action last
niqht.

Ulltil now, it has been customary-and. until the current fiscal year, i t
was specifically written into the annual
appropriations acts--that the federal
money could not be released until the
local contributions, includin9 those of
the District, were actually in hand.
ClIairman John J. McFall (D-Calif.).
of the House Transportation Appropriations SubcOI1I1Iittee. which handles the
federal money for the Metro, said Volpe
telephoned late yesterday to discuss his
hopes :for sol vinq the subway and related
transportation pr01!1lems but did not
mention the release of the $68 million.
McP'all said he would not
its release but stressed that
with Natcher that all laws .those requireinq city freeway
tion -- Dust be obeyed.

object to
he aqrees
including
construc-

Volpe told his audience that he
contacted more lawmakers yesterday than
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on any day since he entered the Cabinet
in 1969.
His talk had been eager1y awaited

since Gilbert Hahn Jr., chairman of
both the City Council and the Council of
Governments. announced two weeks aqo
tha t Volpe had accepted an invitation
to speak.
To enter the District Bui1dinq,
Volpe had to pass throuqh a picket line
fOX'llled by freeway opponents.
Volpe took the middle of the road
on the freeway issue. He said that "a
road can cause more problems than it
sol ves • • • if it simply causes
massive congestion by pourinq automobiles into a downtown bottleneck." But
he also said that "hiqltWays have made the
qood life possible, and they can fit
harmoniously as part of the urban scene.·
He said conqress did the right
thiniJ in ordering another year-long
study of the NorthCentral Freeway to
Sil ver Spring.
The only specific point he made on
highways was that plans are being studied
for improvinq and beautifyinq the Georgetown waterfront in connection with the
proposed tunneling of a controversial
proposed freeway.
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Volpe said he has ordered a study
that could lead to openi~ of the limitedaccess Dulles road toc:ommuter buses
serving Reston and adjacent areas, but
not to ~l1II1Uters' automobiles. At
present, only airport traffic:: is permitted
to use the road,
His most dramatic:: announcement was
of plans to build an experimental l3lf mile
passenqer-earrying line for swift, new
air cushion vehicles in the median strip
of the Dulles International Aitport
access road,
Volpe spoke of various efforts to
improve existing mass transit, includinq
the Shirley Highway reserved bus lanes
and a bUll purchase prOlJram, and said he
wall'"1IIakin9 a $137,000 9rant to the council
of Governments to study other bus and
public transit improvements.
He mentioned the integ-ration of
buses with the Metro, but did not say
anythin9 about possible public acquisition
of the private bUs companies servinq
the area.
He promised a study of "alternatives to the private automobile in the
nation' scapi tal through the u!le of
pedestrian 1IIa11s, by banning cars from
some areas and possibly extending the
shoppin9 mall that now exists along two
blocks of F Street.
H

- 6110 If the latter is done. he said. he
would be ·very interested in having
the (Transportation) Department help
finance a free minibus system • • ••
D.C. Transit System, the existing

pri vate operator, has applied for permission to abandon its present lO-cent
minibuses and substitute a 25-cent
shoppers' service using full-sized
vehicles.·
February 18, 1971

'!'he controversy over rapid rail
transit continues here in our Nation's
capital. In last niqht's EVENING STAR
appeared an article entitled ·Volpe
Pledges Metro Funds.' This article is
as follows:
"Transportation Secretary John
Volpe has proposed a _pinq proqram
of federal funding and plannl.nq assistance to help create an inteqrated transportation system for the metropolitan
area -- ranginq from expanded pedestrian
malls to a new air cushion vehicle.
Volpe, in a speech last niqht to
area qovernment leaders also said he
will qive the subway aqeney a needed
financial hypodermic by inunediately
releasinq $68 million in federal matchinC] funds.
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Volpe proposals'include:

Pederal study of "alternatives- to
the elevated Whitehurst Freeway, possibly
to tunneling under Georgetown, to preserve the colI'IIIUnity's scenic panorama.
Use of the Dulles limited access
route for commuter buses--but not
automobiles--serving Reston and other
nearby communities. The new air-cushion
passenger vehicle would occupy the
median strip. At present only Dulles
traffic is allowed on the road.
The first i!ederal proposal for a
regional airport authority to ultimately
include Priendship Airport as well as
Dulles and National.
Free minibus service downtown -subsidized by the Department of Transportation -- on condition that the P
Street pedestrian mall be expanded.
An a1l-out federal effort to help

10<:al jurisdictions devise means of
meeting their lon9-term financial burdens
in subway construction.
Award of a $137,000 grant to the
Metropolitan washington Council of
Governments to study immediate transportation needs in the area.
Use of abandoned rail lines for
mass transit.

Volpe said responsibility ultimately rests with the jurisdictions for
meeting their subway obligations. But
he said DOT stands ready to provide more
short-term assistance in the form of
loans similar to the $57 million ad.anced to the Washin<;rton Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority last year.
He said he spent much of yesterday
telephoning key eonqressmen, senators
and the qovernors of Maryland and Virginia to explain his hopes for area mass
transit.
Sen. Thomas F. Eaqleton, D-Mo.,
chairman of the Senate District Committee, said he was "pleased" by Volpe's
decision- to make available the $68
million in subway funds.
"This provides temporary relief
to the Metro," Eagleton said. "I hope
that the administration will continue
its worthwhile effort.s to devise an
effective solution to the long-range
financing needs of Metro."
The Treasury Department is holding
the $68 milli.on now to be released to
match on a 2-1 ratio and $34 million in
Di strict subway funds that have not been
released by the House District Appropriations SUbaommittees.
The pace of city freeway construction has been criticized as too
slow by the subcommittee chairman, Rep.
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William H. Natclilr, !JoKy. He has refused to release tie funds for this
reason, but the ai!linistration expects
that he will relent,
WILL PtlSl! SltmlfAY
Volpe said he Illd President Nixon
want the subway syt I!llI to become a
reality. He said lIl"1' is studying every
a1 ternative and)lOll ible solution to
WHA'l'A • s current fincial dilemma.
He noted till! t I!! subway aqency has
experienced diffiCJLty in marketing $900
million in revenueboonds. He said DOT
planners are l~ into what can be
done on the federal level, incl udinq a
possible quarantSf ()f the bonds.
ftThis subway Illt be built,' Volpe,
said. He said thelltemative to the
subway is ·str8I9'Jilltim" of the inner
city or severe l'!I~lctions on the use
of automobiles.
He said the ail:' eIIshion vehicle
wi 11 be constructed wi. til funds under
existin9' federal proqrlllllS as a demonstration project, The space age mass
transit vehicle1l'Oll1d run on a Dis-mile
track on the llIIllel aecess right-of-way
to Dolley Madisonolell'ard near McLean,
Va.
He said linear illduction motors-drawing power from buried power sources
-- will be pollutiol1 free, fast and
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solid. He said the administration's
goal is to have the l50-mile-per-hour
vehicles in operation by May 1972 to
coincide with the International Transportation Exposition.
Volpe said tw or three firms are
iBterested and capable of constructing'
tM dmROnetration vehicles, which ride
in.ches above a rail on a cushion of air
supplied by rotor blades inside funnelin.9' devices.
He said this demonstration project
extended into the District if
it proves to be a sound means of mass
transit.
mi~ht be

Sen. William B. Spong, Jr., o-va. ,
1031g an advocate of extending rapid
rail transit to DUlles, said he _8
pl~ased Volpe had selected the airport
f07 a demonstration of the air cushion
vellio1e8 •.
But Spong added that unless the
experimental train project is alternately
ex1:ended into downtown Washington with
conmuter stops en route, Dulles might
be better served by an extension of the
presently planned Metro system.
Through a consultant, the Metro
agency is already studyinq the feasibility of such an extension, Spong noted.
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To preserve the special quality
of Georgetown, Volpe said the departlIIent is investigating the possibility of
tunneling rather than extending the
el.evated Whitehurst Freeway.
Volpe led a successful effort to
tunnel under New Orleans' historic
::rrench Quarter, rather than construct
an elevated expressway there.
Volpe said the department also is
in.vestigating the possible use of aben..bned rail right-of-way as an iDDllediate
:means of mass transit. Noting that
-tl'lis is not a new idea, he said it seems
10 merit another look.
Volpe said the Shirley Highway
_lepress bus lane service now under way
Jias proven to be a marked success and
~lCpected to replace about 5,000 cars on
-tile busy corridor by spring.
He said his department is conulitted
-10 help provide 90 additional buses for
-the project.
Volpe's mention of a re<jional airauthority was the first high-level·
:iederal mention of the Nixon administration's proposal to sell National and

wort

:Il1~les

since a one-line teaser item

_ppeared in President Nixon's fiscal
:J972 budget.

This time Volpe went further: He
suqqested that a re<]ional authority
m:i.qht eventually include Baltimore's
Friendship Airport, which is not
federally owned.
Volpe said the federal government

would be willing to subsidize free minibus service if the F street mall were
expanded. The D.C. 'l'ransit Co., recently
applied to discontinue the minibus
service on grounds that it is not a
payinq operation and that the smaller
buses are more difficult to maintain.·
The qood old WASHINGTON POST in
an editorial in this morning' s paper
enti tIed "Secretary Volpe I s Efforts to
Help," sets forth some of the facts and
this editorial is as follows:
"J: am not coming before you this
eveninq bearing gifts,· Transportation
Secretary John A. Volpe told the Metropoli tan Washington Council of Governments this week. "Rather, J: come with
ideas and concepts and dre__ • • That
he certainly did--but with them, Mr.
Volpe also brouqht an impressive coneern for the mind boggling problems of
coordinating the movement of people and
goods in this community.

In a sense, the Secretary indeed did
have some presents in his bag, including the announcement that $68 million
in previously frozen federal appropriations are being released to continue work
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on the Metro subway system. (This is
the matching money from Uncle Sam that
is supposed to match the $34 million
in District IIIOney that up to now hasn't
been approved by Rep. William H. Natcher
and. the Congress) • This surprise move
constitutes another reprieve for Metro-and the second time t:bat the Transportation Secretary has bailed out the system.
Last October, he granted Metro a $57million loan.
It remai.ns to be seen what Congress
will do about the District's appropriation, but the $68 million at least will
penni t Metro to continue malting contract
commitments on SChedule through April.
And secretary Volpe cited "another possibili ty, dependent upon further evaluation,· that there could be additional
short-term loans. Above all, he rightly
observed that these steps are but interim measures--that while the administration will help Metro in any way it can,
the ultimate solutions must come tIOlll
the local governments here, from Metro
itself and from Congress.
This goes to the heart of all sorts
of pablems in the wasnington area,
where local o:tficials must at once look
to the administration for help but also
make their own policy decisions whereever possible. In setting forth his
'ideas and concepts and dreams" -- some
of which are presented elsewhere on
this page, For the Record - Secretary
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Volpe was careful not to dictate a
transportation program for the area.
Instead, he pledged his eaqerness and
the administration's resources to help
bring one about.
Such a pxoqram, he pointed out,
must encompass all sorts of transportation, from pedestrian malls and walk_ys to jets, IIlld with n_ attention to
the dallgers of air pollution and the
concerns of residents. To these ends,
Mr. Volpe also announced the award of
funds for studies -- serious studies,
he stressed--on how public transit can
be improved here. He also emphasized
that the subway and bus systems snould
not become competitors, but sllOuld be
components in an inteqrated operation.
other administration support was
promised to study alternatives to the
private automobile: and to find out how
better to inform the public on the availabil.:i.ty of public transportation. As
a pilot project in advanced rail technology, the Department plans to design
and build tracked air cushion vehicies
that will run from the Dulles Internat.ional Airport to II point just wst of
Dolley Madison Boulevard near McLean,
along the DUlles access road. The l3~
mile line is scheduled to be in operation by the middle of next year.
Obviously, this initial line will not
answer the needs of airport passengers
downtown: it is merely an experiment that
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may prove to be efficient as well as
great fun.
On the controversial. sUl:lject of

highways, Mr. Volpe aqain was careful
not to come down on either of the
traditional • for" or 'against" side••
lie noted that in the two years since he
took office, be hal hen a -COIIplete ~
challCje of attitude on the part of people
in our metropolitan areas toward the
unrestricted building of freeways," and
COIIIHnted that citizens are raisinq
important questiona about routes, designs, and purposes. Nevertheless, the
secretary said, hiqhways 'can fit harlIIOIIiously as part of the urban .eene."
In 81l11111l1ry, then, Mr. Volpe did

not diaqru a set of specific federal
progrllllS for short-term solutions to
this area's transportation proNws.
BUt the Secretary did d8lllOnstrate--and
persU8ai'fely-a most welcome concern on
the part of the ac!ministrat1on for
flexible approaches, backed with federal
aid."
The WASHINGTON MILY NEWS very

seldom carries edt torials pertaininq to
the freeway-rapid rail transit impasse.
one of the exceptions is the editorial
which appeared in the NEWS today entitled, "Di9 That SUbway!' This
ed! torial is as follows:
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"Any doubts that President Nixon
believes completely in havinq the
nation's cap! tal served by the world's
finest rapid transit system--out of siqht
and hearing under ground--were c~eared
away on TUesday night when Transportation Secretary John Volpe handed the
city another multi-million dollar grant
to keep up the work and a solemn pledqe
of the President's "personal oommitment
to solving the transportation problems
of this region.·

So, the President and his transportation chief are for the subway. hellrt
and soul, and if this means making further end runs around the truculent freeway forces in Congress, they are plainly
prepared to do so.
The city owes some thanks to Mr.
Nixon not just for an assist but for
what appears to be a forthriqht expression of intent to supply the stronqest
sort of leadership out: of the transportation bind we're in.
Goodl
There are also small but encouraging siqns that William Natcher, chairman
of the House Appropriations subcommittee
on the District and the chief stumblinq
block in the way of paying for the subway work, is not as truculent on the
subway question as he sometimes seems-that he is a decent sort who is not

incapable of admitting that he could have
been partly wrong. This is to be
devoutly hoped.
Many hurdles and heartbreaks undoubtedly lie ahead. Costs are sure to
keep outstripping estimates. The diggers will encounter unforseen obstacles.
The unprecendented coalition of city ami
II1Iburban 9'overnments undoubtedly will
have to be shored up from time to time
as work progresses.
And when the primary system has
completed. and the very first trains
are ready to roll. we will fact the
greatest question of all: Who is going
to ride them? will the typical Washington Commuter divorce his automobile-ending a lifelong romanc:e--and take the
tube?

been

We think he is going to have to. It
may tllke some enc:ouragement in the form
of special todls or taxes on those who

drive, or stiff mandatory parking fees
once they reached the city (a total ban
on CoImUter parkin9' on city streets might
help) but sooner or later he'S going to
ride the subway. And he's going to find
he likes it.
Secretary Volpe said he aims to
help "restore the downtown streets and
walkways of this o:i ty to the people who
inhabit it and to the millions of Americans who will be visiting it ••• Not
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his automobile, but man himself must
continue to be the measure of all
things. "
The city, he said, must be "a
gatherine p1ace for people, not vehicles."
All right.

Or. right on I

A. for his proposal to build a
$20 million demonstration "air bus" line

which will zip passengers between DUlles
Airport and McLean, Va., on a cushion
of air at speeds approachinq 150 miles
an hour - well, it sounds like a swell
idea, but why the Dulles route? That
remote and dreadfully underused airport
already is served by a long and lonesome highway, and it takes a . real
dreamer to think that anyone who gets
as far as McLean by car, with his radio
and heater on, isn I t going to finish
the trip by car.
we I re going to have a demonstration project of this magnitude, why
not set it up where someone is going to
use it? For instance, as a fast Unk
between far northeast Washington, or
the isolated thousands of inhabitants
of Anacostia, and the central city?
I f

A Buck Rogers line to nowheresville

strikes us as being rather far down on
the list of priorities now.
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Meanwhile, the main point is just
this: Thank you, Mr. president and Mr.
Volpe for renewed hope for swift work
on the subway.·
February 19, 1971
Secretary Volpe is a right unusual
man. He talks out of both sides of his
mouth and in most instances repeats himself time after time especially when
he is riding the :fence. His recent
speech is one of the most fraudulent
utterances I ever heard in my life and
:r was amazed that the waRhington Post
just for a change would not tell the
truth and say as much. The WaRhington
Daily News, of course, never knows what
is happening even in Washinqton or anywhere. in the Unite.d States, therefore,
nothing can be expected from this newspaper. The Evening Star had an editorial
enti tIed ·Volpe' s Responsibility," which
removes the smoke from around volpe's
halo and simply states that he is stalling issuing the same old utterances and
afraid to make a move. This editorial
is as follows:
"'I f enthusiasm were a substitute for
achievement, this region's transportation
prob~ems surely could have been solved
by Transportation Secretary Volpe's
address to the metropolitan area council
of Governments. It was a speech brimming over with provocative ideas, good
intentions, bright hopes -- and a great
deal of political uncertainty.
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The most solid surprise, and the
most welcome. was Volpe's assertion that
work: on Washington's Metro subway system
may now proceed on schedule by virtue of
his re~eage of $68 million in previously
frozen federal transit appropriations,
This tidy sum had been sitting on
the shelf since last year because Representati.ve Natcher has b~ocked a District
appropriation of $34 million -- required
by law to match the $68 million in federal money on a I-to-2 ratio. lfhen the
area transit authority's money ran out
some months a<]o, Volpe came to the rescue
with a federal loan, But that resource,
too, has been exhausted. And volpe
apparently is now confident that his release of the frozen federal funds in this
moment of crisis will be followed in due
course by a release of the hostaqed
District appropriation, with no strings
on use of the federal money in the meantime.
We sint!erely hope he is right.·
and perhaps there is more reason than has
surfaced thus far to think so. Just last
weekend, the top aides at the White Rouse
were talking optimistically about a break
in the stalemate. Furthermore, Volpe
commented the other night that he had
talked to more conqressmen in one day
this week than at any time since taking
office about two years ago.
But despite all of that, nothing definitive has been heard as yet from the
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congressional leaders whose continuing
support for the Metro system is vital.
Up to this point, a part of the price of
their support has been pledges from the
administration to pursue, vigorously,
an expanded District freeway program of
at least modest proportions. And it was
hardly reassuring, to our mind. that
Secretary Volpe I s speech this week produced absolutely nothinq in the way of
specific progress or of further specific
commitments in that direction.
There was a good bit else in the
speech which does deserve unequivocal
support. on which we will have more to
say later. The new air-cushion vehicle
wystem to be built immediately from
DIllIes Airport to McLean, for instance,
will be a fascinating experiment. The
surprise grant of $137,000 to COG, to
stimulate regional transportation planning,
has interesting possibilities. In calling for improved bus service, more
pedestrian malls, a "rational automObile
policy." a better "balance" and a more
imaginative exploitation of all modes
of transportation, Volpe clearly was
right on all counts.
In listeninq to this lengthy speech,
however. we had the distinct impression
of having heard much of this same kind of
talk before. from other hiqh-Ievel public
officials, with very little thus far to
show for it. Whether the result will be
any different this time will depend. we
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as on how much continued initiative and
enthusiasm for decision-making comes
directly from the top."
The State of vi1"9inia is procMdinq
to build 1-66 which will come into the
i'hree Sisters Bridge.
Pe])ruary 22, 1971

One of the Louisville newspapers
earried an artiele entitled, "Hatcher.
PerkliDs maintain mark. on attendance."
i'his article ia aa follows I
"The roll-call attentiDce record of
Kentucky Rep. willi. . H. . .tcher. J)BOWlinq Green, and Carl D. Perkins, DHindlDan. is atartinq to sound like a
broken record.
They were 1IIIOD9 the nine Rous, - bars wi t:h perfect attendance records in
1970. voting on eYery one ot 266 roll
calls. .atcher'. perfect record qoes
back to his first day in CCXlqress in
1953. Perkins' 100 per cent maJrk began
a couple years after he qot here in 1949.
The lowest attendance mark in the
House was the 15 per cent record of the
defeated Adam Clayton PoWell. D-New York.
The lowest Republican mark was the 33
per cent of Richard Roudeb1l8h of Indiana,
who was away much of the time runninq
unsuccessfully for the senate.
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KentucJcy and Southern Indiana atten(anea scores for 1970:
Senat_-John Sherman COOper, R-Ky.,
92 percent, Marlow Coole, R-Ky., 84 per
cent1 Birc:h Bayh, D-Ind., 68 per cent,
and Vance Hartke, D-IOO., 61 per cent.

House--Perkins and Natcher, 100 per
_nt., Lee Hamilton, D-Ind •• 95 per cent,
lIoger Zion, R-Ind., 91 per cent; John
'Watts, D-KY., and John Myers, R-Ind."
sa per cent, Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky., 87
:per centr Prank Albert Stubblefield, DY.y _ • 82 per cent, Gene Snyder, R-Ky.,
15 per centr and William o. Cowger, RJIf., 65 per cent.

The only defeated incumbent was
~er, Whose attendance record was an
issue in his campai911 last fall. II
An article appeared in the. Pebruary
:I~ issue of the POST entitled, "Hill to
study volpe MoVlt On Subway." '!'his article is as ·follows:
·Chairman John J. McFall (D-Calif.)
I'lls told his House Transportation Appropriations subcommittee staff to look into the release of $68 million for Washin9'ton's Metro subway to be sure it is
1l9'al.
McFall said. however, that he has
no reason now to feel that the planned
release of the money announCed TUesday by
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Volpe is wrong. MeFall described his
action as routine.
While praising Volpe's effort to
solve the Metro's money crisis. McFall
repeated strong support for the pesi tion
taken by Chab:man William H. Natcher
(D-Ky.) of the House District Appropriati01'l.s S1Ibco1IIai.1:tee.
Natcher bas refused to approve the
District of Columbia's $34 milJ.ioJl contribution to Metro for the current fbcal
year because be feJ.t the city was 1aqqinq
in freeway construction. Mc:l"all, who
once served under Ifateher on the District
unit, Slid he. like lITatcher, favors both
the subway and a freeway system.

Metro's congressional appropriations
come from two sources. Every $2 in
federal IIIOney from .McFall's SubcOJlllli ttee
must be matched by $1 either in District
DOney fIOlll Natcher' 8 Subc:oDlll1ttee or
from the Maryland and Virginia suburbs.
volpe a180 announced Tuesday tbat
an experimental transit line using
traclc:ed air-cushion vehicles will :be
built next year along l3~ miles of the
DUlles International Airport access road.
Yesterday the Transportation Department announced that it has awarded
$100,000 contracts to the Rohr corp. of
Chula Vista, Calif., and the LTV
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Aerospace Corp. of Dallas to prepare
specific proposals wi thin a month for
buildinq the line. A spolcesman said
discussions are continuing with the
G:ruDIIIIaIl Aerospace Corp. of Bethpage, N.Y.·
February 23, 1971
Fightinq continues in Laos with
Vietnamese forces bo9<Jed down for
the fifth straight day. We receive all
kinds of reports concerning destruction
of enemy munitions and matters along
this line but the question of American
boys beinq invol vedin Cambodia and Laos
is strongly contested by this AdminiStration. We hear reports that our boys
are eng-aged in Cambodia other thMl in
the operation of helicopters and rescue
uni ts. The Senate Democratic Policy
Committee called unanimously yesterday
for withdrawal of all united states
forces incluoing air and support troops
from all of Indochina wi thin the two
years of the 92nd Congress. President
Nixon has maintained that all of our
combat forces will be out of Viet Ni!IlII
before the beg-inning of the calendar
year of 1972. but the Loas and Cambodia
enqagements certainly malee it appear that
we will still be in Indochina for many
years to come.
sou~h

February 24. 1971
For several weeks now president
Nixon has indicated that he might use the
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we passed and sent to him last year. We
continue to have an increase in umemployment, cost of living, and this inflationary spiral is certainly no better.
The president should have used the waqeprice control legislation months ago and
condi tions would have been considerably
better than they are today.
Yesterday the President announced
that instead of usinq the waqe - price
control legislation he would instead
suspend the Davis-Bacon Act which would
help to curb inflationary wage increases
in the buildinq trades. This leqislation simply requires that workers on
federal construction projects be paid
prevailing waqes for the qeographic
area as determined by the Labor Department. With the freeze on public works
projects generally now in effect, this
to me is a complete do~e. I hate to see
the president place himself in this
positi.on because after making several
very profound statements about what he
intended to do, he simple brouqht forth
a mouse.
walter Washington, the commissioner
of our Nation's capital apparently believes that money is going out of style.
with his budget now before the City
Council and in serious trouble, he is
making a request for additional amounts
in a supplemental and also in his reqular

bCldget for Fiscal Year 1972 which so far
has not reached the Hill. An article
eDt! tIed "Mayor Seeks $79 Million For
Di..s trict," appears in this mornin",' s
WASRINGl.'ON POST. The article is as
follows:
"Mayor Walter E. Washington asked
yesterday for a $79 million supplemental
appropriation for the District' s current
fi.seal year. Nearly half of the request
consisted of another plea for conqress
to release the $34.2 million D.C. contribution to Metro subway financing.
The mayor also asked for money to
boost enrollments at Federal City Colleqe
and the Washington Technical Institute
to earry forward court reform and to
fund an unanticipated expansion in the
city's welfare budget.

Additionally, the mayor asked that
his proposed budget of $884.7 million
for the year beginning JUly I be increased to $979.8 million to carry out
pr09'rams he expects to be gtarted if
tbe supplement lie asked for yesterday is
approved.
Both requests now go to the City
COlUlcil before being sent to Capitol Hill.

Mayor Washington said neither require
tax increases beyond those he has proposed for the next fiscal year--an increase in real estate and gasoline taxes
and the reciprocal income tax on suburbanites who work in the city.
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The Distriet's $34.2 million share
of subway money has been withheld twice
by Rep. William H. Natcher's (D-Ky.)
House Appropriations SUbcommittee on
the District. Natcher has said the
money is being withheld because the District is not complying with freewaybuilding dedres of Congress.
Administration officials have said
they think Natcher Will release the subway money thi s time, however.
The supplement is the second souqht
by the mayor for the current year.

Earlier, Conqress approved a $54 million
supplement to the original city budqet
of $636.1 million.
D,C. Budget Officer Comer S. coppie
said yesterday the bulk of the supplemental request is for money authorized,
but not appropriated. by the last session
of Conqress. Included in this cateqory
are pay increases and funds for implementation of court reform.
Among other items, the supplemental includes requests for:
$1.5 million for Federal City
COlleqe. This, the mayor said, would
permit the school to increase its enrollment from 3.500 students to 4,500 this
summer and 5.000 this £all.
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$877,000 for washington Technical
Institute, which would permit it to
increase enrollment from 1.738 to 2.250
by this fall.

$4.6 million to partially fund an
increase in the welfare case load. The
mayor said the city expected 22.000
public assistance cases when he presented his original budget, but as of
Dec. 31, the load had risen to 29,802.
The increase will cost the city $6.3
mil l. ion. the mayor said, but $1.7 million
was saved in the operation of St.
Elizabeth's Hospital and will hel.p to
make up the difference."
February 25, 1971
1: am thinking of suing' one or two

people.
At noon today when I was on my way
to the House Chamber the operator of
one of the subwAy trains that runs from
the Rayburn Building' over to the capitol
told me that he would l.ike to apoloqize
for the part he had played in the picture eposide. I knew nothing' about any
picture eposide and told him that he
owed me no apology and, in fact. I did
not even know what he was talking about.
It seems that on Monday and TUesday of
this week the WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS
assigned one of their photoqraphers to
take my picture on the little subway
train either going over to the Capitol

or returning to the Rayburn Building.
It just so happened that the phot~rapher
did not know me by sight and he asked
the police officer who is stationed in
the subway tunnel to point me out as I
walked along, On Monday and TUesday it
just so happened that I did not go over
to the capitol at noon or at least at
the time the ~otographer was hanging
around and on Wednesday we had our
regular monthly Caucus of the Democrats
at 10 0' cloek a,m. I attended the Caucus
and left my office in the Rayburn Building to go down to the subway to ride
over on the little train. I was riding
in the second section of the train and
I recall that there were one or two
people in the first section in front of
me but do not recall who they were. At
some time while the train was either
underway or just at the time it stopped
in the capitol Building one of the men
in the front section stood up with a
camera that doesn't require a flash
bulb and took a picture of me and
the two gentlemen that were riding in
the same section with me,
This picture appears on the front
page of the WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS with
a bold streamer headline stating that
CONGRESStlAN NATCHER LIKES ONE SUBWAY.
under the picture, which by the way was
not a good picture by any means, appears
the folloving statement:
"The man whom almost everyone considers to be the implacable foe of
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Washington I S inchoate subway system is
not above riding under ground, witness
this photo of Rep. William H. !latcher,
in dark tie at left, taken at 10:05 a.m.
yesterday as the canny Kentucky Dem0crat who heads the House District Appropriations subcommittee was being sped
from his office in the Rayburn Buildinq
to the capitol aboard one of Conqress'
own neat little (free) subway cars. The
somber expression on Mr. Natcher's face
(and perhaps the worried look of his
unidentified seat companion) is perhaps
explained by his being five minutes late
for a party caucus. Anyway. the subway
got him there in nothing flat.'
At noon today all of the fellows
in the private Dining Room took great
delight in kidding me about this sneak
picture and two or three of them offered
to sue anybody that I wanted sued over
this incident. Of course we had a 900d
time laughing about it and I hope that
the photographer who took this wonderful
picture receives an unusually nice
commendation from his editor.
February 26, 1971
Yesterday President Nixon in his
State of the world message said that we
have come a long way toward gettin9
uni ted States forces out of Vietnam but
the end of the war is not in sight. He
further said that sobering problems remain unsolved. This was all in a radio

speech and this lengthy message was then
sent on to us here on the Hi1l. He
pointed out in the message that the
question remains whether the South vietnamese can fully stand on their own
against a determined enemy. All of us
have believed this now for many months
and I am definitely of the opinion that
hundreds of thousands of South Vietnamese will be killed within a matter of 14
months after we withdraw our forces.
The President went on to say that if
winding down the war is to be his greatest satisfaction in foreign policy the
failure to end it will be his deepest
disappointment. All of this was contained in a detailed 180 page message
which by the way is the second of this
ki.nd that he has prepared since hOlding
the office of President. In this message
the President further said that while
Vietnam remains our most anquishing
problem, the most dangerous continues to
be the Middle East. He expressed disappointment regarding the Soviet Union's
policies in the Middle East, Berlin and
the caribbean.
we made a serious mistake sendin9
our boys to South Vietnam and certainly
as one Member of Congress, I do not intend to make another mistake in sending
our boys to Israel.
March 1, 1971
On March l~ 1954, the Puerto Ricans
shot five Members in the House of
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Representatives Chamber. I was present
at that time and this to me was one of
the most horrible events that I have
ever witnessed.
At approximately 1: 32 a.m. this
morning 17 years later a bomb blast
ripped' throU<]h the senate Side of the
0. S. capitol building causing considerable structural damage. Capitol 11111
sources said a bomb threat was received
through the Senate telephone switchboard
at 1:00 a.m. about 30 minutes before the
explosion. There were no injuries. The
blast occurred in a women's rest room a
few doors away from the Senate Foreign
Relations comittee offices. Large
numbers of FBI agents were sent to the
scene. The White !lOuse had no iRI1Iediate
comment on the blast. One of the Capitol
Guards said it was a severe explosion
destroying the rest room and damaging
offices in the hall and along 100 feet
of the hallway on either side of the
rest room. Plaster was down from the
walls and interior ceilings were bulging
and buckHIlq. Members of the Fort McNair
bomb disposal unit were sent to the
scene as were members of the Metropolitan
Police Department Explosive Devices unit.
The first FBI group on the scene also
were explosive experts. The capitol
grounds were cordoned off after the 1: 32
a.m. blast. No sound was heard by
capitol Guards but a huqe puff of smoke
appeared from the area of the explosion.
The Senate side of the Capitol is the

wing facing COnstitution Avenue, N.E.
There was no damage visillle from the
street and the scene of the explosion
was directly beneath the main Senite
Chamber. The Capitol building is closed
on Sundays to the publ.ic at 5:00 p.m.
and apparently those who caused the
damage entered the building during the
day setting the device which brought
about the explosion.
The switchboard operator in the
Capitol said that a man call.ed stating
that the building should be evacuated.
He further said that you may have gotten
other calls like this but this is real.
Evacuate the building u-diately. This
is in retaliation for the Laos decision
and the bomb will go off in 30 minutes.
The caller then hung up immediately, and
Norma J. Fullerton, the switchboard
operator, notified the police.

March 2, 1971
The crumbling west front of the
United. States Capitol survived the bomb
damage yesterday morning and this, of
course, was almost a miracle. In 1915
the first and only bombing of the U.S.
Capitol took place at 11:40 p.m. on
JuJ.y 2nd. The circumstances were very
similar to yesterday. In both cases the
bomb expressed disapproval of the United
States activities in a war. Xn both
cases the bomber announced his intentions
in advance, yesterday by telephone

shortly before the blast and in 1915 in
a letter to the WASHINGTON POST. In
both cases there wa* no one in the
buildillCJ at the time and no damage
outside the Senate wing. This building was burned by the British Army in
1814 during the War of 1812 and it was
rebuilt from 1815 to 1819. Seventeen
years ago a Puerto Rican nationalist
wounded f:ive Congressmen on the Floor
and eight years ago five dynamite
sticks and caps were found across the
street from the capitol grounds.
Although there have been no bombs at
the capitol :in nearly 56 years there
were about 100 threats telephoned to
the switchboard in 1970. Notwithstanding all of these threats additional
security measures were not taken.
I recall some five years ago When
the capitol dome was being repainted
and repaired inside it was discovered
that an elderly man had been sleeping
in the dome for some seven years. Late
one afternoon the workmen on the dome
project found this old gentleman on
his way up to the dome to spend the
night. He said he had been sleeping in
the dome for seven years and that the
heat leept tne dome in fine shape during
the coldest winter months. He was not
bothering anyone or the property of'
the government and had just used this
as his bedroom. They discovered a
pallet and a section which contained a
tent-like structure that was used by the
old gentleman.

I had a number of my friends
inquire of me yesterday as to what I
thoU<Jht could be done to protect the
building and I immediately said that we
ought to know what's going on in the
building. This would help and, of
course, additional security measures
are absolutely essential.
The Nation's leaders from the
President on down saw tbe incident as
a symboli.c attack on the very foundations of the Republic with president
Nixon calling the bombing a shocking
act of violence. Hundreds of FBX agents
and officers of the military services
alOne] with the local police departments
are making an ~ensive investigation
but the clues are scarce.
The astronauts of the Apollo 14
appeared before the House of Representatives today. Each astronaut made a short
statement and then appeared in the Well
and shook hands with all of the Members.
They received a very warm reception and
certainly are a credit to our country.
Just before the astronauts appeared
our new Speaker. Carl Albert, called me
up to the Chair informing me that one
of the most important bills to come before the First session of the 92nd
Congress would be up for action tomorrow.
This is the public debt limit increase
with a modified close::!. rule and four.
hours of debate. The Speaker informed
me that this bill would be strongly

contested and sinoe this was the first
-:bil.l presented to him for designation
of a Chairman of the Committee of the
"Whole House, he designated me as the
Chalirman to preside. This will be a
controversi.al bill and the fact that
the Speaker requested that I serve is
to me quite an honor.
March 4, 1971
Yesterday we had our first recorded
teLler vote. The vote on Patman' s amendment was an historic occasion. For the
first time in its history, the House
cast a record vote as it sat in Committee
of the Whole voting on amendments. Always before record votes were permitted
onLy on final passaqe of a bill whereon
amendments were approved by the Committee
of the Whole. An anti-secrecy provision
in last year' s Congressional Reform Bill
provided for record votes whenever 20
/llelllbers requested it. I presided last
year at the time the Congressional Reform
BiLl was passed and also presided yesterday when we had our first recorded vote
as the committee sat in the Committee of
the Whol.e.
March 9, 1971
Last night I saw cassius Clay lIUhamnad Ali fight the Champion Joe
rrazier. For the first time in his life
.IN.h.a!I1rnad Ali was left speechless. Frazier
wag a_arded a unanimous decision and
spoke his piece with his fist. He

clearly estabLi.shed himself as the
undefeated champion. Despite his 3~
year lay-off Ali who now has his case
pendinq before the supreme Court of the
TJnited States which by the way calls
for a 5 year sentence and a fine for
failing to accept an induction notice
and go into the armed services, scrambled
up off of the ring floor after being
knocked down twice. The first knock down,
according to Ali. was merely a slip and
the second which took place in the 15th
round was just enough to give Joe Frazier
a unanimous decision. This Cassius Clay
is really a character.

March 10, 1971
So far no arrests have been made in
the bombing of our Nation' sCapi tol
Building. Democratic and Republican
leadership in the House and the Senate
Monday offered a $100,000 reward for
information leading to the arrest and
conviction of those responsible for the
bombing in the Capitol a week ago. The
1eadership also said they have agreed
that the capi. tol Police Force must be
made fully professional, abolishing all
patronage appointments. The reward money
has been made available by private sources
and no public funds are involved.
I was sorry to see the announcement
concerning the reward because this
:indicates to me to some extent that the
FBI: and the law enforcement officials
have no clues if any. Each day I hear
more about this being an inside job.

one of the major battles that we
had during the 9lst congress was the
Trade Bill. In order to make Japan
place a reasonable figure on textile
imports along with shoes and leather goods
from other countries, it was necessary
for the House to pass the Trade Bill.
Yesterday, Japan textile industries
announced that it is imposing unilateral
restraints on its exports to the United
states in a move that could reduce
pressures in the congress for quotas on
a variety of American imports. It may
not be necessary now to pass another
trade bill. This Bill was not approved
in the Senate and brought on another
filibuster. Certainly trade is not a
one way street and the erection of a
trade barrier simply brings on a trade
war which is not good for the world.
The trial of Lt. Calley continues
and according to recent announcements,
captain Ernest Medina will stand trial
before a rniH tary court martial on three
separate counts of murder involving not
less than 100 Vietnamese civilians in
the village of My Lai in March of 1968.
Calley admits to a great extent the
murder of most of these civilians but
insists that he received orders from
captain Medina. General Koster who was
removed as SUperintendent of West Point
shortly before we arrived last year at
the time of the Board of Visitors meeting
is still assigned to Fort George Meade
and there are persistent demands that he
too be court martia1ed because he was the

Commanding General at the time of My Lai
operating in a helicopter over the vicinity of the murder scene.
The nonvoting delegate election here
in the District of Columbia is coming to
a c1ose. The election will be held on
March 28th and for the first time in a
great many years the District of Columbia
wil1 to a certain extent have direct
representation in the Congress. J: voted
for this nonvoting deleqate bill and
hope that it proves successful. Reverend
Fauntroy is the front runner and in his
cl!lllpaign throughout the city he has made
statements to the effect that it will
only take him three weeks to straighten
me out. Time will tell as to just what
success he has in this endeavor.
In the morning's POST we have the
beginning of a series of articles on
the candidates and Fauntroy's strength
is diSCUssed in the first articl.e. In
the article we find that Fauntroy backs
a subsidized fare on the Metro system
and has called for barring private
automobiles from downtown and the gradual
wi thdrawal of all internal combustion
engines from the District of Columbia.
This will be quite a feat if he succeeds
in bringing this about. Here again we
have a man who for some B years now has
demanded that there be no more exits or
entrances into our city. The pronoun
"our" is confined to those here in this
ci ty of Washington and ignors completely
the fact that this is the Nation's Capital

and that the 50 states in this country
sti.ll have just a li.ttle say about what
will take place in our Capital City.
One of the candidates for nonvoting
delegate is urging in his campaign that
homosexuals be recognized, honored and
gi ven all rights of a citizen. The
honoring part is somewhat confusing to
me.
March 11, 1971
For years now the WASHiNGTON POST
has attempted to rule the District of
Columbia. When confronted with this
allegation, the answer each time from
this newspaper is so asinine that the
people just hoop and holler who know the
facts. Editorializing on the front page
in all matters pertaining to the District
of columbia has been the policy for
years. Public Relations in so far as
the District of Columbia commi ttees in
the House and the Senate is concerned
and the Appropriations Subcommittees, is
simply nonexistent. Crucifixion and
meat-axing are the policies of the day
wi th this newspaper. When they lose they
cry long and loud and then attempt to
persecute.
One of the best examples of losing
that 1: know of took place yesterday in
the united states senate. The Senate
unamiously approved a proposed Constitutional Amendment to lower the voting
age to 18 in all State and local elections.

This vote fOl.l.owed the rejection by 68
to 23 of an attempt by Senator Edward
Kennedy to attach a rider that would
have given the District full voting
representation .in Congress. Kennedy was
supported by Eagleton of Missouri, the
Chairman of the senate District Committee
and one or two others. But on the other
side we had the Senate Majority Leader
Mike Mansfield who warned that yesterday
was not the time nor the bill under
consideration to attach the District
Representation Rider. The desire of
the city of Washington to have two U. S •
Senators was simply asinine. Why not
Cl.eveland, ohio, which is three times
as l.arge or the other major cities in
the united states. This was Ilmajor blow
and an attempt by Kennedy to bypass the
Senate Judiciary Committee. Of course,
the senate JUdiciary Committee would
not bring out such a bill and all down
through the years the WASHINGTON POST
has protested time after time that the
Senate is the only friend of the District
of columbia and that the House of Represent:ati ves has never been th! District's
friend.
In this morning I s WASHINGTON POST
a short item was inserted way over in the
paper entitled, "District's Representation Rider Killed." Very I ittle space
or time was spent to set the article, a
major defeat. But, this is the policy
of this newspaper -- never admit to the
people in Washington that the Post is
not in control, and that at any time in
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in the union, the congress has simply
done something right.
This will not change the policy
of this paper and we will continue on
into the future with the same old yel.low
journalism.
Ml!II'ch 17, 1971
The big issue before the congress
at this time is the supersonic Transport
Plane Appropriation. A great many
people and conservation groups in this
country are against the appropriation
of $294 million which will continue the
research and plans for construction of
two prototype planes due to the fact
that they maintain that a plane flyinq
1600 miles an hour, 60 miles up in the
air would bring about serious pollution
and environmental problems which would
be of great concern to our people and to
the world qenerally. This is the third
year of our SST Appropriation and each
year the battle becomes more rugged.
England has completed an SST which they
have flown and the same applies to the
Soviet union. Labor and big business
qenerally are for the SST and this
especially applies to the airplane
companies such as Lockheed and others.
J:f we do not continue this program, thousands of employees in airplane construction
companies will be unemployed. one of
the major arguments for the SST is the

fact that our country is the most
powerful country in the wor~d economically,
militarily, and spiri. tually and that
under no eircumstances can we stand by
and see other countr:i..es develop, use
and fly such a plane and have our people
in a position of not having the supersonic Transport unless planes are purchased from England or from the soviet
Union. Arguments continue that if this
had been our attitude at the time of the
railroads. _ would stil~ be a wilderness.
Hale Boggs, our new Majority Leader,
has been a right arrogant man all of his
life and has very few friends in the
House. During the Gridiron Dinner
Saturday night, he and Edward A. Mitchell,
a former Member of congress who served
one term in the late 1940' s from Evansville, :Indiana, had a fight in the men's
room at the Hilton Hotel. It seems that
Boggs was floored with one punch from
Mitche~~ who is a Republican during an
argument in the men's room which followed
up an argument at the table in the main
dining room. MrS. Mitchell was quoted
in the press as saying that Ed, her
husband, was a strong Republican and he
simply did not like the things that
Boggs was saying about John Mitchell,
the Attorney General and President Nixon.
This conversation apparently took place
at the tab~e during the banquet and the
two men eventually met in the men's room
by coincidence. After more sharp words
.M:i..tchell swung at Boggs and the Majority
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Leader was knocked down and, according
to Mrs. Mitchell, did not choose to get
up. Later Boggs returned to the table
and referred to Mitche1l as "Jack
Dempsey". Walter Cronkite later reported on television that Boggs had
threatened legal action. Mr. Cronkite
guoted Mitchell as saying he would meet
Boggs in court or in the gym if he's man
enoU<}h. :It seems that Boggs and Mitchell
were both elected to Congress in 1946
and Mitchell served onl.y one term. B~s
has been reelected 11 consecutive times.
Boggs is 56 years old and Mr. Mitchell
:i.e 60 and according to Mrs. Mitchell,
guite rugged.
I was not surprised to hear about
this incident because on two or three
occasions Boggs has come awfully close
to being knocked down on the Floor of
the House due to the manner in which he
has treated one or two Members.
Thomas E. Dewey the only Republican
nominee ever to lose two Presidential
races died yesterday in Florida. He
would have been 69 next Wednesday.
Governor Dewey, as everyone called him,
served three terms as Chief Executive of
New York state. He was a vigorous
District Attorney and one of our better
known citizens.
President Nixon's youngest daughter
married David Eisenhower, the grandson
of President Eisenhower and his other

child, Tricia.Nixon, will, according to
the announcement from the White House
last night, marry Edward Cox. Cox is
from a very prominent family and is a
descendant of Rohert Livingston, a
collaborator on the Declaration of
Independence.
We are still attelllptinq to settle
the Israel-Egypt controversy and yesterday Secretary of State, William p.
Rogers, tried to convince Israel to
withdraw from Egyptian terri tory in
return for a contractual peace agreement,
an international force to assure
security and continued American support.
Premier Golda Meir survived two no
confidence motions yesterday and
apparently is havin<] some difficulty
with her cabinet and the Parliament.
Mrs. Meir is quite a woman. She taught
school in Milwaukee for a number of
years before returning to Israel and if
she survives this crisis will go down
in history as one of our famous women.
March 19, 1971
The House voted yesterday to end
federal aid to the development of a
supersonic transport plane. The Senate
seems to be an even bet to follow suit.
Several supporters of the program said
that this waul! :kill the SST at least for
the present because private industry
could not raise the funds needed to
build the planned 1800 mile-an-hour
COllUllercial aircraft. This was the first

time in the seven years of the program
that the House has voted against it
though last year it passed by only 20
votes. The turnabout was due to the
growing ecological and economic lobby
against the program. Thirty-three of
the new Members voted against it and 18
for it.
The issue came up yesterday because
the Senate voted last December to kill
the project and it has continued under a
continuing resolution that expires March
30.
General Koster who was removed as
Superintendent at West Point due to his
connection with Mylai was recommended
yesterday for a demotion from Kajor
General to Brigadier General. The
recommendation came from General William
C. westmoreland. another former Superintendent at west Point who is now Army
Chief of Staff. Koster was at West Point
during one of our annual visits of the
Board of Visitors and Westmoreland was
Superintendent when I was first named to
the Board 11 years ago.
A General Accounting Office study
yesterday disclosed that cost overruns
on 61 weapons systems have so far reached
$33.4 billion. which is an average of
$500 million apiece. The report goes on
to say that among other things there was
deliberate underestimating and additional
factors cited were unanticipated development difficulties. faulty planning. poor
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management, bad estimating, inflation
and the desire to exploit new technology.
The former Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, John Gardner, is
the organizor of Common Cause and I have
discussed this man from time to time in
my Journal. Common Cause is another
do-good organization which is left-wing
and bitterly opposed to the establishment.
The Republican National Chairman issued
a right positive statement last week
about this organization and especially
John Gardner who, by the way, is a
registered Republican. In today's
WASHINGTON POST appeared an article
entitled 'Common Cause and Its causes."
This article is as follows:
'Comon Cause, the latest in a long
succession of do-right washington lobbying organizations, claims to have enlisted 110,000 members paying a minimum
of $15 apiece and to be gaining more at
the rate of 5,000 a week. There is no
reason whatever to doubt its claim. Its
chaiman is John Gardner, former secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
Department, a man of distinction,
integrity and impeccable establishment
credentials. His associates may not be
as eminent but they are honorable men all.
But for the imposing respectability
of its provenance, Common Cause could be
and probably would be challenged on
several counts.
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consider its own description of
itself in some of the high-powered
~iterature it has circulated to wellchosen lists of potential contributors.
It has called itself .. a lobby in the
public interest," concerned only with
the good of "the people," and "neither
1eft, nor right, nor center," but promoting • an agenda for all Americans --ror the poor, the comfortable, the city
dweller and the farmer, for men and
women. • Gardner is a master of the
glittering qeneralization.
Common Cause is, if one aceepts its
self-appriasal, as universal as the
common cold, and some members of congress,
who feel that they already have enough
pressures bearing down on them, think
i t may tum out to be a rather worse
affliction.
What is good for the poor is neoessarily good for the comfortable? What
is good for the young is good for the
old? What is good for the farmer is
also good for the city dweller? It has
always been assumed that high prices for
the farmer, for example, were bad news
for the city consumer. Past lobbies,
even so-called public-service lobbies,
have usually conceded that they represented some particular segment in the
rivalries common to any free people
expressing themselves through the democratic process.
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Not so Common Cause. It is for
everybody when i t is soliciting members.
But when it goes into action, as it now
is in a tentative way, what is it for
and what is it against? It is for ending
the war in Vietnam now. It is against
the SST, against the ABM, against the
congressional seniority system and Senate
fili.buster rules, for "drastic reduction"
in defense spending, and for limiting
campaign expenditures.
One may agree or disagree that these
are common causes -- believed in by all
qood citizens with $15. There is much
to be said for the kind of congressional
reforms advocated by Gardner's organization. But there are a few arguments
against them, too. Actually, Congress
started reforming its seniority practices
on its own initiative at the start of
its current session, before Common Cause
was really functioning. Since then the
senate has refused to modify its filibuster rules. Gardner's suit to enjoin
the major parties from violating legal
limi ts on campaign expend! tures is still
pending.
Whether Congress will provide the
funds needed for further development of
the SST is still uncertain. The aerospace industry is lobbying for it,
arguing that the united states must catch
up with the Soviet union and the BritishFrench partnership, already well ahead in
the production of supersonic vehicles, if
it is not to opt out of international

competi tion in the air travel of the
£uture. Opponents of the SST contend
that it is impractical, a waste of funds
better spent elsewhere and ecologically
hazardous. As usual, one man' s cause is
another man' s poison.
secretary of Defense Laird has just
asked congress for a modest increase in
ABM installations, warning that the
Russians will get too far ahead in
nuclear weaponry, destroying the preaent
balance, unless more defensive miiilles
are added to the U.S. system or unless
these weapons are limited by agreement.
congress will debate this question, too.
'l'here will be persuasive arguments for
as well as against. Where the public
interest lies will not be as easy to
detect as Common Cause suggests.
As for getting' out of the war in
Vietnam now -- or by the end of this
year -- the argument has been going on
for a long time and is familiar to almost everyone. Here Common Cause way
well speak, if not for everyone, at
least for a majority. The polls say it:
does. But President Nixon thinks the
country can be persuaded to tolerate a
flexible plan for withdrawal. Anyway,
Gardner's recently aCqUired habit of
speaking for the American people -- most
if not all -- is less presumptuous in
this area than in others. Where public
opinion settles down will depend in large
measure on the outcome of the battles
now being fought in Laos.
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The poiht is that Common Cause's
are not what everybody considers to be
in the public interest -- not even
everybody who has contributed $).5. It
ie in danger of being regarded as sort of
auxiliary of the left wing of the Democratic party, if its causes are the
causes of Sen. George McGovern, Sen.
Harold HUghes, Sen. Edward Kennedy and,
to a greater or less degree, of all the
Democratic presidential hopefuls except
Sen. Henry Jackson, who refused to join
the chorus.
Judged by the positions it has
taken, it is hard to detect any great
difference right now between Common
Cause and Americans for Democratic Action,
long the Democratic Party's ally on the
liberal flank. There the similarity
ends, however, ADA is democratically run.
Its membership decides its positions on
the issues after lengthy and often hot
debate whereas Gardner seems to speak
for Common Cause without let or hindrance.
He has a board and advisers but is now,
to all intents and purposes, Common Cause
itself.
Gardner quit the Johnson cabinet
because of a dispute with the President
over domestic policy, though it was
assumed at the time that his real distress
was over the war, an assUIllption he
neither discouraged nor encouraged.
His emphasis since Common Cause became
operational has been against the war.
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Be has surrounded himself with able
veterans of that cause, among them
Morton Halperin and Peter Edelman.
Some of Gardner's lesser associates
speculate that he has been "radicalized"
by his determination to "live down" his
association with ISJ.
Jack Conway, close associate of the
1ate Walter Reuther, will join the
Common Cause staff soon. He is knowing
and experienced in the ways of congressional and presidential politics. To
some, his acquisition by Gardner means
that the organization wants to shed some
of the soft fuzz of idealism for a hard
shell of third-force politics that will
command respect from congress, candidates
and party leaders. If and when this
happens, some of the $15 contributors
may wonder how Common Cause became too
politically common."
Whitney Young, the Director of the
urban League, drowned in Kenya several
days ago. He was accompanied at the
time by Ramsey Clark and his wi fe and
another couple. They had been swimming
in the surf and after swimming for a
short time, Whitney Young started walking
toward the beach and suddenly collapsed.
He was born in Kentucky and was buried
in Lexington on Monday of this week.
presi.dent Nixon flew to Lexington and
deli.vered a eulogy. The black people
generally throughout the country are very
much opposed to the President and this
trip was one that the president shou2d
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not have made. It was strictly a political venture and his effort to me was
all in vain.
We continue to hear about the
rapid transit and freeways and yesterday
an article appeared in the EVENING STAR
entitled, "Broyhill Seeks U.S., city
Data on Freeways." The article is as
follows:
"Rep. Joel T. Broyhill, R.-Va.,
said yesterday he will ask the city and
federal governments, in a move to persuade Congress to release $34.2 million
in frozen subway funds, to produce evidence that they have complied with provisions of the 1970 Highway Act.
O'nless lIayor Walter E. Washinqton
and Secretary of Transportation John A.
volpe document that District freeway constructed has complied with the law, the
subway money probably will not be released, Broyhill said.
The washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority had hoped that passage
of the 1970 Highway Act, which calls for
a new study of a route for the controversial North Central Freeway, would
persuade the House District Appropriations subconunittee to release the $34.2
million. The money represents the city's
share of subway building costs for the
current fiscal ye ar.

Rep. William H. Natcher, D-Ky ..
chairman of the subcommittee, has refused to agree to the release of the
subway money because of his dissatisfaction wi.th freeway construction in the
Nation's Capital.
The 1970 law, ordering the new
study, was thought by Broyhill and others
to be sufficient to convince Natcher
that freeway construction was in
accordance with congressional desires.
Natcher has not commented publicly
on the situation. However, in recent
days he has been telling congressmen
that he does not believe freeway construction is in compliance with the 1970
law.
What sections of the law Natcher
feels are being flaunted have not been
made clear.
But: con<Jressional sources say he

is upset about the delay in construction
of the Three Sisters Bridge, tied up in
litigation, and the Potomac River Freeway.
Al though the 1968 Highway Act specified a route for the freeway in an
elevated section along the Georgetown
Waterfront, Volpe recently said the freeway should go in a tunnel under Georqetown.
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Last month aides to President
Nixon expressed confidence that Natcher
would agree soon to release the subway
money."
March 22, 1971
For some reason or other John Volpe,
the Secretary of Transportation along
with one or two officials in the District
Government have made up their minds that
the best way to avoid complying with the
Highway Acts of 1968 and 1970 is simply
to make all kinds of unusual demands
which will stall construction of the
Three Sisters Bridge.
This is right unusual procedure
when you consider the fact that by virtue
of what transpires before my Subcommittee
on the District of Columbia Appropriations.
:It now appears that the subway will cost
$4 billion. Most of this money has not
been authorized and they must now come
back to Congress and adroit their mistakes
which may be considered as fraudUlent.
This is the only method that they can
use to continue construction of the rapid
rail transit system if they intend to
build 98 miles. If not, then they can
simply cut the system down and build 30
or 35 miles. A nwnber of Representatives
in the House have talked with me concerning the unusual delay and an article
appeared in the EVENING STAR on Sunday
entitJ..ed "Broyhill Says Metro Hinges on
New Bridge." This article is as follows:

"Rep. Joel T'. Broyhill., R-Va., has
warned president Nixon that construction
of the regional subway system will grind
to a halt unless -work starts again on
the Three Sisters Bridge.
In a letter sent to Ni.xon on Friday,
Broyhill told the President he must intervene to obtain a renewal of bridge construction, or congress "will refuse to
appropriate any addi tiona! funds" for
the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority.
Broyhill, in the letter, accused
the Department of Transportation and the
District government of "stalling," in
their failure to start bridge construction.
sUBWl\Y DEATH l<NELL

DUring the last few days, Broyhill
said, he has been told by members of the
House Appropriations Conani ttee that if the
section of the 1970 Highway Act requirill9'
work on the bridge to continue is not
carried out, it will sound "the death
knell for the subway • • ."
Transportation and the District
government, Broyhill said, no longer have
any legal reason to keep work on the bridge
from starting again. Bridge construction
was halted last year when citizen groups
fi.1ed a suit against it.
Even though new design hearings requi.red by the court as a result of the
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sui t were held in November, Broyhill
told Nixon that District and DOT officials
are attempting .. another stall."
He revealed that DOT officials have
ordered the Federal Highway Administration to build a 50-foot long scale model
of a single span, double pier bridge
testing that will mean "at least" another
year's delay in construction.
"My colleagues in the House recoqn-

nize it as the stall it is and do not
intend to have the will of congress thus
thwarted, n Broyhill told the President.
1969 NA'l'CHER ACTION
This is the second time that controversy over the Three sisters Bridge has
held up subway money. TWo years ago
Rep. William H. Nateher, D-Ky., chairman
of the House Appropriations subcommittee
for the District, refused to release
money to start subway building until the
city agreed to construct the bridge and
Nixon assured him that work on District
freeways would continue.
Last year, Natcher refused to release $34.2 million in District subway
funds because of a lack of action in
building the North Central Freeway.
When the 1970 Highway Act ordered a
new study of the North Central, Nateher
fel t the District was then in compliance
wi th congressional wishes and was ready to
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release the subway money. But he changed
his mind when he learned that there was
no wrk done on the bridge. WM1\TA has
not yet received the $34.2 million.
Since the design hearing'S ordered
by the court have been held, "there
appeared to be no reason to delay construction of the • • • bridge," Broyhill
said.
He blamed the delay on District and
DOT officials "who will do anything to
prevent the bridge from being' built.·
March 23, 1971
The city of Washington votes today
for a non-voting delegate in the House of
Representatives. This will be the city's
first representation in Congress in 100
years. Six candidates are running for
this office and it appears from reports
that Walter E. Fauntroy, a Baptist
minister, will be the winner. One of the
candidates is a man by the name of
Julius w. Hobson who ::is quite a rebel
and trouble-maker here in our Nation's
Capital. John A. Nevius is the Republican candidate running and he is a white
man and a right good lawyer. Under
ordinary circumstances Nevius could be
the winner, but with 71% of the people
black in our Nation's Capital, Fauntroy
will probably win. One of the candidates
is a man by the name of Franklin E. Kameny
who is an independent and a homosexual
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who aas requested in all of his speeches
that homosexuals be given more freedom
in our Nation's Capital. The people
here in Washington will be choosing a
man to go each day to Capi t01 Hi1l to
selVl as their delegate in the House of
Representatives. The last delegate
elected was a man by the name of Norton
Parker Chipman and his selection was the
prod uc:t of a governmental. reehuffHII9' in
whicJi the District was converted to a
territory governed by a legislative
asseJllbly and a Governor appointed by
Pres:ident U. S. Grant. As a territory
it became entitled, as were nine Western
territories that are now states, to a
de1aglte. Chipman won the Republican
nomirlltion over Frederick Douglass, the
noteo black leader, at a convention.
ChiplUl took the oath of office on
Decerrber 4, 1871, from Speaker James G.
Blai.ne and at the time he was 36 years
of age. He was born in Illinois and
rearea in Iowa.
The good old WASHINGTON POST in an
editorial entitled "The Message in
Today's Vote," goes on to say that anybody -no lives·il the colony of Washington
and wb resents being denied the full
right s of self-determination automatically
enjoytd by other Americans, must be at
least a little frustrated by today's
elect:il)n of a lone delegate to the House
of ReJlr:-esentatives. The editorial also
in the usual WASHINGTON POST's cycnical
manne:t: says that there is nO'-question
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granted by our overseers after nearly
a century of waiting, falls far short
of what the people in this community
have been seeking and deserve.
As I have said previously several
months ago, Mrs. Kay Grah8lll, the
publisher and owner of the WASHINGTON
POST gave WTOP radio station to the
black community and this station is now
under the operation of Howard University.
The value of the WASmNGTON POST is to
me very much in question today and I
preswne that one of these days she will
also give this newspaper to the black
people here in our Nation' sCapi tal.
Her husband was the Editor and PUblisher
of the WASHINGTON POST for several years
and stil1 while a young man commi. tted
suicide. This man had a number of pro~
lems and one of them was the WASHINGTON
POS'!' and another was 'WOmen.
March 24, 1971
Democrat Walter E. Fauntroy, the
Baptist minister who ran on a theme of
black and white together, won an impressive victory in yesterday's Dil!ltrict of
Columbia delegate election. He polled
twice as many votes as his nearest
competitor and was the winner in seven
of the city's eight wards. loosing only
in the predominately white third ward.
The final unofficial result with 112.675
votes cast in the city' s 128 precincts

showed Fauntroywith 65,905 or 58.5%
of the vote7 Join A. Nevius, Republican,
28,349 votes 0125% of the vote, Julius
W. Hobson, Stat/hood Party, 15,114,
Franklin E. KaIllny, Independent. 1,841
votes, ReverencDoug1as E. Moore, Black
United Front, 1,251 votes and James E.
Harris, Socialilt Workers Party, 415
votes.
At a vieto!'{ party following the
count Fauntroy laid that as the city's
first delegate 10 Congress in 100 years
he would be cal:ing on the people of the
Nation through iIIe voices of the people
today to help free the District of
Columbia. As delegate, Fauntroy will
not have a vote on t he Floor but will
have all of the other privileges, powers
and prerequisit!l of a Member of the
House of Represe~tatives, including the
right to vote il committee. He will
serve on the HOUle District of Columbia
Committee.
The SST is lip for a vote in the
Senate today and it may be that the
anti-SST forces will win this battle by
a slim majority,
Yesterday tIe House cleared the
l.egislation pro~iding for a vote of 18
year olds 400 to 19. This is a constitutional amendltle~t lowering the voting
age to 18 for al! elections and it is
now on its way t) the States for ratification. Five !tate legislatures acted
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yesterday and ratified the amendment.
Eighteen year olds have been voting
in Kentucky now for about nine years.
President Nixon sent up a Supplemental Appropriations Bill request
yesterday totaling $7.7 billion. Again
he has included the $34.2 million for
the District of Columbia's share of
rapid rail transit notwithstanding the
complete stall which is underway now
in the District Building in regard to
the- Bridge and Freeways. This article
is entitled, "Funds Include $34 Million
for D.C.' s Subway." and'_ie as follows,
.. president Nixon again urged congress today to appropriate $34.2 million
for the District of Columbia so it can
meet its share of costs for the metropolitan area mass transit system during
the current fiscal year.
The District subway funds were part
of a national supplemental appropriation
request for fiscal 1971 totaling IIIOre
than $ 7 • 7 billion.
'!'he bulk of the requested funds-$4.4 billion -- would go to meet pay
increase costs for District government
employes.
REQUEST BELOW AU'l'HORI'l'Y

'!'he President told Congress that
the total of the request is less than
the amount of 1971 supplemental budget
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authori ty estimated in the budget document sent to congress for this fiscal
year, which ends June 30.
A substantial. part of the total
supplemental funds liQuId go for what the
President called "mandatory payments,"
including $1 billion for grants to states
for public assistance, $736 million for
the veterans Administration for compensation and pension payments and readjustment'cbenefits for veterans, $166 million
to finance increased payments to retired
military personnel due to increases in
the cost of living, and $l.l.6 mil.Hon to
the Civil Service COl1Ullission to finance
retirement payments associated with
recent pay increases.
D.C. FUNDS HELD UP
The District' s share of Metro costs
were held up after Rep. William H. Natcher
Do"Ky., chairman of the House District
Appropriations subcol1Ulli ttee became dissatisfied with the pace of freeway construction.
But built-in to the compact of the
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority was a provision that any jurisdiction late with its share of subway
costs would have to pay penalties for
each day of delay.
The District has been paying at a
dizzying rate of about $2,000 per day in
late penalties.

Schuyler Lowe, chief fiscal officer
for WMrA, said if the District could
come up with its share by early spring
and then pay another $38 million -- due
for fiscal 1972 -- then it could erase
its late charges. But he emphasized
that all woul.d have to be paid by August."
March 25, 1971
The Nixon Administration suffered a
major defeat in the Senate yesterday
when the vote of 51 to 46 against funding
of the Supersonic Transport program took
place. The House had already voted to
deny further qovernment investment and
yesterday I s Senate vote means that the
project is dead unless some alternative
way is found to finance construction of
prototypes by the Boeinq company and
General Electric which have been building the plane. The Senate vote was
taken in an almost absolutely silent
chamber with Vice President Agnew in
the Chair ready to cast the deciding
vote in case a tie developed. Senator
Cook voted for fundin/1 of the SST and
Senator Cooper 'WOted against fundine;
for this program.
It now appears that walter E. Fauntroy is the duly elected non-voting dele-

gate for the District of columbia. He
is a right positive little man and dUring
his campaign said that it would take
about two weeks for him to straighten me
out. Time will tell as to whether or not
this takes place.
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March 26, 1971
President Nixon is suffering from
a credibility gap. According to the
polls he is running behind two of the
oemocratic hopefuls who want to be
nominated for President next year and
when the question is asked concerning
credibility the majority of the people
questioned say that the President and
his Administration are not telling the
American people the truth. It is worse
now than it has been at any time since the
Nixon Administration took over.
For instance, the retreat from
Laos by the' south Vietnamese was
according to the President made after
all of the purposes for the invasion
were accomplished. According to the
press and television out of the 20,000
that were sent into Laos about 9,000
were killed and when American helicopters
were sent in to remove the injured,
hundreds of the able-bodied climbed
aboard the helicopters and had to be
kiclted and knocked off so that the helicopter could take off. - They ran out of
Laos and several while hanging on to the
landing bars of the helicopter lost
their grip and dropped from the helicopter at 4,000 and 5,000 feet. It was
simply a rout, and this to me is a good
eXaI11ple of what will take place after
our combat forces are removed from South
Vietnam.

Here in Washington we hear from
day to day that former President Lyndon
B. Johnson may wind up supporting
Richard M. Nixon for reelection in 1972.
This especially applies according to
rumors if the Democratic nominee is
anyone of the following: Senator Edward
Kennedy, senator George McGovern, Conunon
Cause John Gardner, or New york City
Mayor John V. Lindsay. Even the Democratic front-runner, Senator Edmund
M\1s]cie is not the apple of Lyndon Johnson • s sharp Texas eye. Regardless of
the action that the former president
takes, he should be informed that after
he announced that he was not a candidate
for reelection he made no sincere effort
to help HUbert HUmphrey in his campaign
and permitted the Democratic Party to
acquire $10 million in debts which are
still unpaid. Certainly as a1latter of
common decency he should have l!Ie8n that
the debts of our Party were paid before
he went out as President. This was the
time to have made the move and not
after the Republicans took over the
White House.
March 29. 1971
The vote on the SST funding in the
senate placed a number of Senators in a
position whereby they could get even with
senator Warren G. Magnuson of the state
of Washington. As in all close political
battles, the public pressures on the SST
issue were played out in a subtle interplay of personalities and major interests
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and. issues. It seemed at least ironic
that while skin cancer fears weighed
against the SST, Senator Magnuson one
of two Washington Democrats who pushed
the SST campaign in the Senate was being
opposed by tobacco state colleagues who
resented his past efforts to publicize
the ha2ards of smoking and to ban cigarette advertisements from television.
For several years nOlI' Senator Ma9nuson
who is from a State that produces no
tobacco has taken great delight in pointin;; his finger at tobacco and maintaining
very vigorously that this commodity is
one of the principal causes of lung
cancer and heart disease. As Chairman
of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
CoIlll'llittee, he was the leader in stopping
the advertisement of cigarettes on television and brought about the admonition
which is now carried on cigarette packages
to the effect that the use of cigarettes
is harmful and danqeroa.. He rode this
bi;; white horse for years and years and
now over 100,000 people are unemployed
and walking the streets in Seattle and
.in other cities in the State of washington.
Another development which took place
in the Senate on the SST vote pertained
to Senator Margaret Chase smith, Republican of Maine. She was an opponent of
the SST last December but seemed to be
outraged at Senator ProXliltre' s introduction of the skin cancer issue into the
debate which led a number of people to
believe that she might vote for the SST
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funding. Her undecided vote up to the
very last, was one of the crucial votes.
Shortly before noon, a hand delivered
letter from President Nixon informed Mrs.
smith that an earlier decisi.on to close
the Portsmouth New Hampshire Naval Shipyard employing thousands of her constituents was being rescinded. But Mrs.
Smith who is as feminine as she is Yankee
in her WlpLedictable independence outfoxed the President. She promptly made
public the letter thus c:ommi tting the
President to keep the yard open. Then,
having made clear that her vote was not
fOL sale, she once again voted 89'ainst
the SST. 'l'his is 9'ood ole Maqgie Smith.
In the Senate, the SST vote was 51 to 46
to caneel qovernment support of the SS'l'.
'!'he top 200 in House Seniority contains the name of William H. Natcher who
is now number 82. Emanuel celler. Dem0crat of New York is serving his 25th term:
Wright Patman, Democrat of Texas is
serving his 22nd termr William Colmer of
Mississippi is serving his 20th term and
Les Arends, RepUblican of Xllinois and
George Mahon, Democrat of Texas are serving their 19th terms.
March 30, 1971

Lt. William L. Calley. Jr. was convicted by an Army jury yesterday of the
premeditated murder of not less than 22
Vietnamese people three years a9'o at an
obscure village call.ed Mylai. This trial
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has been underway now for sometime and
Calley faces a sentence of either life
imprisonment or death by execution. A'
point which the six Army officers on the
jury must be9in deliberating on Tuesday
after listeninq to arquments and mi ti9'ation~
The Army prosecutor is not
expected to ask for the death penalty.
:r f the jury chooses life imprisonment
the Li_tenant would have to serve a
minimum of seven years before he becomes
eligible for parole. I have my doubts
as to whether or not this trial should
have ever started and the same applies
to a number of trials that have been
held following the termination of wars
during the past 40 years. Orders are
received and in many instances, carried
out by officers who later can be and are
punished. So far none of the Generals
have been tried and only two demoted in
rank and reprimanded.
The Manson trial which has been
underway at Los Angeles now for several
months ended yesterday with a jury verdict findin9 Charles Manson and his three
female disciples guilty of premeditated
murder and a sentence fixed of death in
the gas chamber. This was a gruesome
case and now we will see if the penalty
of death is carried out.
March 31, 1971
President Nixon is receiving telegrams at the rate of 109 per hour demanding that he pardon Lt. Calley.
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up before the six fellow officers who
served as the jury and with tears in
his eyes said that the jury stripped him
of his honor, but that notwithstanding'
this fact and their actions, future
soldiers should not be stripped of their
honor. Faced with a sentenee of either
life or death. his voice dropped to a
whisper and he said he will not beq for
his life. but when it came between him
and the enemy he had to value the lives
of his troops and he believed that this
was the only crime that he had cOlllllitted.
This statement to the jury has been
carried on radio, television and throughout the newspapers for 48 hours now and
the people in this country are really
alarmed over the verdict of the jury.
certainly President Nixon should pardon
this mm.
April 1. 1971

In the Democratic Caucus yesterday
after quite a battle a Resolution was
adOpiled by a vote of 138 to 62 to bring
the War in Vietnam to a close by January
1. 1973. We now have caucuses at least
once a month and this is riqht unusual
from the system that has been followed
for a period of over 30 years. This
Resolution qoes alonq somewhat with the
proposal that President Nixon made last
year, and a motion to fix the date at
December 31, 1971, was defeated.
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Thousands of letters are going
into the White House eaeh day now demanding that President Nixon pardon
Lt. William L. Calley, Jr. We are all
receiving letters and tel.egrams every
day concerning the jury verdict fixing
his punishment at life.
After many months now Secretary
Vol.pe through one of his _sistants has
admitted that his action to make loans
and advancements for rapid rail transit
is illegal. This, of course, has been
my opinion for nine months and I was
just wondering when one of his attorneys
would inform him that no Seeretary in
the Cabinet has the right to malte advancements, loans or grants. There is
no law that provides for such action and
:r presume that in havin<J the Assistant
Secretary, James M. Beggs, make the
announcement was somewhat embarrassing
to Volpe.
The articl.e in the EVENING STAR
entitled "U.S. Can't FUnd Metro Till D.C.
Share Is Freed," is as follows:
H

Secretary of Transportation John

A. Volpe has found he eannot-,produce

$68 million in matching funds for Washington's SUbway system, in spite of his
January statement that the money would
be released immediately.
Undersecretary of Transportation
James M. Beggs said yesterday the $68
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in federal matching funds won't
be released unti~ Congress gives the
District its share of rapid transit
money.
In January, Volpe said he would
release the $68 million in matching federal
funds immediately, even though the District's share of sUbway costs, totaling
$34.2 million. remained frozen in the
House Appropriations committee.
But yesterday Beggs said none of
the $68 million has been released by the
Department of Transportation. He added
that legally the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority may not have the
federal matching funds until the District's
share of subway costs is actually appropriated.
Rep. William H. Natcher, D-Xy.,
chairman of the House District Appropriations subcommittee, has balked at
.~eeing to the District subway money
appropriation because of his dissatisfaction over the state of freeway construction in the city.
Begqs made his comments after meeting for more than an hour with Rep. Joel
T. Broyhill. R-Va.. who had warned President Nixon that the Appropriations Comm! ttee would not release the District
subway funds until construction of the
Three Sisters Bridge resumes and work
beqins on other road projects, such as
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the South Leg Freeway, as required by
the 1970 Highway Act."
April 2, 1971
Yesterday President Nixon ordered
thi t Lieutenant William L. Calley, Jr.
be removed from the stockade at Fort
Benning, Georgia and returned to his
quarters While his case is under review.
The House voted a two year extension
of the military draft yesterday after a
three day debate that was its longest
and most emotional on the Indochina war.
!he Vote was 293 to 99.
AprilS. 1971
At long last John A. Volpe, the
Secretary of Transportation, has admitted
that his action to make a $68 million
loan was illegal and that no money would
be turned over to the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority at this
time. An article was carried in the
Washington papers entitled "volpe says
He I s Talking To Free Funds for Metro."
This article is as follows:
·secretary of Transportation John
A. Volpe told a House subcommittee yesterday he is conducting secret negotiations in an effort to free the $34.2
mill.ion in frozen District subway funds.

-
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Testifying before the Transportation
Appropriations subcommittee, Volpe also
said he hopes work on the Three Sisters
Bridge will resume quickly so the subway funds may be released.
He also revealed that a modernistic,
demonstration rapid transit gystem
planned to line Dulles International Airport with the Capital. Beltway eventually
may be extended into Washington, instead
of to National Airport.
Under questioning by the subcommittee chairman. Rep. John J. McFall,
D-Calif., Volpe said he could not diwlge
details of his subway negotiations, which
he described as "delicate."
MAY HAVE M'1'll SOON

But he did say they involved the
District government and members of
Congress. He told McFal.l he hopes to
have more information for the subcommittee within 10 days.
Rep. William H. Natcher, D-Ky ••
chairman of the District Appropriations
subcommittee. has blocked release of the
District subway funds because he does not
believe the city has moved to comply with
the 1970 Highway Act that orders construction of the bridge.
Volpe said the bridge problem still
is in the hands of U.S. District Court,
which stopped construction last year and

ordered new design hearin9s.
"I am determinin9 what steps to take
to most quickly commence construction" of
the bridge. he said.
Volpe also confirmed the TUesday
revelation by his undersecretary -- James
M. Be<Jqs -- that he cannot prodUce $68
million in subway funds for the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.
despite his January statement that the
money would be immediately released.
Volpe told the subeommi ttee he would
be violatinq the law by permitting WMATA
to spend $68 million in matching funds
before Natcher releases the District' s
$34.2 million.
WMA'l'A, however. may seek bids for

construction contracts that would ~ paid
from the $68 million even though the
money may not be spent and the contracts
not awarded until Hatcher releases the
District' s funds. he said.
After Volpe' s testimony, Beggs told
newsmen that he was misquoted in The
Star report of what he said 'l'Uesday and
contended that Volpe' s statement shows
the money "is avai.lable" to WHATA,
Beggs added that The Star and Washinqton Post reports of the area transit
crisis are liable to kill the subway,
He said reporters don' t understand government.

:IMPRACTJ:CAL. HE SAYS

Volpe also told the sUbcommittee
that a proposed extension of the area
subway system to Dulles is impractical
because airport users don't want to carry
their luggage in a conventional rapid
transit car.
He said his plans for an air-tracked
cushion vehicle rapid transit line between the Beltway and Dulles would include provisions for separate hancUinq
of baggage.
When he announced plans for the $20
million demonstration project, Volpe said
the 8Ystem eventually would be extended
to National Airport. However, he told
the subcommittee another option would be
to run i t from the Beltway into the
District.
The extension from the Beltway toward washington could be constructed
along the median strips of the planned
Interstate Route 66, Volpe said."
April 6, 1971
It is very seldom that I agree with
an editorial in the WASHINGTON POST, but
I do agree with the editorial which
appeared in the Sunday paper entitled
"The calley case and The President."
This editorial is as follows:
"Those are familiar voices crying
out for clemency for Lt. William Calley,
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shouting "scapegoat.. and "free Calley"
and seeking to transform a convicted
murderer into some sort of symbol -- all
but heroic -- of all the ineauities (for
us) in a war gone terribly, tragically
wrong, trying to turn us away from the
brutal realities. unless our ears deceive, these are in large part the
people Who gave us the first hard-nosed
Vietnam war speech by President NiXon in
November, 1970: who gave us Spiro T.
Agnew, if you will, and the long equivocation on racial desegregation, and the
incendiary law-and-order theme of the
1970 Congressional election campaign, and
Judge G. Harrold Carswell -- and Richard
Nixon in the White House. In short,
while these are not the only voices (as
the letters on the opposite page today
and yesterday amply demonstrate), what
we are hearing loud and clear and what
the president is heeding to the exclusion
of all. else is in large part his own
constituency. And because Mr. Nixon (like
all. preSidents, it is only fair to say)
is most acutely sensitive to sharp twinges
of pain from his own constituency, it
does not seem too much to conclude that
this is why he intervened on behalf of
Lt. Call.ey t s comfort and personally ordered
him transferred from the stockade to his
own private quarters, under guard, there
to be visited upon by govemors and
showered with telegrams and gifts and
good wiShes. It was no big deal, except
that the President himself did it; it

-
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could have been done as well by the base
commander who had the necessary authority
on his
or the same could have been
acwiiiplished by discreetly passing the
word. But it was done with fanfare from
the White House, so you have to assume
the President must have wanted his hand
to show in it because he thought it made
political good sense.

own,

And you have to assume the same
thing, only more so, about the president's
announcement yesterday that he will
personally review Lt. Calley's conviction
specific:a~ly for the purposes of including "nonlegal, nontechnical" consideration in the final decision. Since nobody had doubted the President' s inherent
right to ultimately review the case, why
assert: it now, with appeals sti~l pending
if not to acknowledge and accommodate
to the pub~ic outcry for clemency?
And that is what is wrong about the
President' s intervention: it only makes
sense -- the way i t was done -- political~y.
In every other way, in a time of
national trauma over Vietnam, it makes
no sense -- it is in fact a calculated
public intrusion at the highest level
into a process that should have been
allowed to run its course. It is a running away from the very things we are
going to have to face up to, not as one
constituency but as a nation, if we are
to heal the self-inflicted wounds of
Vietnam. Because the fact of the matter

is that Lt. Calley is a convicted
murderer. True, his case is on appeal -which is all the more reason not to
trif~e at this point with the processes.
But the fact remains that after a painstaking trial, and after long anguishing
by a court composed of distinguished
-combat veterans of Vietnam, it has been
adjudqed that Lt. Calley gave way to
the cruel pressures of the New War and
cold-blooaedly shot to death old men,
women and tiny children who were in
custody. Those are facts that not even
Mr. Joseph Alsop could iqnore in his
meandering search for extenuating cirCUIl\stances in a CO~UJIIJl on the opposite
page the other day.
And while it is argued that William
Calley is a genuine victim of the war,
there were at least 22 others who he
stands convicted of murdering. There
may have been several hundred wrongful
deaths at Mylai that day, and there may
be as many as 300.000 or more South Vietnamese, innocent bystanders who have
been caught up in the indiscriminate
shooting and bombing. who have died.
Where is the brandishing of telegrams,
the show of White House amtpassion, for
them?

That is part of what is wrong with
officia~ encouragement of this one-sided
outpouring of sympathy for Lt. calley.
It lies in what this says to our own
people and to the world about how the
American government values human life.

Another part of what is wrong with it has
to do with justice. For what the President is saying to the Army is that at the
end of the ongoing judicial processes,
now unfolding so belatedly and involving
not only Lt. Calley but his SUperiors,
there is a President who will respond to
the pressures of politics and the loudest
shout. What it says is that while the
tria1s proceed and the fixing of the
blame is broadened, nobotty is really
qoing to pay because we are not qoing to
have scapeqoats, we are going to consider
the cirCUlllstances and there will be
clemency.
Perhaps there should be clemency,
in the end: Lt. Calley is a pathetic
figure, a victim, we would agree, of a
war for which he was ill-prepared and
into which both he and his fellow soldiers
and citizens were never honestly led.
But that is not to say that he is necessarily exceptional, that he should become, alone, a national political pawn,
to be paid court to in his private
quarters by George Wallace.
'!'here is, among other thin']s, the
Army to consider: it made a miserable

beginning in its handling of this affair:
18 months went by while an atrocity was
concealed and when a newspaperman reveal.ed it, bit by bit, suspicions
darkened and attention heightened as
they always do when you don't know how
big whatever it is that is unfolding
will. turn out to be.
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i t is to the Army's credit that
when it finally had to face it, belatedly, i t did so by the book: it has been
trying, we would judge, to deal with the
Calley case and the Mylai massacres as
they should have been dealt with from
the start. Except that i t has been
forced to do so under the bright light
of intense -- and morbid -- public
scrut;i.ny. And now, to this anguishinq
process, has been added a political
intervention by the President, and the
Army, under new pressure, has felt itself impelled to explain in a .. fact
sheet" its conduct of the trial in the
midst of a public outcry which Mr. Nixon
has seen fit to encourage and to cultivate. What we have gotten is government
by Western union when what is vitally
needed is presidential leadership."
April 21, 1971
We are now in the process of concluding Hearinqs on the Second SUpplemental Appropriations Bill for Fiscal
Year l.971. Again the District officials
are requesting $34,178,000 for the District 's share for rapid rail transit
construction. An editorial appeared in
the WASHINGTON POST on April 19th
entitled, "The Bonds For Metro." This
editorial is as follows:
"The decision of President Nixon to
ask Congress for legislation placing a
federal guarantee behind Metro I s revenue
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bonds demonstrates once again his willingness to hel.p this area get its rapid
transit system. If congress agrees, and
the indications are that i t will since
Repregentative McMill.ian is favorably
disposed toward the idea. one of the
major problems in financing Metro will
disappear. The local governments in the
area will have to raise $1.50 million
more than they have al.ready pl.edged but t!
ought to be feasible given the public
response three years ago when bonds for
three times that amount were authorized.
The big remaining problem of Metro is
the failure of the District of Columbia
to make its last two payments of $17
million each on time. The District I s
money has been tied up by Representative
Natcher in the battle over the local freeway program and the District has been in
arrears since last JUl.y. At this point.
Metro is able to keep operating only because the suburban communities have made
their payments on time. We can' t help
wondering how these taxpayers will feel if
JUl.y 1 rol.ls around again and the District
is a full year behind. Beyond that, however. it is worth noting the cost of the
de1ay created by the inability of Mr.
Natcher and the City council to agree on
freeways. Not only does it delay Metro'-s
progress -- and each delay will increase
total. costs -- but the District must pay
interest on its debt. The result is that
the District now owes more than $35 million, instead of the $34 million it was

supposed. to pay, and the bill runs upward at about $40,000 a week. "
I have a beautiful painting in my
office by Ray Harm. This man has become right famous for his paintings
of birds and animals. He is a former
Texan and has been a cowboy, a hobo, and
a little of everything. For several
years now he has lived in Bardstown in
the Second Congressional District and
has recently divorced his third or
fourth wife. They have one or two small
children and this is a right pitiful
case. An article appeared in the
LOUISVILLE COURIER-JOURNl\L entitled,
hss and Feathers." As a Member of the
Board of Visitors at West Point, the
Superintendent and some of the others
were simply taken in. This article is
as follows:
"There are some mighty ruffled tailfeathers here over a bizarre incident
involving a gift to the U.S. Military
Academy of a picture of the bald eagle,
painted by the Kentucky naturalist, Ray
Harm.
So far, a U.S. Senator has asked
for an inquiry, a trio of generals and a
brood of colonels have defended the
academy and the office of the secretary
of the Army has taken the whole matter
"under advisement."
The troublemaker --

from~e

point

)f view of Harm's defenders -- is Ralph
I. Stewart, 36, a Vero Beach, Fla., art

iea1er, circuit court clerk and accoun:ant who says the bald eagle gift is
)art and parcel of an unsavory commercial
!cheme on 1he part of Harm's distributors,
! scheme to exploit the name of the
nilitary academy and market more than a
;ruarter of a million dollars worth of
,)rints.
since March, st@wart has peppered
,fficia1 Washington with protests and
lTolleyed complaints by certified mail, to
the President, the U,S. attorney general
and a shotgun grouping of lawmakers and
;Jenerals.
And so far at least stewart has
convinced Florida's U.S. Sen. Lawton
::hiles that the Amy may be acquieseinq
Ln an impropriety and has wangled £rOIl
the academy an admission that Harm's
~ommercia1 backers have been "overzealous"
!nd have inadvertently stepped beyond
:heir boun:l.s."
Frame House Gallery, Inc., the
concern that has exclusive
!ommercial rights to Harm's work, shrugs
)ff the whole affair. "Stewart's just
l nut." said a spokesman for Frame House.
'He's sour."
~ouisvill.e

And Harm, almost bewilderedly says,
:I swear on my mother's head, I just

'anted to give the picture to the aea:emy. and that's that."

It all be<]an last fall when Harm
delivered a lecture at W'est Point on
art and the wildlife that he paints in
a style reminiscent of John J. AUdubon's,
After lamenting the virtual disappearance of the bald eagle--the ferocious
looking bird spread across the Great Seal
of the United States -- Harm offered an
original watercolor of the bird to the
academy. Academy officials were deliqhted,
In the next lIeelcs the affair ex-

panded. Not only would Frame House aqree to
9ive Harm's picture to west Point -- a
picture that can COIII'IIand $10,000 to $20,000
in the marketplace -- but it offered a
special crested series of 1.000 prints
of the picture to cadets, their families
and others with close ties to the academy.

The prints would be offered lit $60
each, and Frame House offered to donate
the entire proceeds of the sale $60,000,
to the academy's art funds.
What did Frame lIouse get out of the
deal?
A "tremendous amount of publicity
and good will which the West Point promotion will engender," wrote Frame House
in a confidential memo to its dealers
around the country.
And in the same memo it spelled out
the remainder of the deal. The remaining
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and nUJllbered at $75 each 7 3,500 of them
signed at $60 each.
Even after the gift of the paintinq
and the $60,000 of the academy, Frame
HoUse could gross $247,500 on the academy
eagle.
With the h!!lp of West Point, Frame
House has set about promoting the picture.
The superintendent of the academy along
with West Point I s top ranking cadet shOlft!d
up at a Louisville preview of the painting at the Frame House Gallery on Peb. 21.
So did the then commanding general at Ft.
Knox, Gov~ Louie B. Nunn and a courierJournal reporter.
But the reporter later was berated to
his editor by Ken M.eeker, Frame House's
public relations director, who campained
in a letter that the reporter had missed
"the entire purpose and intent of the
project. " '!'he reporter's story had
focused on comments of the West Point
superintendent about a baCklash to the
Vietnam War and campus unrest, and had
said very little of the painting and the
9'rame House gift to West Point.

On April 6 on the w.st Point campus
:here was a brass-encrusted formal pre~entation of the picture to the academy.
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stewart, meanwhile, was boiling.
His own efforts to sell to the academy
prints of a college maseot had been rebuffed. And. so he began his series of
l.etters -- each accompai!.i.ed with a sample
of one of his gallery's artists. At
first he complained that the academy
had not asked for bids on its eagle print
venture, and then he complained that Frame
House was usim;r the nmne and apparent
endorsement of the U.S. Military Academy
to sell its remaining 4,000 Harm prints.
FUrthermore, he said in an interview
Frame House would use the West Point promotion to sell the work of its other
licensed artists. "As a taxpayer, I just
don't see why I have to go along with
that kind of thing," he said.
Sen. Chiles, meanwhile, had asked
the Army to make an inquiry into the
whole matter. He first received a terse
reply from West Point saying that they
saw noting wron9 with the 9:i.ft. "Ray
Harm's 'Bald Eagle' is an unsolicited
gift, and as such has been processed in
accord with applicable Army re<jUlations,"
wrote the academy's chief of staff.

"r see nothing' wrong with the acceptance of this gift," Chiles wrote back,
"except that it is becoming apparent that
the Frame House Gallery may be using it
as the basis for' a sales promotion which
could possibly have implications that may
cause embarrassment in the future."
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On April 2 Maj. Gen. william A.
Knowlton, superintendent of the academy.
replied to Chiles in a four-pa9'e letter.
":tn this case Frame HOuse, by their
own admission, inadvertently stepped
beyond their bounds, It KnoWlton said.
"Their notice to their dealars about the
new HaD print was. of course, not meant
for public "".. Enn 10 the wording was
indiscreet and could imply--erroneously
--our endorsement of their product. J:n
subsequent conversation they have. J: _
pleased to report. been totally candid
and apolO9'etic in admittiIl9' their overzealousness. And I am confident there
will be no further expression of that
kind."
"rbare is no dou]:)t that FraJIIe House
while actinq as a foundation for conservation projects, enhances its good name,·
the qeneral continued. "But careful
checking on our part has convinced us
that: these people are highly principl.ed
and aruch more than just coJllllercially
oriented."
'!'he academy. he concluded, would
accept the paintill9' and the pIOCfleds of
the prints seri as with pride.
other branches of the Army meanwhile
have been replying to the flurry of
stewart replies. Letters have come from
the general staff, from the office of
the judge advocate qeneral. from offices
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i.ng the Al'IIIj" s acceptance of the painting.

The ofli.ce of the secretary of the
Axmy in a sJl.smodic bureaucratic reaction,
has placed tIe affair "under advisement.·

Harm? ':I'm just sorry about all this.
thin)( thi.s fellow Stewart 11 tryinq to seU 10IIIe of his own stuff on
our coattaill. We tried to do somethinq
for the acac!mry1 to help people be aware
of the duqe: to the American eaqle, and
we run into 11.1 this."
X just

Stewartl "As soon as I get my
income tax finished, they'll be hearing
more out of Ie .... he promised. "You
don't think l'~ a nut. do you?"
The Soviet Government on Monday of
this week put a new satellite called
Salute into arth orbit. The RUssians
called it a ~i.entific station but laid
nothinq about any men being orbited.
xf the satellite is unmanned. it coUld
be joined by I :manned spacecraft that
'WOuld link up. There have been rumors
for IS week thlt the Soviets were preparinq for a lalUled shot and there may be
another launcling this week. The goal
it appears oftlle Soviet union is the
establishmentof orbital space laboratories but so fir their space officials
have made no lIUlOUDcements c:oncerninq
the date for nch a move.

'l'he Supreme Court _

has under

consideration the case of Muhammad Ali Cassius Clay. A Federal Court banded
down a five-year sentence for fail.ure to
report for induction into t.he Armed
Services and this case is now before
the Supreme Court. l'here is some question ~Ilt wiretappinq and other matters
which may produce a decision in favor of
Muhulmad Ali. This type of decision
certainly will not _t:. with the _jorit:.y
of the people in this country.
We have in Washington today several
tbouaand Vietnam geterans who are marching back and forth up the Bill wit:h lon9'
hair md dressed in all k:inds of garb.
'l'lMIy have been to Ar linqt:.on cemetery and
the Supreme Court has approved of an order
barring the veterans from. the Mall at.
4:30 this aft:.ernoon. !!'he ones thet I
have seen are certainly no honor to t.lle
uniform of this country and :I presllIII!!
that When they receive! their disc:harge,
in the _in, not only tbe ndlitary aexvice
del.i.9'bted but: all of t:hose
people who have had to put up with these
men ldllie they _re in service. Some of
theae veterans ha_ l.egs off and they
are pitiful. but others are simply rebels
and are not only unemployed but smply
do not want to go to work.

_s

rhe Rev. Wal.ter E. Fauntroy vas sworn
in as the Non-YIOtinq Delegate for the
District of CoI'Ulllbia yester&y. and you
lIOuld have thought that there was a prelideatial inauquKation on the steps of
the capitol.
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Daily we have confrontations here
in our Nation's Capital. Yesterday
several thousand protesting Vietnam
veterans defied the full united states
Supreme Court when they bedded down on
the Mall last night. After an early rain
the veterans crawled under ponchos and
other make-shift shelters several hours
after the Supreme Court affirmed the
order TUesday of Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger banning overnight camps as a
violation of Interior Department regulations. There were approximately 1,000
who bedded down and some 600 spent the
night on the Mall.
April 26. 1971
Last week the SUpreme Court in a
unanimous decision held that busing of
children to break down the pattern of
racial segregation in schooling was legal
in erel'Y"'respect. This, of course, is
another construction of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and certainly has caused the
Southern States to object.
Last week Jean Claude DUval1er
(Papa DoC). life-time President of Haiti
died. Just prior to his death he secured
enactment of a law naming his fat. nineteen year old son life-time President.
Thi s move may not be accepted and the
ai.r is very tense in Hai ti this morning.

-
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The three Soviet Cosmonauts were
sent into earth orbit on Friday and
prepared to rendevous with the unmanned
scienti fic station ·Salute" launched
four days prior to that time. After
spendinq three days in orbit the cosmonauts safely landed back in Russia.
Over 200,000 peace marchers marched
here in our Nation's capital on Saturday.
The demonstration sponsored by the
Nationa~ Peace Action coalition was the
seventh mass antiwar rally held here
since November 1965.
OUr new Chairman of the Senate
District of COlumbia Appropriations SUbcommittee, Daniel K. Inouye of Hawaii is
really issuinq statements as to what he
intends to do. Without a budget he proceeded to hold hearinqs and has held
hearings now for some ~ur _exe. The
District of COlumbia budget was not received by Conqress until Monday of last
week but the 900d Senator proceeded on.
He is makinq a number of COIIII1itments that
he will be unable to carry out and one
of them is mentioned in the article which
appeared in Saturday's WASHINGTON POST
entitled "Inouye Pledqes D.C. Aid. II
'11lis article is as follows:
"Chairman Daniel K. Inouye (D-Hawaii)
of the Senate District Appropriations SUbcommittee pledged yesterday to push for
release of $34.2 million in overdue contributions by the city toward Metro sub- y construction.

-
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The money, sought by the District
government to pay its share of costs
for the CIlrrent 1971 fiscal year, has
been blocked in the house because of a
continuing controversy over delays of
local segments of the interstate freeway
system.
Jackson Graham, qeneral manager ot
the Washington MBtropolitan Area 'l'ransit
Authority, testifying before Inouye, said
he reqards conqressional authorizations
for both the freeway and the subway
Pro43' rams as "the law of the land.·
·We believe both programs should 90
forward," Graham said. "Nei ther IIhould
be hostage to the other."
Earlier this week, Metro officials
testified in closed lIession before the
House District Appropriations SUbcommittee
to argue for the same $34.2 million.
What transpired hae not been revealed.
'!'he House unit headed by Rep.
Will iam R. Nateher (D-Ky.), who blocked
the IIIOney last year, insisting that the
subway construction be accompanied by
work on interstate freeways.
Work on several road projects. including the '!'hree Sisters Bridge across
the Potomac River near Georgetown, has
been delayed by legal and administrative
hurdJ.es, creating doubts about Natcher's
will.ingness.tD free the $34.2 million.
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The money is included in a supplemental appropriations request for the
current fiseal year. whieh ends June 30.
unless i t is appropriated. a federal
contribution of $68.4 million. already
conditionally released by the U.S. Department of Transportation eannot be
spent.
The freeze on the federal funds
and the failure to appropriate the Distriet funds would result. Graham said.
in the Metro being able to commit only
$225 million this fiseal year. contrasted
with the $376 million that it planned to
eommit.
under present plans. construction
of the 98-mile Metro rail system is to
be completed by 1979. If pendinq work
on the project is delayed a month or two.
Graham said in response to a question by
Inouye. the cost would be hcrea.ed by a
"fairly modest· $10 million to $20
million. A year miqht cost an extra
SlOO million. Graham said.
J:nouye made his pledqe to support
the Metro program at the outset of
Graham' s testimony apparently in anticipation of a confrontation with Natcher
in a conference committee if the House
rejects the money and the Senate approves
it. He said the situation creates problems, but they are "not all insurmountable. "

Inouye also pressed the Metro
general manaqer for a commitment that
disabled passengers using crutches and
wh_lchairs will be able to use the subway system. Inouye lost Ms right am
in World War II.
Inouye said extra facilities should
be added "even if tbi. is qoinq to cost
a few extra dollars.·
Graham said Metro hopes to install
inclined or verticle elevators at itll
stations :in addition to the escalators
that will be used by most patrons. He
said an application 'for a federal qrant
to build and test a prototype inclined
elevator is now beinCJ prepared, and he
hopes the first will be installed at
the JUdiciary Square subway station.·
April 28, 1971
'!'he Non-voting neleC]Jate from the
District of COlumbia was baptised yellterday. The District o'f col\Dllbio Con.
mi ttee brouqht out a bill extendinq the
K-9 COrps here in our capital City. The
Non-voting Delegate. Walter E. P'auntroy,
made hi. flint speech and it was a
vigorous speech against continuin9 the
K-9 Corps because he said the people in
Washinqton that he represent•• did not
want the K-9 Corps. The K-9 COrps eonsists of one policeman and a police doq
and at one time we had 100 men - dog'
teams here in the District. Fauntroy
and others requested a roll call vote

and the vote was 303 to 70 for extending the K-9 Corps.
secretary of the Treasury. John B.
COnnally. the former Governor of Texas
and up to the time of his appointment,
a strong Democrat. is really taking
swings at the Democrats. Yesterday he
launC!hed a free-wwinqing attack on
aspirants for high office and politically
oriented eC!OnOlllists as he described them.
He was chiding the pr~vat. sector.
business. finance and labor for their
opinions whiC!h he maintains are not helping President Nixon and their GovermMmt
at this time.
April 29. 197.1

Some three or four thousand antiwar protestors are still in washington
and yesterday they made a march on the
Sel.ective Service headqUarters here.
There was quite a disturbance and before
the day was out some 200 were arrested.
Beginni~

next MeBhl' the protestorl

say that they will block the bridges
coming into Washington and the arterial
hiqhways so that the Government will be
brought to a standstill. JUdqinq from
the leeway that has been given these
troQblemakers during the past few weeks,
I ptres~ that they will block the
bri.dges and hiqhways. This Administration is leaning over baC!kwards to pacify
these people and this to me is the
wrong system.

A nineteen-year-old girl said by
the GOvernment to ha"e been named by an
undercover informant has been arre,ted
here as a material witness with personal
know1edqe of the March 1 bombing of the
U.S. capitol. This qir1 was identified
as Leslie Bacon, a meJllber of the May Day
anti-war protest group which is in
Washington this weelt. PBI officials
said she was arrested on top of a roof
top tryinq to allude agents who had
raided a CODIIIIUJle where she lived !It
1747 Lanier Place, N.W. '!'his girl is
a whi. te qirl and is beiDCJ held on
$100,000 bail for an appearance before
a Pederal Grand Jury in Seattle, washinqton which is investigatinq the bomb
and other matters relating to national
security.
Representative John Dowdy of '!eDS
has received another postponBlllent of
his bribery-conspiracy trial due to the
faet that the doctors at Bethesda Naval
Haspi tal sayinq that he is neither
physically nor mentally capable of standil1<1 trial at this tiJlle.
Dowdy is charqed
with acceptinq a $25,000 bribe.
April 30, 1971
Zn a televised press conference
last night, President Nixon said he
shared the 9'oal of those who are d8lllOnstrating for peace in washington at this
time, but that neither he nor conqress
would be intimidated by demonstrations.

'!'he President said that his responsibility waa to brinq peace and not just
peace in our time but peace in the
demonstrators time which would brinq
peace for our ehildren and their children. The President emphatieally stated
that he would not set a date for total
withdrawal of U.S. forees from soeth
Vietnam beeause this would . . . troy the
American barqaining position. our qoal,
the Presidmlt said, would be achieved
only when _ qat our prisoners of War
baclc and when the South Vietnamese
developed the eapabiUty to have a
ehance to defend theRIsel ves against a
CO~ist takeover. and if necessary, it
the North Vietnamese refused to release
the Ameriean Prisoners of War, a U.S,
residual fore. ~l~ remain in SOUth
Vietnam for an indefinite period of
time no matter how long.it talces. To
me this C!OUld be for years and years
and certainly this action will not b.
approved by the American people.
May 3, 1971

There are thousands of peace demonstrators in washill9ton this moriainq.
Yesterday morniD9 about six 0 I clock the
Metropolitan P6!.tce suddently took over
down in West Potomae Park and notified
some thirty or forty thousand that they
"WOuld have to move out by noon. Thill
came as a surprise and it appeared for:
hours yesterday afternoon that this
aetion would disburse most of them and

that we lIOuld have no trouble this week.
This morning. instead of cominq through
the Park, I drove down connecticut to
Pennsylvania and then on to the Capitol.
I left early enough so that I would not
have any trouble. Alonq the way trash
cans were dwnped in the middle of the
streets and thousands of bottles and
broken qlass were in the street all up
and down Connecticut. At DUport Circle
underpass they had stuffed the sewer
outlets with paper and set the paper on
fire. At each end of the tunnel the
smoke was COIdnq out but this did not
stop traffic. I c;JOt here soon enough
to miss most of the disturbance. It
will eontinue now for several days and
several thousand will be arrested. My
quess is that they ~ really having
trouble at the Pentagon this morning.
'!'he EVENI:NG S'l'AR yesterday carried
an editoHa1 entitled "Rescue Mission"
which said that the rapid transit ~ree
way impasse must be solved. This editorial is as follows:
·Senator Inouye's pledqe to s_1t
the release of a $34.2 million District
transi t appropriation - crucial to
Washinqton's reqional subway system -has a special significance because of
the strategie position he occupies in
the Senate.
In working for the transit money,
the man whom Inouye will have to work on

is his direct counterpart in the Rouse,
Representative Natcher. Each heads the
subOOllll1littee chiefly responsible for
city appropriations. The two thus will
have plenty of opportunity to get toqether in the normal course of formulatin<J a workable budqet. '!'here may be a
number of areas of compromise which
might lead. to shaltinq the Metro money
loose.
Inouye's manner of doinq buaine.. ,
furthermore, ouqht to COJIIIDand Natcher's
respect. While syIIIpathetic to the
District's pliqht, Inouye is no softie,
as District officials have leamed on
more than one occasion to their chaqrin.
'!'he best hope now. .s far as ~
way funds are concerned, is that in that
same direct aanner Inouye and Natcher
JIIay join forces in a rational new congressional mandate to break the District
fr__ar impasse which has led to the
holdup of subway funds.

Wherever one's sympathies rest in
the controversy over highways, the fact
is that city and administration officials
have 81qaqed in a vast amount of doubletalk, not to IIlention foot-dragqing,
which has solidified !!ratcher' s detemination to hold up the transit dollars.
Up to this point, while House and Senate
1eaders have disaqreed strongly on the
propriety of that action, the washinqton
area on each occasion has wound up the
1oser.

-
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What' 8 needed now is not a confrontation between Inouye and Natcher, but
a sill91e House-Senate position, which
the two men eould evolve, as to exactly
what needs to be done to free the transit ~ds.·

May 4, 1971
Thousands of police bac:ked by
additional thousands of federal troops
arrested about 7,000 anti-wardMMmstratora yesterday. Although the antiwar dellOnstrators, known as the Mayday
Movement, had threatened to shut down
the Federal Government it: appeared there
were more workers on the way then at any
time 1n weeks.
So many were arrested
that several thousand had wbe taken
to· the Washinqton Redskin. practice
football field near the Armory. Some
2,000 attempted to push the fence down
around the practice field and were
stopped with tear qas.
It makes you feel riCJht sad to see
armed soldiers standing on all of the
bridqes and all along all of the main
arte rial secti.ons cominq into Washinqton.
JUst to think that we have reached the
point when _ have thousands of men and
1>'Omen, espeeially beatniks, who ha~e
made up their mind that the best way to
Itop the war is to stop the operation
of our work here in washinqton.

-
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May 5, 1971
Police arrested nearly 2700 antiwar demonstrators in Washington yesterday. Most of those arrested were causing
trouble down at the Department of
Justice. We still have 8,600 federal
troops and national guardsmen patrolinq
in Washington. Aqain I say this is a
sad day for our lfation'. capital and
for our country qenerally.
May 6, 1971
OUr tun COftIIIittee on Appropriations met this IIIOrninq on the final
supplemental appropriations bill for
Pisoal Year 1971. OIle of the items
discussed was the $34,178,000 item which
represents the District of COlwabia'"
Fiscal Year 1971 share for construction
costs for the rapid rail transit system
now under eonstruction in our capital
Ci ty.
SOllIe of the interests downtown
suoceeded in seeurillCJ the services of
Representative Giaimo who sits directly
next to lIIe on the SUbc:oJmi ttee and he
in turn offered t:he amendment at the
full COIIIIIIittee meetinq to restore the
$34,178,000 which our Iubcommittee
deleted. After 80me 35 minutes of debate, the COmmittee voted and Giaimo
received three votes. We have 55 Members on our Committee and after the full
Commi ttee meetil19 was over a number of
the Members on both sides of the aisle
eomplimented our Subcommittee on the ntion

that we took and it was really a pleasure
to see the great majority of our Members
stand with the subcommittee.
'l'he Hearinqs on the Supplemental
Bill were released yesterday and the
qood old WASHINGTON POST carries an
article in today's paper entitled,
"Hatcher Maintains Metro Opposition."
'l'bia article is as follows:

"Rep. William H. Natcher (D-Xy.)
apparently is prepared to reeoJll1ltJld today that Congress continue to refuse
payaent of the Dbtrict's overdue $34.2
million share of Metro subway costs, !
h.arinq transcript indicated last niqht.
Mayor walter E. washinqton, appearing April 20 at a closed-door hearinq
of lfatcher' s HoUle District *ropriations
SUbconnittee, WlImed that a continued
withholding of the city's Metro contri·
bution would jeopardize "the very existence of the project itself.·
'l'wice last year -

in considerinq
the requlat: fiscal 1971 D.C. money bill
and a later supplemental bill -- Ratcher
prevailed in insisting that the city
should not get the fundI because work
has 189"9'ed on interstate freevay projects needed to create a "balanced transportation system."
According to the transcript of the
April 20 hearinq, Hatcher flatly accused

"the District offieial.s of • • • makillCJ
every effort to stall the freeway system"
required by eonqressional acts on 1968
and 1970.

Natcher did not reply directly to
the mayor's protest that "the District
has attempted to proceed wi thin the
bounds of its understandinq" althouqh lit
times "we Rlay have fal tered" in dealinq
wi th the controversial procJrIUII.
Natcher also su9lJested that a $450
million increase in the earlier $2.5
billion estimatlld cost of the 9a-.J.le
system miqht void the 1969 conqressional
authorization under which the appropriation is beinq sought.
The Appropriations eommi ttee is
scheduled to act today on reCOlllllendationl
made in seereey by its subcommittees on
$7.7 billion "in supplemental requests
from federal aqencies and tlte District.
Natcher did not say flatly at the
hearing that he would oppose the subway
outlay. However. exelianges with the
.ayor and with Jacltson Graham. (Jeneral
manaqer of the washinqton Metropolitan
Area 'l'ranlil: Authority. followed the pattern that preceded the earlier rejections.
Graham testified that the Maryland
and Virginia suburbs have contributed
$103 million to the Metro project. includinq $55.8 million for the current
fiscal year.

'!'he Metro has awarded $180 million
in contracts ,most of that for construction of the first subway line now beinq
dug downtown washinqton, Graham said.
He said the pendinq request for
$34.2 million would "permit the District
of Columbia to meet its oontractual
obligation to the (Metro trans! t) authority" for payments that fell due last
July 1 and Jan. 1.
Graham told a reporter yesterday
that a oong-ressional refusal to release
the money would eause a chain reaction
deprivinq the Metro of oonsiderably more
than the $34.2 llliUion.
'!'he Metro hoped to obliqate $376
lllillion this fiscal year, Graham said,
but was unable to attempt the sale of
$106 million of its own revenue bonds
for laek of a federal quarantee recently
endorsed by President Nixon.

Lacldnq bond money, the District's
contl:ribution and related federal matching
funds, Graham said, the proqram was
slashed to $225 million. Part of that
was made possible by a $57 million
federal loan, which must be repaid.
Graham told Natcher that the President is preparing to submit legislation
to Conqress that would qrant the bond
quarantee and increase the questioned
authori.zation.
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Among Natcher's new complaints was
the failure of the District and the
Department of Transportation to beqin a
year-long restudy of freeway projects.
including the North central. Freeway to
Silver Spring, as was required by the
Highway Act of 1970.
A Transportation spokel!llllan said
y_terday that departmental reviews of
the .1 tuation are complete and the selection of a consultant to make the
swdy is expected soon.·
'1'0 still carry on the feud this

newspaper.in the same issue carries an
editorial entitled, "Metro: Another
SUdden-Death Playoff Today." This
editorial is as follows:
"By now, those of us who try to
keep a running score on the fate of
Washington's subway system are running
out of scorecards. patience and hopes
-- to say nothin<;J of oomprehenaion.
Bonetheless, it is again time to advise you
that Metro is scmeduled for another. grim
test in Conqreaa this morning.
'!'here's really no satisfactory way
to encapsulate this serious situation,
for the factors that feed Washington's
incredible transportation dilemma seem
to compound at every tum. But what is
in the il\1lllediate offinq is a session of
the House Appropriations Committee, which
plans to pass judgment today on the city's
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the sWbway alive.
Now, that may sound overly dramatil
but it should not be read as false alam
Metro cannot afford another delay from
Congress, however valid one may find the
arquments for pun:ishin9' the city 011
other counts -- which has been the ease
up to now. 'It ill this mall:e-or-brelk
perception of theiDatter that IllUst
qovern the C!OJ\III\i ttee' s consideration of
the request this moxn inq.
First, this relatively BIIIall request is the one that was already sought
and denied by Congress twice last year.
It is the District'. share (all other
seven participating suburban jurisdictions have paid in full) for the fiscal
year that ends next month. It is also
the amount to which $68 million more in
federal funds is tied (of which $57
million has been temporarily and SOHwhat shakily covered by a loan from the
Department of 'l'ransportation.)
FUrthermore. the sale of bonds and
future suburban support both depend on
assurances that the project is proceediDc;J: without such assurance by July 1,
Metro could collapse financially. Neither
the suburban taxpayers nor the bond
investors can stand any more risk, even
wi. th a pending proposal from President
Nixon for a federal guaranty of the bonds.

tip to now, Rep. William R. Nateher

(D-J<y) as Chairman of the Appropriations
cOlllllli.ttee's Di.strict subcommittee, has
been able to convince a majority of the
Conqress to uphold his actions in delayinq tJubway money for a variety of reasons
and objectives that deserve fresh examinati.on in the liqht of Metro's qrave
condit:ion.
Mr. Natcher -- and many of his
eollea9Ues are annoyed at the District
9"Overnment 's responses, or lack of them,
to the various hiqlrway acts. '!'he city's
failu_ to carry out conqressional fre_
way orders promptly is interpreted on
Capitol Rill as flaqr&nt disrsqard for
the law of the land, asqrounds for
withholdinq subway money.
1'his time, Mr. Nateher, is sayinq
further that the entire subway .yet..
-:must noW be reauthorized" because the
over-all cost exceeds the money eeilill9'
oriqinally authorized. :r II he telling us
that those holes already in the qround
need to be "reauthorized"? should_
forqet the subway system for this reason?
Of course not. 1Ihat ClOJIBIIittee members should consider today is too
serious to be confused by this technically questionable threat or by attempts
to draq freeway problems into the subway
crillis in the name of "balanced transportation," To continue to toy with
subWay money is also to punish the suburbs

for things beyond their control. Eva
to deny the money now and negotiate
with the Senate later would be irresponsible.
Mayor washington, c:allinCJ the
subway system "the lifeb100d of the
national capital reqion for the future,'
laid it on the line last month in tesUmoney before the Matcher sub~tt•• :
"1: believe if this nation'. capital
doe. not BUrv:!.. ve, a great deal of
America has a gra_ problem, if not the
world. I want to be amonq those who see
i t prosper • •_ i t move ahead. I think
this i . ~rtant to all of u., ~r
tan t to the nation today. '!'hat is why
X made this plea so impassionate." "

May 7. 1971
On 'l'Ues4ay of next: _ek our caa-

mitte. on Appropriations will br.iJl9 up
the SUpplemental Appropriations Bill for
1971.
Representative Giaimo who lit.
next to _ on the SUbco-i ttee on the
District of COlumbia BUdqet will, according to his stat_nt to the media, offer
an aRlendment to restore the $34,118,000.
An arti cle appeared in today' s WASHINGTON
POST entit1ed "Metro FUnds Fiqht set."
'!"his a.rticle is as follows:
.. A House floor fiqht to restore
$34.2 million for Metro subway eoftstrtlction was promised yesterday by four

members of the House Appropriations
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commi ttee after the Commi. ttee a9'
refused to release the money.

,1

The dissenters, led by Rep. Robert
N. Giaimo (D-Conn.), defended the

District qovernment aqainst aCCl1sations
that it has laqqed in conqressionally
ordered freeway construction.

'!'hey deHared that the Metro "i.
a sound and profitable investment" for the
federal qovernment and the Washinqton
reqion and should be built on schedule.
"l'heir dissent _ s the first such
move by prosubway committeemen in the
five years since Rep. William H. Natcher
(D-Ry.) and his District Appropriations
SUbCOlllllli ttee beqan an interllli ttent wi tIlholdinq of subway funds over disputes
involvinq construction of freeways in·
D.C.
Hatcher recommended aqain yesterday,
for the third tUne in this fiscal year,
that the $34. 2 milUon - the District's
share of current Metro construction. costs
-- be refuged. The voice vote was taken
behind closed doors.
The subway money is included in a
supplemental money bill providinq $6.9
JDill.ion to numerous federal aqencies and
the District.
Giaimo ranks just behind Natcher on
the District SUbcommittee and was expected

to succeed to the chairmanship this
year until Natcher decided to stay on.
Giaimo announcid plans for the floor
fiqht next TUesday as he emerqed from
the session.
Be said the dissentinq report askinq the Bouse to restore the 11IOney was
siqnedby two freshman Jllelllbers of the
J>btrict: SUbcoImDitue, Reps. David R.
Obey (D-Wis.) and Louis stokes (D-Ohio),
and by a senior member of the full c:ommittee. Rep. Silvio O. Conte (R-Mass.).
'!'hey olearly faoe an uphill fiqht

in a Bouse that is usually reluctant to
the powerful Appropriation.
COIIIIIittee. Recently, however. the Hous.
decisively refused funds that were proposed for the supersonio air transport.
cha~lenqe

The basic strateqy of the di.senters,
one insider said. is to crac:lt the facade
of solid support previously enjoyed by
Natcher in wi thholdinq the subway IIIOney.
'l'his. he added. could make it easier
for Senate conferees to prevail when the
money bill qoes to a Bouse-Senate confer-

ence.
There is no controversy in the
Senate over releasing the $34.2 million.
However. Sen. Daniel K. Inouye (DHawaii). Nateher I s counterpart in the
Senate. was reliably repcrted yesterday
to be worried that a defeat of prosubway
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forces on the House floor might malee it
harder for him to prevail in conference.
The Appropriations Committee's
majority report on the s1WwaY money,
submitted by Natcher, said the committee
will be wil1inq to reconsider the
rejection "at a later date • •• in
anticipation that the current highway8UbWay 1IIIpa••• will be resolved."

Giaimo's minority report dealt
directly with this point. "Th.",Di..trict
must, of course, COIIIp1y with congressional directives," it said, "and we
feel that it is in substantial COIIIPliance with appropriate directives of the
Highway Acts· of 1968 and 1970.
The 1968 act required, 1IIII01Ig' other
projects, prompt construction 00f the
Three Sisters Bridqe. Work beqan but
was hal ted by court order pending
additional administrative steps that
are now beinCJ taken.
The 1970 aet called for a yearlong restudy of three other interstate
freeway projects, including the North
Central Freeway to Silver SpriJlq. '!.'his
_ek, a Department of Transportation
spokesman said a study consultant soon
will be hired.
Carlton R. Sickles, board chairman
of the Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority, said the continued

-
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refusal of Conqress to provide the
District funds threatens to erode solid
suburban support for the Metro and other·
wise destroy the proqram'g complex
financial program.May 10, 1971

'!'he big battle on the freeways and
~y iapeaae tak. . place tClllOrrow.
An

artiea1 appeared in Saturday' s Eveninq
star entitled, "Metro proponents Challenge Batcher." This article is as
follows:
"A last-ditch effort to override
Rep. William H. Natcher, D-Ky., and release District subway funds is beinq
made in the House of Representatives.
Beveral manbera of the House District Appropriations subcClDlllittee have
challenged Hatcher. chaiman of the
aubconmittee. who hal succe.sfully
:bl.ocked release of $34.2 lllillion in subway funds on two previous occasions.
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo, o-~OJll1.,
the second-ranJdnq Dem8crat on the subcoanaitt_, has praaised a floor fiqht
to amend the District supplemental
appropriations bill to include the funds.
Gude BacJcing Effort

And Rep. Gilbert Gude, R-Md., has
written his 434 HOUse colleaC]Ues, seeking
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support for Giaimo's efforts.
"We urg-e you to support: Rep. Giaimo
tomorrow (Tuesday) in his effort to
amend the supplemental appropriations
biU to include the $34.2 lIIillion--the
District of Columbia's Ihare in subway
c:onstruct:ionsf6nds," Gude wrote.

'!'he letter, to reach eaeh HOUse
member tClllOrrow, continuel r

"'!'here i . no sensible basis :for
holdin9 up these funds any lOJlger, particularly in view of conqress' earlier
ccmmitments (1966 and 1969) to fund the
subway prQCJru •••
Hi9hway WOrk at Crux
"It appears that the District CJOYernment has COIIIplied with all elements
of the law and we fear that any further
delay in the release of the $34.2
million will endallC]er the very lltfe
of this vital project."
'!'he matter iI being taken to the
:floor after a split voice vote in CCIIIImittel aqain upheld Natcher'. contention
that the city is not movinq to comply
with certain highway construction plans.

Natcher told the CQIII\ittee he~ is
not opposed to the subway but feels the
District should build the freeways and
Three Sisters Bridge authorized in var-
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ious highway acts.
Gia..imo, along with Reps. David R.
Obey, D-Wis., and Louis stokes, D-Ohio,
signed. a minority report urging tliat the
subway money be appropriated.
Subway officials have said they are
not merel.y threateninq--that the subway·l·s
nrry :future del'llndw on the District'.
share of the fundi.
'!'hey have pointed out that other
jurisdictions which are a party to the
washington Metropolitan Area 'l'rllllit
Authority canpac:t--c:reated DY COngrels-dutifull.y have contributed their share
of funds.
'rhe District pr.sently i. incurrin9
late fines of about $2,000 daily because of its non-payment.
Subway officials allo ))elieft that
the Metre>' s shaky position on the New

York bonci market--c:ausing president
Nixon to ask COll9'ress to approw a federal lJUazantee of ))onds--may De due in
part to lIatcher's hostage tactics.
'the minority report said the city
is ready to build the Three Sisters
Bridge DU the U. S. Department of
Transportation has fai.led to certify
the safety of bridge design. without
further testing.

Transportation Secretary John
volpe has attempted to shake l008e the
federal share of the District's etching
funds only to learn that it cannot be
done without strings until the District's
share is in hand."
In the same issue of the Evening
star an editorial appeared entitled "SUbway Revolt". This editorial is as follows:
"Finally, after all theae years,
saaething new has been added to the
congressional fight over ftshinqton's
subway funds.
Last Thursday, following Representative Hatcher's lead, the HOUse
Appropriations CClllllittee once again voted
to keep a $34.2 million D.C. subway all"
pxopriation in deep-freeze pendinq a
further break in the city's freeway
impasse. BUt this time. breaking with
past practice, four committee~ra
have filed a minority report aimed at
directly cont:.sting that action.
Thus, the stage is set for a House
floor fight--possibly a major fight-when the issue is called up next Tuesday. We hope the reyolt succeeds and
the transit money is freed, for that
would be the best way out of a 'll!ry
serious dilemma.
The continued withholding of this
appropriation has by now endangered the
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entire subway program. Whil.e other
local governments of the Washinqton
area !:lave without exception been meeting
their contractual fiscal obl.igations to
the transit system, the District of COlumbia has been unable to do so thxoU9'h
no falZlt of its own. This is a grievous ilHquity, quite apart fr<ll'll the
severe threat it poses to the Transit
Authority's delicate fiscal schedule.
F'urthe1'lllOre, the unavailability of
these local funds precludes the use of
a mucll larger BUIll in· federal matching
monel' already appropriated. And the
net effect of this, as the minority report Botes, i8 to place congress in
the aIlQDalOUi poSition of ·.upporting
with ()ne arm what it is opposing with
the other."

ret, for all the truth of those
concerns, next 'l'uesday'" revol.t will be
an upllill Struggle, and it would be
dishoBest to pretend othexwise. Natcher
has 9()ne to the mat in HOuse debate on
this issue before, and he has not been
repudiated yet. Ifhether the outCClllle ill
different this time, therefore, is apt
to depend not so JllUch on the need for
the subway, which everyone accepts, as
on the debate over Natcher' s contention
that city and federal official.s haVe
failed to canply in good faith with
Congress' freeway-building demands.

'1"0 restate our position, we urqe

-
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the House t.o clear the subway Wlds
immediately, and to couple that action
with a clear-cut new demand fOI action
on the highway construction pr"iously
ordered.
In its brief report rejectill9 the
subway £unds this week, the full House
Appropriations COIIIIIittee expre..,d an
"anticipation that the current ~ghwayQ
subway impasse will be resol~.'
'!'hat language is more concilia~tY
than the c:cmmittee has used in the past,
and it strongl.y sugqests that lith a
little more effort on the part ~f Mayor·
washinqton and the White House, an
agreeDent can be reacbed."
May 11. 1971

Today we will have the Se()lnd
Supplemental Appropriations Bir on the
Floor of the House. The hie;, filht will
be over the $34,178,000 which O'Jr commi t t _ on Appropriations deleted,
An article appeared in yesterday"
entitled, "Metn oelays
Scored. " This article is as follows:

WAsmN'G'l'ON POS'l'

:INOUYE SIl.YS WHITE HOUSE IS TO Bf»'!E

Sen. Daniel. K. Inouye (D-l!lW2lii)
blamed the White House yesterday for Rep.
WilliaJII E. Nataher's continued refusal
to release money for the Metro IUbway
system.

Inouye, chairman of the Senate SUbcOllD1littee on the D.C. Budejet, said the
White Bouse had not mustered "the push
that's necessary" to convince Natcher,
the Kentucky Democrat who is Inouye's
House counterpart, to release the funds.
'!'he Senator, in an appearance on
WRC-TV's "Dimension Washington," also
disclosed that he plans to cut about $30
million in construction funds from city
spendill9 requests now before hi. Committee.

Inouye would not specify which
projects would be cut, but he said the
trim would not include the $34.2 million
in Metro money that Natcher has withheld.
Inouye said he would continue to
press for release of the subway funds,
but said he could understand Natcher's
position.
"Xn some ways I aqree with him,"
Inouye said. "I can' t help but feel that
certai.n people in the Department of
'l'ransportation have not been pushinq
this the way they should.
"X f the White House had come out
forthriqhtly and assured those for a
hiqhway system that it would be built,
I'm certain the Metro would be built,·
he said.
Na. tche r 's House Appropriations Subcommittee on the District last week again

refUsed to approve $34.2 million for
Metro subway construction because of
dissatisfaction over proqress on city
treeways.
A floor fight is expected when the
full Committee makes the recollDllendation
to the full House •
. At. the root of the prolllem, Inouye
explained in a telephone interview yesterday, is t.hat. t.he Transportation Department "has been a little slow" in
proceedinq with the congressionally
ordered one-year restudy of the North
Central Freeway •
• Someone has been draqqing his feet,
and it's noticeable to many, not just
to Mr. Natc:her,· Inouye said.
Administration officials had been
predicting for some time that Hatcher
would release the subway money.
Transportation Secretary John A.
Volpe said last month that he had talked
to Natc:her.
"When we qet down to the crunch • • •
once we are able to lay all the facts
before Congress, 1'm very hopeful that
they will be convinced that we mean
business and release the money,· the
secretary said.
Volpe also had said his department
was corrunitted to carryinq out the freeway
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orders mandated by Congress.
An

aide to Volpe, who asked not to

be identified, said yesterday that Volpe's

posi tion has not changed, but that the
department would have nothing official to
say until they stildied a transcript of
Inouye's remarks.
'!'he aide c:autioned, howeYer, "All
the facts are not in yet."
Some $30 million in construction
requests will be cut, Inouye said, becau_ the city failed to follow proper
budget procedures.
'!'he city's requests were made in a
plea for IIIOre funds for the current year.
Xnouye said such supplemental requests
must tneet one of three presidential
cri teria in order to be considered:
They must have urgency, must have
been unforeseen, or must be necessary to
for_tall rising COltS. If not, the city
should include the requests along with
the reqular full budget for next year,
he said. He advised the city to do so
wi.th the construction projects.
:Included in the City's request is
money for transferring Washington Technical :Institute to a permanent site elsewhere on its tract at connecticut Avenue
and Van Ness Streets NWT more classrooms
for D.C. Teachers CollegeT a water

pOl.l.ution control plan at Blue PlainlJ1
a second youth center at Lorton Reformatory and plaMing funds for a new police
station. "
According to an articl.e in this
morning's WASHINGTON POST. a fiqht is on
to qet Metro funds. 1:t appears that 11IY
friend. Repreaentati va Robert N. GiaiDto.
will win. 'l'his article is as follows:
"When the House 'Votes today on
whether to give Washinqton more money
for i tssubway, the roll call will test
both the attitude of the 92nd Conqreas
toward the nation's capital and the ardor
of the White House for the transit proqram here.
Rep. Robert N. Giau.o (D-COnn.)
wil.l. lead the first chall.eJIge on the
House floor against five years of labway
fund-withholdinq tac:ti.cs by Rep. William
H. Natcher (I)-Ky.) Giaimo was reportedly
optimistic that the $34.2 million being
withheld by Ratcher wi..l.l be restored.
·You don't 9'0 into these battles if
you're going to lose." a Giaimo aide
said yesterday. tiekinq off efforts by
sympathetic House members" and national
conservation groups.
On the eve of the District's first
leqislative battle of the 4-month-old
conqressional session, however. itappeared that a crucial element of backi.nq for Giaimo's move -- support from the
Nixon administration -- was missinC].

'l'he Whitlioule press office did
not respond t~inqlliriea on what steps,
if any, the ailiniltration is taking. A
spokesman for:le Department of Transportation sai/that agoeney "certainly
wouldn't get lito anything that would
infuriate the \'Pl'lpriations cOllllllittee,·
which voted It week to wi thhOld'~the
subway money.
An aide tllIoIse Minority Leader
Ceralll It. PordJ't. (A-Mich.) said he
would support Ie Ippropriations committee's
refusal to gnt the money.
~en the llhillqton Metropolitan
Area Transit A/kilL ty, whose program is
threatened by Ie futd freeze, steered
clear of invol_. LeC]ally and officially it' s a lltrict government prabl_, Jackson laba .. Metro general
manager. expbiled.

The city !f8ll1111ent has a110 kept

its involveJllenlqlliet. although Deputy
Mayor Graham IUatt has been in on
strl!ltegy decis~l. The city government
reportedl.y is fttiq to persuade some
undecided Reputlcan congressmeJl to iJtclude the subwl fUDIis.
Mayor waHl E. Washing-ton left
town yesterdayr~ I Bermuda trip on his
first vacationluCi taking office.
"1: don't tinkthe kind of clout we
need is going tOOl! from downtown ...
said the aide tonecongreSBmaIl who has
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repeatedly predicted an early solution
to the dispute and the release of the
subway IIIOney. ·Xt's pathetic."
Yet, in many respects, the campai9D
to release the IIlOney i.s follOWillC] a bluepri.nt that could become the model for
futUre COD9ressional disput•• affeetinq
the city.
Giaimo is seeking not only the
backinq of liberal Republicans and Deillocrats. who.e support should be nearly
automatic, but also the support of
nationally based pressure qroups.· Giaimo
apparently has succeeded in convinci!I4J
conservation qroups that a subway will
cut pollution and i . therefore an environmental issue.
TIle DeIIIoaratic Study Group (DSG),
which claims a membership of more than
100 Houlle liberaJ.II, put: the Metro debate
Oft its "ap8cial alert" lillt. Aillo. Rep.
Gilbert Gude (R-Md.) planned to contact
fellow· members of the Wednesday Morninq
Club. a qroup of about 30 GOP liberals.

Gade was joined i.n a letter to
fellow members by Rep. Donald M. Fraser
(o-Minn.). past president of the DBG.
urging restoration of the funds.
-Any further delay • • . will endanger the very J.lfe of this vital
project," the letter warned.

Spurred by Del. Walter E. P'auntroy
CD-D.C.). the 13-member House BUick
Caucus is lendinq its backing. Fauntroy
also called':tbe WIIi te House to solicit
support.
A nationwide campaign for restoration of the subway money was launched by
the Sierra Club, a conservation qrouP.
and its newly formed affiliate, the Highway Action Coalition. which favors mass
transit over freeways in urban areas.

Followinq the Sll\IIe tack. the Friends
of the Earth wrote congressmen sayinq the
vote on the s~y IIIOney was an • important environmental issue" that will be
publicized in reports to chapters and
members around the country.
Robert waldrop of the Sierra Club's
Washinqton office said other lille-minded
groups around the country were aslced to
send telegrams to hometown congres_n.
Waldrop worked ·from a list of lawmakers who voted to scrap the supersonic
transport proqram. which was bitterly
fouqht by environmental protection ",reaps.
"The very name of l'Iatcher increases
the pulse rate amonq anti freeway people
across the country 10 times or so."
Wal.drop said.
Natcher's position in withholding
subway money intermittently over a fiveyear period. has been that the District

has lagged in building interstate freeways and bridges required by acts of
Conqress.
N'atcher and Giaimo almost surely
will clash on the question of whether
the city has complied. Giaimo allies
also will raise the specter of suburban
defection from support for the $2.98
billion Metro proCJram.
Rep. oavid R. Obey (O-Wis.) one of
three who have joined Giaimo in signing
the dissenting report, said the subway is
not foremost in his rOnd.

"I'm much more interested in
hespitals and schools. II he explained,
"but I don't want to see the subway leE
in a phony controversy. I f they have
some other objection, let them get it
aut in the open." "
May 12. 1971

'!'he vote was 219 to 170. Billions
of dollars _re at stake and I was
amazed at some of the shenanigans that
I learned had taken place before the
vote and while w had the Amendment on
the Floor under the Five-Minute Rule.
Some are mad and some are happy but we
still are of the opinion that the Highwas Acts of 1968 and 1970 must be complied with in full. In 'other words, the
law must be complied with by the District
of Columbia.
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The WASHINGTON NEWS on its front
paqe carried a statement which reads:
"Did House Vote For Trackless waste?
Metro: 'only Enough Money For TUnnelinq' • The story is as follows:
Metro': Only Cash For The TUnnels
'congress' refusal to release $34.2
million in Metro construction funds
tGday leaves subway builders here with
money in the bank to finish five miles
of tUMel, but without funds to put
anything' in it.
According to Metro spokesman Cody
p'anstiehl, contracts have been let for
construction of the first five milel of
tunnel, but - in the unlikely event
that conqress continues or refuses to
fund the project - there ",""uld be no
money for tracks, trains, or the COIIIII1IIIieations system that keeps a subway 11lOVill9'.
The project would grind to a halt, Mr.
P'anstiehl said, in about 21s years.
The District's deleqate to congress,
Wal ter E. Fauntrvy, today aecused the
Nixon Administration of failinq to push
for congressional passaqe of the defeated
$34.2 million bill.
Instead of giving the Metro funding
a qreen light, the House bowed to the
objections of Rep. william Nateher, D-Ky ..
chairman of the District Appropriations
subcommittee. and baeked him 219-170.

.JtI... __

Mr. Fauntroy said in an interview:
"7 f we had had strong administration

support we would have won. n Altho both
Presid.ent Nixon and Transportation
Secretary John Volpe have repeatedly
said they support the proposed 98-mile
system, many Republicans, including
Minority Leader Gerald Ford and Rep.
Willi~ Scott of Virginia voted aqainst
releasing the money--the city's 1971
share of costs. That means $68 million
in federal matching funds is also tied
up.
The Senate is expected to approve
the $34.2 million and the next major
battle by the pro subway forces will be
fought behind closed doors in a conference between House and Senate members.
Senators will argue for rei ease of the
money but House conferees will probably
include Rep. Natcher and Rep. George
Mahon, D-Tex., who will oppose the
measure.
Mr. Fauntroy says he is going to
study that list of 219 collea<JUes who
voted against releasing the money and
send around some of his "citizen-lobbyists·
to see if they can change a few minds.

Rep. Natcher was the star performer
in yesterday's heated debate, accusing
District officials of "refusing to obey
the law" by not moving ahead on the freeway construction Mr. Natcher wants. He
repeated that he does not oppose the

subway but wants a balanced hi<;Jhwayrail system.
But Rep. samuel Stratton, D-N.Y..
argued, holdinq up the funds "shouldn't
be the decision of one member." And
Rep. Robert Giaimo, o-Conn. sponsor of
the amendment to break the money loose,
said, "How difficult :it is to do something for the District we think is right."
Thruout the two-hour debate many
Natcher supporters arqued District
officials had deliberately flouted the
will of Conqress by not buildinq the
hig-h_ys Congress ordered.
Rep. Wayne L. Hays, O-Ohio, said:
H:I'm up to my ears in crocodile tears
about the citizens of the District. I
say lr"Ou build a balanced system or you
don • t build anythinq. There is a band
of faceless people doWntown sayin9' we'll
build what we want to build."
Joining Mr. Pauntroy in a rare
moment of accord, was Rep. Joel Broyhill,
who said: "Any delay will be extremely
costly. "
And there were a f _ conqressmen

still opposed to buildinq the subway at
I I I even tho construction has sbrted.

":It's a qreat waste of federal money,'
laid Rep. Clarence D. Lonq, D-Md. RAn
lnderground SST. :If you want to use
Illiteration you eould call i t a sub:errartean SST."

Yesterday's no vote -- the third
one this fiscal year -- means that $68.4
million in matchinq federal money will not
be released. and it means that the
suburbs, which have already paid up
their share of construction bills. may
threaten to hold up further funding.
Jay E. Ricks, a member of the
ArliD4J1;on County BollX'd and first viee
chairman of the Wlshinqton Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority board of directors,
said yesterday. "I feel that unless this
thing is straiqhtened out by JUly 1, I
cannot reeoD'lllend to our country that we
put up the $4.5 million that is due." •

The EVENING STAR front page headline is as follows:
"D.C. Loses on
Metro, But wins A New Ally." This story
is as follows:
"The fiqht in the House was bitter
and nearly two hours lonq. When it wal
over. the District aqain had lost i tl
subway money. But rapid transit for
the area gained a force~l new friend in
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo. D-Conn.
Wi thout Giaimo at the head of the
revolt aqainst Rep. Wi.:lliam H. Natcher,
D-Ky., yesterday, the vote against the
funds would not have been as close as the
recorded teller count of 219 to 170.
The House esti!bli.sh!llent
the committee chairmen, the Democratic and

Republi can leaders -- stood in unwavering ranks behind Natcher, chairman of
the District Appropriations subcommittee.
The Natcher sUbcommittee and the
full Appropriations committee have refused to reconunend appropriation of the
$34.2 million that represents the District
share of subway construction costs for
this year,
As the second-ranking Democrat on
the subcommittee, Giaimo never before had
bucked Natcher in public "I like to work
within the system • • • but after two
years of~no subway IIIOney • • • the time
has come," Giaimo explained. If the
Senate, as expeeted, approves the subway
money, the matter must be resolved in a
BOUse-Senate conference. Yesterday's
vote will prevent the Bouse conferees
from tellill9' llheir Senate counterparts
that the House solidly opposes the subway money,
Natcher told the Bouse the District
not have the funds until it agrees
to follow congressional road-building
orders. We've been "fooled" before by
the District, Natcher said.
shou~d

Be explained that he will consider
the money again while holding hearings on
tile District budget for the new fiscal

year that begins in July.
Rep, John Klyczynski., 0-:1:11.. chairman of the House Roads subcommittee, was

more specific. He said the city may
have the funds in 30 days if the U.S.
Department of Transportation moves to
do its part in resuming construction on
the Three Sisters Bridqe.
Giaimo urged his co~leagues to "act
like men" and remain aloof from the
local freeway squabbles.
"The pinq-pong que played with

transit in the District of Columbia'
makes Chinese pinq-pong diplomacy 'look
anemic," added Rep. Silvio o. Conte, RMass •• in support of the funds.
But Rep. Wayne Hayes, D-Ohio, seemed
to speak for many subway fund opponents
when he arose and said he' s ·up to IfY
knees in crocodile tears for the people
of the District • • • you qot a bunch of
faceless people downtown • • • agents
for people who are qoing to make a bundle
• • • who say we'll take your money, but
we'll make the decisions."
District Del. walter E. Fauntroy,
DemoCrat, closed his eyes in anquish as
he heard Hayes.
Rep. Joel T. Broyhill, R-va., and
Gilbert Gude. R-Md., spoke in favor of
the funds. They and Rep. Lawrence J.
Hogan. R-Md •• voted for the money. The
other area congressman, Rep. William L.
Scott, R-va., spoke in support ot Natcher
and voted aqainst the funds.

- 6238 Giaimo said the pro-subway fund
forces miqht have won if the Nixon
administration had act:ive~y so~icited
votes for the measure. He credited
much of his support to those concerned
about the enyi.~t and who view rapid
transi t as a way to prevent air pollution caused by emissions from automobile
enqines."
'l'he IJOOd oleWASRJ:NG'l'ON POS'l' riqht
in the middle of the front paqe carried
the followinq, headline: "SUbway Fund
Bid Defeated - House P'loor Vote Upholds
Rep. Natcher.·
"The District: lost iils battle on
the House floor yesterday to win immediate release of an overdue $34.2 million
to continue Metro subWay conetruct:ion,
but the vote of 219 to 170 was closer
than either side expec:ted.
Action on a teller vote followed
90 m.inutes of spirited debate that

centered, as in the past, on the relationship between the Metro and the increasinqly controversial interstate freeways
and bridqes in the District: of columbia.
Final pas.aqe of the bill, without
the subway funds, is expected today.
The act:ion would send it to the Senate
where the subway money appears certain
to be restored. The showdown will follow
in a joint Senate-House conference
c:ommi ttee.

-
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Rep. Robert I!J. Giaimo (D-Conn.),
who led the first challenge on the
House floor against five years of intermi ttent subway-fund withholding tactics
by Rep. William H. l!Jatcher (D-xy.),
predicted that the vote 'WOuld strenqthen
the hand of the Senate confere•••
Natcher. the chairman of the HOUle
District Approprik1:ions SUbcommittee,
and Giaimo. its next: rllnkinCJ meJllber.
agreed ~at the disputed freeway and
bridCJes should be built in the District.
"We can work out the highway problems, but let us not hold the subway
hostage • • • stopping construction that
already is under way. Giaimo pleaded.
H

"I aJII for a rapid rail system and I
for a freeway system." responded
Natc:her, "but at the same time let' B
not destroy the freeway system • • ••
II1II

Giaimo won 80me of his staunchest
support from three~WashinCJton area
colleaques, Rep •• Joel '1'. Broyhill (RVa.) and Gilbert CUde (R-Md.) and Del.
walter E. Fauntroy (D-D.C.).
'!'he push for the subway funds, the
District's first legislative battle of
the 92nd con<;:Jress. failed to win backinq
from the Nixon Administration or the
Democratic and Republican leaders of
the House.

-
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It gained most support from House
liberals of both parties, spurred by
last-minute lobbying by national conservation organisations.
In a surprise action. Rep. William
L. Scott (R-Va.). whose Eighth District
includes most of Pairfax County outside
the capital ,Be~tway. supported Nateher.
Por lack of freeways, Scott said.
his constituents find it frustrating to
have to "find some side road to come
into the District of Columbia to get to

work."
The only out-and out attack on
plans for the 98-mile Metro system was made by Rep. Clarende D. Long (D-Md.).
whose Second District includes the northeastern suburbs of Baltimore. He called
the subway "a disaster" and said federal
offices should be moved from washington
to the suburbs to reduce traffic conqestion.
Giaimo and Rep. John C. Klyczynski
(o-r 11.). chairman of the Rouse Roads
Subcommittee and an ally of Natcher.
aqr_d that the vote in favor of restoring the subway money was greater than
anticipated.
Giaimo said he would have considered
130 votes a strong showing. and noted
that a future swing of 25 votes would
change the outcome. ..X think the

result of i t is that we are qoinq to
qet this ting resolvea.· he told a
reporter.
Klyczynski saia he was surprised
that the challenge mustered more than
90 to 100 votes.
The whole freeway-subway impasse
could be S1 ded wi thin 60 days and the
money released, KJ.yczy!lI!JJti said, if
Secretary of Transportation John
A. Volpe were to take a strong hand,
Later he told a reporter that his
Roads SUbcommittee agreed 1.n December
to give the District and the Transportation Department a year to study the
North central Pre_y and other projects.
Volpe has the issue pendinq in his
department and has not acted, Klyczynski
said.
The- Public Works Committee met
privately with Volpe on Monday, Klyczynski
disclosed. volpe and his aides "showed
up wi th maps and ~nters and all that
to qi ve us a briefinq,· KluczynilJd said,
"and X told him that I've seen enough
maps: :I said qive us some action."

X Jl past controversies that have
delayea or sidetracked washington freeway projects, notably the Three Sisters
Bridqe, most of the congressional
cri ticism was directed at the District
qovernrnent. That was almost entirely
lackinq yesterday.
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debate is only a small portion of the
ultimate $2.98 billion cost of the Metro
system. But it represents the District's
share for the current fiscal year and
is now months overdue. The suburbs
have already contributed their share.
Without the $34.2 million, the
Metro cannot qualify for $68.4 million
in matchinq federal funds that already
has been appropriated, mak.inq a total
of $102.6 million that would be available for construction.
Three times this fiscal year in
the reqular fiscal 1971 D.C. appropriation bill: in a supplemental money bill
in December. and in another supplemental
bill last week - the Appropriations
COmmittee has sided with Natcher in
votinq to withhold the money.
The latest such action produced
the challenC]8 led by Giaimo with support
from three Appropriations C01llllittee coll.eaCJUes.
In his minority report challenqinq
Natcher. Giaimo warned that the continued
witliholdinq of the District share miqht
cause the suburbs to stop contributing
money.
The first explicit threat of such
suburban resistance was voiced followinq yesterday's vote by Jay E. Ricks, a
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member of the Arlington County Board and
the first vioe chairman of the waahin!ton Metropolitan Area 'l'ransit Authority
board of dire~tors,
"I feel that unless this thing is
straig-htened out by July," Ricks said,
"1: cannot recommend to our county that
we put up the $4,5 million that is due
(~or Jiletro).·
Natcher, during debate, said his
subcommittee will consider the $34.2
million along wi th $48 million for
~iscal 1972 lIhen hearinqs begin soon on
the 1972 District budqet.
Nateher lctst one key ally yesterday when Broyilill, a strong- supporter
of the 'l'hree Sisters Bridg-e, urqed the
House to provide the funds now.
Although he called resistance to
laws requirin~ bridg-e and freeway ~n
struction in the washing-ton area "a
national disgrace," Broyhill declarf!d
that the subway system should be disengaged from that issue because it is
"essential to the economy of the area.'
He and Gude said the subway will ~st
more if delayed,"
May 13, 1971

I should write the story of the
rapid rail trallsit - freeway impassf!
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when this matter is finally resolved.
The story to a great extent would be
quite interestinq when all of the facts
are set forth concerning bonds, big
companies that are invo1ved, law firms
in New York City, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Washington, D.C. and
certain other riqht interestinq matters.
At least so far ware tryinq to make
tlMm be hOnest and to put all of the
facts on the table where the people
can see just what is taking place.
The vote of 219 to 170 still ranklel
some of the people. An editorial
appeared in today's EVErlttNG STAR
entitled "Back To volpe." Some of this
editorial is unfair and this is quite
unusual from the standpoint of the
EVENrNG STAR and some of the editorial
is fair to all parties concerned. '!'he
EVENING STAR apparently i. not selling
as many papers as it desires and has
switched over a little to the tactics
of the qood ,old WASRIN'G'l'ON POST. The
edi torial is al follows:
"rbis region's thaJlJcs are due Representative Robert Giaimo, and 169 of
his colleaques, for a eouraqeous assnlt
on the House of Representatives' power
structure last TUesday on beha1f of
Washington's beleaquered subway system.
The switeh of a mere 25 votes, among
nearly 400 cast, would have broken Representative Natc:her's stranqle hold on
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the District's sUbway appropriations.
That result would have been achieved, as
numerous members have noted, had the
House leadership of either party given
this effort the slighest support. l"or
what eonsolation there may be in the
thought, TUesday's 219-to-170 vote demonstrated that a larg'er ratio of the
House membership than anyone imaqined
has become thorouC]hly fed up with
Natcher's tactic of holding sUbway funds
hostage to eonatruction progress on
freeways. Those of us who believe that
the trans! t system is vi tal to washington's future may also talte heart that
so many House me8bers obviously agree.
But despite those eonsideraHons,
Hatcher did prevail. The leadership
ranks on both the DemOcratic and Republican sides of the aisle did not crack,
but refused, as so often in the past, to
repudiate the prestiqious House Appropriations Committee. And the net effect
of all this is to leave the subway proCJram in no less precarious a position
than it was in before.
There is little doubt that the
Senate, in acting on the supplemental
appropriation bill, now will vote to
restore the $34.2 million in District
transit funds deleted by the House. And
there is some thought, in view of the surprising House vote, that when the issue
arises in a House-Senate conference the
House conferees may rollover and play

-
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dead in the absence of any further
developments in the freeway controversy.
But that, in our view, is wishful thinking.
The House debate made it'~amply clear
that an agreement on the subway funds
wi~l materialize as soon as the administration provides SOllIe tanqible evidence
or a w:Lllinqness to start workinq
honestly in behalf of II very modest
amount of freeway construction, ordered
by Conqress to supplement the rllpid. transit system. While we think it'.iII
wrong- to hold the subway funds hostaqe,
for any reason, the 4emand for a showinq
of good faith on freeway commitments is
entirely ftasonllble.
Transportation Secretary John Volpe
should stop draqqing his feet, and
comply with that demand."
An article appeared in today's

issue of the EVENING STAR entitled "Metro
Officials Pllln New Off'nsive for FUnds.·
This article is llS follows:
"official s of Washinqton' s fledqlinq
subway syst_ -- wounded, but not fatally,
by this week's setback in the House
are planning a new offensive.
The House voted 219-170 TUesday to,
in effect, back Rep. William Natcher. DKy., in his fig-ht to force the District
to begin construction on the Three Sisters
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Bridqe and certain freeways before releasing the District's $34.2 million
share of subway funds.
But 1he appropriations bill now
90es to the Senate and S1lbway officials
said they are virtually certain that
the $34.2 million will be reinstated.
OOT AID SOUGH'l'

'!'his will throw the question into
a conferenee of the House and Senate.
But even more important, it will give
subway offieials time to IIIOUnt a new
offensive.
In the interim -- expected to be
about two or three _eks - efforts will
be made to enlist the aide of the Department of Transportation •
. DOT has balked at approving the
start of the bridge pendin~ testing of
a model of one of the desiqns -- a qraeeful span wi thout center supports.
But DOT'II own enqineers have publicly
stated that the ewo desiqns approved
for the bridqe will require certain basic
work which eould be begun now.
So if DOT approves beginning construction, this will undermine Nateher's
most tellinq argument against release
of District subway funds just in time
for the House-Senate conference.
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Also Suhwlly officials are painfully
aware that the White Ilouse did nothing
to help persuade any ()f the 117 :Republicans who voted with Democrat Natcher
to shake loose the District' s share.
The District· s share al so is the key to
federal matehinq money promised by
Transportation Secretary John volpe.
FRIENDLIER A'1"1':r'.l'l1Im
Indicative of the friendlier attitude toward the Metro on the Senate side
is this comment yesterday by Senate
District Committee Chairman Thomas PO.
Eaqleton, D-Mo.: ·It is my fervent hope
that someday the subway can be qi ven a
sense of beinq a continuing project.

·It' s difficult to qo to the N_
York bond market with a situation like
'We have here.
one moment the future of
the subway may look secure and then the
next lIIOIIIent prospects may look dim.
This makes bond sales diffieult."
Some effort may be made to enlist
White House support similar to the
effort made at wi~n9' Aft endorsement
from President Nixon of a federal quarantee of subWay bonds.

MAY BECOME SKITTISH
At this point, the chief fear amonq
officials of the washin~on Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority is that the Rouse
defeat may cause a psyeholoqical stampede amonq suburban jurisdictions.

The suburbs dutifully have produced
their shares of subway funds as prescribed under the Wf9.TA compact, but
there is evidence that some may become
skittish.
Jay E. Ricks. a WMATA board member
representing Arlinqton. said he may not
reeommend that Arlinqton contribute its
$4.5 million shares unless the fundinq
crisis is resolved.
But he said reports that he is talki.nq about recolll1lending a complete pullout are erroneous.
For the moment, the House setback
will delay the award of some additional
design and construction contracts, said
Schuyler Lowe. comptroller of the subway aqency.
"But we' re not out of business by
any means," he said, notinq that WMA'l'A
still has"$499 million to keep the project movinq.
TACTICS CRITICIZED

Lowe pointed out that Watcher has
maintained from the outset that he is
not opposed, per se, to the subway merely to what he feels are the dilatory tactics of the District: in not followLnq existinq law as outlined in the
1968 and 1970 Hiqhway Acts.
Lowe said subway officials also have
emphasized repeatedly that the $2.98
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bi.llion subway system is designed to
c01llPlement the freeway systeJII rather
than s1/;J'mie it.
Rep. Joel T. Broyhil1, II-Va.,
suqqested that Presid.ent Nixon may be the
only one who can rescue the subway.
Broyhill, in a statement yester"t!IJII appeal1nq to the
president • • • to provide the necessary lead.ership to move the subway,
freeway, brid9'e controversy off dead
eenter • • •

d.ay, said:

·We also have been assured of full
fund:ing for the subway system by the
overwhe~min9' majority of the ConlJress
if we will proceed with the construction
of" the freeways and the Three Sisters
Bridqe.
PO'1'EN'l'IAL OP VOLPE
SOme

observers feel that Volpe --

wi th one telephone call -- could
virtua1ly resolve the orisis by order-

inC} construction to begin on 'l'hree
Sisters without awaitinq results of
mode1 tests to beqin in July.
One reason the WIli te House did not
invol ve itself in the subway crisis may
be that: Nixon feared a~ienation of a
Democratically controlled House over an
issue as sensitive as the power of the
purse.
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There _re reports that Nateher,
and others, already were rankled by
V01pe's unilateral attempt to release
the federal share of the District's
matching' subway funds. Some con<Jressmen
interpreted that move as 'an end run
around the House.·
May 14, 1971

Senator Daniel Inouye of lIawaii is
a new member on the committee on Appropriations in the Senate. 'l'his is his
first year to serve on this particular
Committee and shortly after he was
sel.ected to serve on the Appropriation.
Committee, he was designated as Chairman
of the District of Columbia Budqet SUbcommittee. '!'his SUbeommittee, of course,
is a right controversial SUbcommittee
and sinee I have been Chairman on the
Rouse side, I have had the distinct
honor and pleasure of servill9' with a
number of ehairmen of this right fMOUS
SUbcommittee. It just so happens that
none of the other Members of the District ef-'Columbia Budqet SUbeonunittee
would serve as Chairman of that SUbcommi ttee, so they were placed in the
posi tion of naming a new member of the
full Committee to serve 3S Chairman of
the SUbcommittee. For some eiqht weeks
now Senator Inouye has issued a number
of very profound statements in the newspapers and received a 9'reat deal of
publieity.

We will be discussing a number of
matters before the year is over and I
hope that we dornot have the same
e~erience that we have had wi. th one
or two other Chai~n. In today' s
WASHINGTON POST we have a picture of
Senator Inouye and under the picture is
his name and in parenthesis under the
name appears the words "to meet With
Natcher." This article is entitled,
"Senate unit Approves FUnds for the
Metro." The article is as follows:
"The Senate Appropriations Committee
dr_ the battle lines yesterday for a
showdown with the House by voting $34.2
million to continue buildinq the Metro
subway system.
The bill approved by the Committee,
which contains $69.9 million in supplemental city spending requests, now gooe8
to the '"'Senate.
1: f, as expected, the funds are

approved on the Senate floor, it would
mark the third time in the past fiscal
year that the Senate has voted for the
$34.2 million. Twice before, the Senate yielded to the House in a joint conferenee and agreed to drop the money.
Earlier this week, the House again
upheld Rep. William H. Hatcher's (D-Ky.)
insistence that the subway money be withheld until the city goovernment co111mits
itself to move ahead with all freeway
projects.

.....

JL_'_'

-

Sen. Daniel K. Inouye (D-Hawaii),
Natcher's senate counterpart as chairman
of the District Appropriations SUbcommittee said he plans to meet with Natcher
for "preliminary discussions" on the
subway funds.
Inouye noted that controversy over
money to continue development of the
supersonic transport plane that is included in the same catch-a11 supplemental might delay a resolution by a
House-Senate conference committee of the
subway dispute.
Also included in the bill was a $21
million federal payment that had been
authorized last year in the 1970 D.C.
Revenue Act. The Appropriations COtmIittee
approved spending the funds for increases
in the welfare caseload, pay raises .....
acted in the past two years, growth in
the number of prison inmates and higher
cost of the sehool transit subsidy.
More than $2 million will go to
Washington Technical Institute and
Federal City College, both foreed to cut
back their operations because of reductions in last year's budget request.
The Committee cut nearly $30 million
requested by the city government, most
of it for construction projects. The
department of sanitary engineering's
entire request for $290,000 to pay for
overtime was rejected becaulle "the Committee is not satisfied with the management
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of resources presently available" to
the department.
An additional $13 million, which
the city has held in a reserve fund to
pay for already enacted salary increases,
was also approved ••

One of my favorite newspapers that
always like to read on the eightlJt.4ty
of each week is the good old WASHINGTON
POST.
In today's issue of the WASHINGTON POST we have an editorial entitled
"Metro: Where Was the White House?"
This editorial is as follows:
I

"At the conclusion of the hearty,
meandering' House debate over Washinqton t 5
rapid rail system (and selected other
short subjects of varied relevance),
members were given a symbolic choice of
cards on whieh to east their teller votes
-- 9'reen to let Metro move ahead, red to
withhold the District' s overdue share of
money in the regional. project. It came
out red, but a lot paler than subway
supporters had feared.
In fact, there' s some reason to hope
that a yellow caution li9'ht"'may have ,_
flashed before the senior Appropriations
Committee forces who keep punishing
Metro, the suburbs and the city because
of a side dispute with downtown over
freeways. A switch of only 25 votes, with
a push from the White House, would have
overturned the House establishment -- in

-
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this case, the committee l.eaders, the
leadership of both parties and all the
other members who were too timorous to
break ranks.
still, by 219 to 170. Rep. William
H. Natcher (D-Ry.), chairman of the
Appropriations SubC!Ollll1littee on the Dis1rict, carried the day -- and the House
said no to Metro. It is not the absolute
end of the line, but without some dramatic efforts from the administration,
throuqh Transportation Secretary JohnA.
Volpe, the entire financial structure of
the system is headed for collapse. It
will not be enou9h to sit back and assume
that the full Senate will vote for the
funds -- already approved by its Appropriations Committee - and then win out
in conference with the House.
P'or one thing, the Senate has tried
before -- twice this fiscal year, on the
same $34.2 million request -- and has
wound up conceding' to the House. While
the latest House vote should encourage
Mr. Natcher's counterpart, Sen. Dan!'el K.
Inoaye (D-Hawaii), to arque all the more
"ill.istently for release of the money, it
is but one item in a big' bill containinq
all sorts of other controversies, includ!.ng the SS'l" •
Assurances are desperately needed
from ~. Volpe that something' is being
done to demonstrate qood faith on the
freeway questions, even thoug'h we stronCJly
disagree with the tactie of holding the
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the subway hostage to a freeway dispute.
In addition, the White House must lobby
amonq Republican House members, something it failed to do for this latest
vote. only then is there a chance that
the rapid transit project will not fall
apart at the seams."
May 17, 1971

senator Mansfield has an amendment
pending thcthe Senate Which provides
for the withdrawal of half of our troops
in Europe. We now have 300,000 men
stationed in Europe under our commitment
with NATO and other organizations and
passage of this amendment to me would be
a serious mistake, especially at this
time. Former presidents Johnson and
Truman have joined with President Nixon
in his fight against this particular
amendment.
The American dollar has acquired a
n_-found unpopularH:y abroad. We are
again faced with a balance of payments
deficit and even though this condition
has existed off and on now for some 12
years, this is the first time that the
American dollar has been under attack :',
abroad.
We still have the rapid rail transit - freeway matter before the COmmittees
on Appropriations and I believe that we
will resolve the $34,178,000 that is in
the Supplemental Appropriations Bill by
maintaining the action of the House.
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An article appeared in this morning's WASHINGTON POST entitled "Freeway
Report Pledged." This article is as
follows:
VOLPE HOPES TO RESOLVE SUBWAY FIGHT
Secretary of Transportation John A.
Vol.pe pJ.ans to report t:o Congress soon
on the steps his department is making to
comply with congressional orders to build
freeways here, a department official
said yesterday.
undersecretary James M. Beggs said
volpe Will make his report before HouseSenate conferees meet to decide whether
the District will receive $34.2 million
in Metro funds the House has voted to
withhold. Volpe wants t:o persuade the
conferees to release the money.
Rep. William H. Natcher (D-Ky.), who
recommended that the funds be withheld,
said he did so because he was dissatisfied with progress on freeway construction. The Senate is expected to vote to
release the money anyway. which would
send the issue to the conferees.
B\!Ig'gs' comments, made in an interview yesterday. follow statements Volpe
made Friday -- after the House voted to
deny the money -- in which he said he
still. hoped the money lolOuld be released.
"I believe in the not very distant
future
the very near future as a
matter of fact -- I'm very bopeful that

this subway-highway impasse in the District of Columbia will be resolved once
and for all. and we'll be able to proceed both with the subway and With those
freeways that we believe ouqht to be
built," Volpe said.
In an appearance on NBC-TV's "TOday"
sbo". Volpe said the courts have control
over the Three Sisters BridCJe controversy,
but that "there are also other problems
that we're working on" and that "I'm
hopeful that something might be worked
out even before" the Senate votes on the
Metro funds.

Beggs yesterday listed those "other
problems" Whose solution Volpe believes
Will release the money as the Three
Sisters Bridge. the North Central Freeway
and the South Leg Freeway near the
Lincoln Memorial.

"What he's tryinq to do." Beggs
said of Volpe, "is to get all of these
issues resolved" before the conference.
About the Three Sisters Bridge, on
which work has stopped by court order,
Beggs said Volpe wi.ll show that the
administration has complied with all
court and conqress;Lonal orders.

The U.S. District Court here ruled
last August that work on the Georgetown1\rlington span must stop until public
hearings are held on its desi.qn and
until that design :is tested.

HEARINGS HELD

The heariIl9s were held and, according to Transportation officials, the
Portland cement Association is testing
the design at its laboratory at Skokie,
Ill., and it is building a model of the
bridge that is one-tenth the size of the
proposed span.
"I.~ not sure that Bill Natcher was
completely aware of all we lye done on
Three Sisters," Beggs said.

The second item that ruffl.ed congressional feathers is the North Central
Freeway to Silver Spring. Congress
ordered a one-year restudy of the road
last year. Members complained that no
progress had been made on the study.
Transportation officials said i t
is close to awarding the contraet for
the study to a consortium headed by
DeLieuw Cather, a Chicago firm that did
the planning for the Metro system.
On the South Le<J, officials said
differences between the Transportation
Department and the National Park Service
had not been resolved over its location.

The Transportation Department favors
a proposal made by the District government that would place the road as one
tunnel about 1,300 feet long under the
Lincoln Memorial Plaza. The Park service
favors a plan for two 1,300 foot tunnels.
a plan that provides more preservation of

west Potomac Park and cuts down fewer
trees.
But critics of the park Service
proposal attacked a planned 2300-foot
depressed roadway with retaini.nq walls
that would connect the two tunnel s.
They said it would be ugly.
The Nixon adl!lini.tration was widely
criticized last week for its alleqed
failure to intervene .t:roftCJly enouqh 01\
Metro's behalf."
May 19, 1971
Art Buchwald is one of thft humorilb

who has an article appearinq in a number
of papers, includinq the WASRJ:NG'l'ON POST.
Off and on he has written article. concerning the subway and .ome of them are
riqht hilarious. The one that: appe ared
in yesterday's newspaper entitled, "Sick
Transit:: Communist 5Ub(way)version" i.
as follows:
"My colleague Russell Baker of The
New York Times ~ote a couple of weeks
aqo that the rea.son the Soviets were
digg'ing la1"<1e new hole. around Moscow
is because they believed that American
pot holes were really dug for our new
missile sites.

For the first time since I've known
him, Baker was ~onq-. I t isn't our pot
hol.es that the R:ussi ans are worried about,
it' s our subways •
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I discovered this the other day
sittill9 on a park benen. across from the
Whi.te House with il sovLet spy named
!ficolai. He told me tl1e reason the
Soviets were digging tl1eir l.arge holes
is because we were doin.q the same thinq
inwashinqton.
"Nicolai, how can YOll sit there and
say that we are installing missiles in
the Washington ana?"
"Ha," said Nicolai.

are there
large holes all over lillshinqton?"
"Why

I started to lauqh. "Nicolai, you
Communist fool. '!'hose holes are beinq
duq for our n_ subway.·

"Lies, all lies,· Nic:olai said
anqrily. "You are not buildinq a subway
in Washinqton. Everyone knows that."
"Of COUrse we are. The plans have
appeared in all the nevspapers."
"'!'hen what is thi.?" Nicolai demanded, taJd.nq a newspaper clippinq out

of his tobacco pouch. He read, "The
House today defeated a bl11 to release
funds of $34 _ 2 million. for the District
of Columbia subway con.struction project
now 9'oin9' on in Washin.¢oln. w:i. t:.hou t
these funds Metro offi cia:J.s sa:i.d they
would not be able to cont:i.nue the work."
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"Nicolai, you naive Red idiot," I
laughed.
"The reason the House won't
fund the subway is because the District
of Columbia refused to proceed with a
highway program at the same time. You
see, there is this guy Natcher from
Kentucky, and he's mad because he wants
Washinqton to have more highways, and
he says if the District won' t build them,
he 'tIOIl' t release the money for the subway."
"Who is thh Natcher?"
"He

is a colICJressman from Kentucky."

"Why would a congressman from Kentudlty have anythinq to say about a sllbway for Washington?"

"Because," I said, "in Washington
everybody from every place in the country
has somethinq to say about Washington
except the people who live here. WOuld
you believe we have a eon9resll\lan who
lives in South carolina who has more power
than the mayor?"
'You are a capitalist liar," Nicolai
said. "No one in the KreJIIlin would believe that story. Your defense people
are very clever. First they have Conqress announce they are going to build a
subway. '!'hen when you get your holes dug
just the riqht size for your miuiles.
Conf,Jress announces it will not give any
money to complete the subway.·
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"Nicolai," X said nervously, "I
know it doesn't make sense for Congress
to let people start buildinq a subway
and then refuse to gi ve the money to comp~ete it.
But that's the way it is done
in the District of Columbia, and you
have to believe me."
"My report to the Kremlin still
.'t:u4., .. Nicolai sai4. "It' you ean pro'"

to me that Washington will have a subway in the next 10 years, I will be
happy to change my intelligenoe.·
"X can't prove it, Nicolai," I said,
perspiring. "we mayor may not have a
subway, depending on what happens in
the Senate on the aubway Appropriations
bill."

Nicolai declared, "We will continue
digqinq holes in Moscow until you people
stop diqqinq holes in washington. Your
subway story was a good try, but it
never fooled us. We were onto it from
the beqinning."
I l""t Nicolai and ran to the nearest phone and called congressman Natcher's
offioe.
·Por God's sake,· I pleaded,
"release the subway funds before the Russians install a whole new generation of
intercontinental nuclear missiles.'

"Russian missiles?- the person on
the other end of the phone said. "We-re
Borry. That's not our committee.· •

John Blatnik, the Chai..:rJllan of the
Public works committee in tlle House has
finally decided to come out from under
the bush. He succeeded. Geor<;re Pall on
of Maryland who was defeated last year
in the primary and during our fight on
the Floor a week aqo, just siD1ply vanished.
He maintains that he is with JIIe all the
way since I am receiving aL1 the bloW!!
which should be directed to Ids COIIIIIittee.
Time will tell just whose side this man
is on. An article appeared in the
EVENING STAR yesterday entitled "Blatnik
Joins Fight To Free Metro FUnd.· This
article is as follows:
"Rep.
man of the
Committee,
District's

John Blatnik, D-Minn., chairpowerful House Public Works
is attemptinq to resolve the
subway-freeway impasse.

In a surprise move, he announcsd late
yesterday that he has entered the controversy wi th the dual aim of obtaining
release of $34.2 million in frozen subway funds and action on construction o~
freeways.
"This impasse must: be resolved, and
resolved rapidly,· said Blatnik, who
became public works chai.:rmllll in January
after Georqe Fallon of Maryland, the
former committee chairman, lost his bid
for re-election.
The House has refused to appropriate
the subway mcney. Rep. Willial! H. Natcher
D-Ky., chairman of the District appropr:ii.._
ations .. ubeommittee. would not agree to
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its release because :"e is dis.satisiEied
with the pace of construction of freeW'ays, includin<] tha! 'l'":ru:e. Sisters Bridge.
However, the Senate Appropriations
COJlllldttee has reCOMmended that the
gubway funds be released.

Blatnik said bis interest in the
ccmtroversy s t _ frum ..veral t'actora.
one 1.s the 1970 Riqhway Aet Which orders
that the freeways be bIl!.1 t as part of e.
~balanced transport!!tionM system for
the city. He said he beIi.ves a balanced
system must contain an "extensive" mass
transit system.
The oth!!!r faetcor is his interest n,
District affairs. A 1I!)01I:e!mllm said be
ie an advocate of ha. rule for the city.

Hi.! announc:ment sd.d he hopes for a
breakthrough !.n the ilI;tas 8l!! i!!!Ifter disaassions with Natcher, Secretary of
'l"ransportation Jom A. VoJ.pe .. Ilistrict
officials and the chaimle:EI of the House
and Senate

Appropt"i..at!~:ns

COnmittees.

Sources said Bla~ik hopes Vol.:pe
will aqree to order SOle 'Visible action
on freeway constl'lletiOl'.

t~

srow

Na.t~her

that a serio~s intent to bli.:l.d the roads
exists.
The freeway! a.nCl a r4!!p:l.a trar!Sit
system have !RIch in. a:tr\O::a, Bl.a~n.:iJ<: sai<S.

He cited the eurren.t $1. 3 mil.lion
renovation of the Taylor Street Bridqe
as a project resulting from rapid transit
and freeways -- in this case the controversial North Central Freeway-.
'rile bridge must be renovated so the
transit system and planned freeway may
use the rightttt way aloDq the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad tracks. About $300,000
of the bridge project money comes from
subway funds. the rest frOlll the freeway
funds ••
lie were in session last night until
about 9: 30 with the Emergency Railroad
Strike legislation. Ten thousand striking signalmen decided to go out on strike
and, of course, this brought all of the
railroads to a complete halt. We passed
a bill that provides that the men shall
go b!!lck to worle and the back-to-work
order was coupled with a 13"" pay raise.
This pay raise proposal in the Emerqeney
Railroad Strike legislation always
bothers me. Of course, I believe in
arhitration and the right to strike but
the idea of Conqress ineluding an automatic pay raise in such legislation to
me is wrong.
They·c:have just coneluded a right
important Mayor's primary race in Philadelphia. Former police eonmi..sioner
Frank L. Rizzo coasted to an easy victory
in a three cornered struggle for the
llemocratic nomination • with a11 but
three percent of the 'rotes counted the
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tough-talking former policeman held a
comfortable 45,000 v()te lead olTer his
nearest rival, Representative William J.
Green, a Member of COJlc;rress and. Hardy
Williams, Philadelphia's first black
l1Iajor candidate for Mayor. In fact
Risso received more votes than his two
opponents put toqether. He ran strictly
on a law and order platform and Green,
"ho is one of our younger Jlembers in
congress, ran on an ultra-liberal platEonn that carried little promise of
enforcement of the law in Philadelphia.
'l'he people in Philadelphia like in our
lIation's Capital should have lAW enforceJlent and now it is more important than
any other time in the last 10 years.
The SUpplemental Appropriations
!ill will be up for a vote in the Senate
this afternoon and it now appears that
"Ie will 90 to Conference tomorrow afternoon. Everythinq lOoks good and .ftir~
the Conference, if Hnqs work out like
1 believe they will, there will be some
hollering.
May 20, 1971

It now appears that we wU.l either
qo to Conference today on the Second
Supplemental Bill for 1971 or the Senate

lIUst pass the continll:i.nq resolation which
passed in the HOIiee severaL days aqo.
In article appeared in tilis morninq's
lASHINGTON POST entit~e<l "Hope Seen For
J!etro Fund Action." This article is as
follows:
"laS

"The Didstrict's efforts to win
release of Melletro may money will
suffer an alm.illOst certain setback in
congressionall deliberations today, but
a central fi~re predi.cted success • in
the very neal$' future."
A relial::lle source said House-Senate conferenc:e committee members will
aqree to refu-se $34.2 million in delayed
city funds for the subway. The conference is n.~.saary after the Senate
voted 94 to 0 late last night to release
the IIIOney. Tl1e HOUle earlier had refused to appropriate the money.
However, ~airman Daniel K. Inouye
(D-Hawaii) of the Senate District Appropriations Subcmatlittee" said he viewed
possible futul! delay as temporary, declarinq that iIle freeway-subway dispute
that has stllll!d Metro ~ndB for the
past year will .oon be worked out.
The key ~resolvinq the current
deadlock, SOUltls close to the negotiations say, IW rests with Transportation Secretar]Jl)hn A. volpe.
It was d~tlosed yesterday that
Volpe met lastlr1.day with Interior
Secretary RoqE~ C. B. Morton in an
effort to settilone aspect of the controversy.
An aide 1:Ib.:rtoJl said the two
Cabinet membeIli_c:u Sled questions of
proposed freeWi!~nstru.crt.ion through land

in the District and Ar~ington controlled
by the Interior Department' s National
Park Service.
The aide said the talk included the
status of the Three Sisters Bridge and
a freeway tunnel beneath the Lincoln
Memorial.
William H. Natcher (D-Ky.), chairman of the House District Appropriations
SUbcommittee, has refused three times
this fiscal year to release the money
until work advances on the city's proqrl!ll1l of interstate freeway and bridqe
construction.
The Senate now has voted for the
money all three eimes, but twice in ehe
past it has yielded to Natcher in conference.
Inouye, Chairman of the Senate
District Appropriations SUbcommittee,
would not comment on the likely action
at today's schedUle(! conference.
But Inouye said he has been talking
to Natcher and feels "confident that the
matter can be resolved in the very near
future."
:J:f the money is not included by the
time Congress takes fina1 action on the
conference aqreement, sources said it
could be provided later i.n separate
legislation, or, as Natcher himself has
suqqested, in the ci.ty's reCJUlar money
bi12 for fiscal 1972.

The $34. 2 mi1lion is t be Di.strict· s
contribution toward subWay construotion
in fiscal 1971, which ends .:rune 30. :If
provided, it would release an additional
$68.4 million in £ederal matching funds
that have been conditionally appropriated
by separate Leqis~ation.
Transportation Department officials
aaJ.d earlier thJ.a week that Vo~pe 800n
plans to tell Conqress of steps beinq
taken to eomply with provisions of the
Hiqhway Acts of 1968 and 1970 dealinq
wi th District freeways.
'Onder secretary James K. Beqqs had
predicted that Volpe would report before
the Senate-Rouse conferees act, but
apparently this deadline cannot now be
met.
The conferees are expected to reach
a final decision today. :Inouye plans to
leave town Priday for two weeks.

Those close to the neqotiations
among Hatcher, Inouye, the city 9Overnment and the Transportation Department,
stressed yesterday that a simp1e status
report on freeway projects from Volpe
will not be enough to win Nateher's
aqreement to release the subway funds.
"Volpe has 9'Ot to offer something
hard and dramatic, possibly on the Three
Sisters Briege," one source laLd.
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Prompt construct:ion. of the bridqe,
alonq with three other f:reeway projects,
was required by the 196~ Highway Act.
Only after President ~7ilCon intervened
personnally and work bqan did Natcher
release funds to start lSiqqinq the subway in 1969.
However, civic q%OUps won an injunction that halted the 'WOrk pending a
public hearing and adlftinistrative deCisions now pendinq in Volpe'. depar1:ment.
SOllIe insiders feel Volpe could move
to renew work on the bridge's piers,
since they apparently would be useful. to
either of two difference desi9lls. This,
however, would probably invite new leqal
steps by the groups trying to kill the
project.

Sen. William B. Spcnq (D-Va.) said

in a statement last nig'ht that if the subway money is not freed soon, he will
introduee an amendment d. ther to the
city's 1972 budqet or its revenue bill
that 1f01lld prevent arty local highway
funds from beinq spent.
A similar approach has been consid-

ered twice before by t'he Senate District committee but has never been acted
on by the Senate.
May 21, 197L

Yesterday the Homs! and senate
conferees on the Second Supplemental
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Appropriations BLll for Fiscal Year 1971
agreed unanimousLy to leave out of the
bill the rapid translt funds totalling
$34,l78.00(). I D.ad 110 difficulty Whatsoever in securiBg approval of all of
the conferees to lea". this money out.
After all of the signs and predictions
during the past several weeks. you woul d
have thought that I had no chance what.caver .in del.etin9 th.i.. IIIOney unti.l the
l!iqhway Acts of 1968 and 1970 were ClOlIIplied wi.th by the District officialll
and the Department of l'ransportation.
:J:n today I II Waehin~on 5 _ . Post
and Evening Star you qat all kinds of
interpretationll about ,Ullt What transpired. i'he Eveninq stU' artiele ill
entitled, "Hatcher Relents--Sulnray Block
Is Removed." Thie article is as follows:
"Rep. wlll1am H. lfatcher, D-Ky.,

chairman of the House l)i.lltrict Appropriations subCOlllllittee haa ac;rreed
tentatively to rele ••• the $34.2
million in District subway funds within
four _eka.

He told the House l.ast night that
for the first time in a lisa the city
and federal government has moved to
carry out congressional Clrders to build
the controversial fre~s, including
the Three Sisters Bridge
4

Natcher has opposed appropriation
of the subway money beeatlse of his

dissatisfaction with the pace of freeway
construction in the D:istrict.
However. he said Secretary of Transportation, John A. Vo1pe, now has assured
him that steps will be taken immediately
to resume construction of the bridge and
beqin a second study of a route for the
North Central Preeway.
House-Senate conferees voted unanimously yesterday to keep SUbWay funds
out of the last appropriations bill for
the current fiscal year.
But last night the House approved
a report from the conferees which said
the subway funds will be included in
the next regular District appropriation
as long as progress on the freeways
continues.
Hatcher said he would beqin holding
hearings on the District budqet next
_ek and expected to bring a District
appropriations bill before the HOUle
in three or four weeks.
Al though the Senate has voted three
times to appropriate the subway money,
he has won his fight against the release
of the fundl!l.
He tol.d the House he has received
a letter from Volpe assuring him that
the 1968 and 1970 highway acts provisions for District freeways will be
carried out.

Among the steps Volpe will talce,
Natcher said, is to certify to the O.S.

District Court that the design of the
Three Sisters Bridge is safe and that
its construction will have no adverse
environmental effects.
The court suspended construction
of the bridge wilen citizen grOUPII tillld
a lawsuit. It then ruled CO/lstruction
might resume when desi9ll and environ_ntal study requirements lUIV'fl been IIIII\:.
ftlw 1970 Highway Act ordered the
n_ study of the North Central Freeway,
which 'WOuld clear homes from its path
to Silver Sprinq throuqh Northeast
Washington. M

May 24, 1971
Xl Secrehry Volpe complies with

the Highway Acts of 1968 and 1970 I
intend to aqain reco_nd that rapid
rail transit money m released. I made
the same recommendation in 1966 and a ~
suit followed. Again in 1969 I made the
recommendation that the 11IODey be released and after the rapid rail transit
money was released. II suit o was instituted.
An article appearea in the Saturday
EVENXNG STAR entitled ":3 Sisters Model

Awry. "

This article is as fc:.llows:

"OUt in Illinois, they're havinq
troubl.e with the Three Sisters Bridge.

District and fe!eral hiqbway
officials confirnted yesterday that somethinq had gone awry ill the construction
of an 81-foot model by" a research institute in Skokie, Ill., of the controversial bridqe p1anntd for Washinqton.
'!'he Cement and Concrete Research
Institute is buil.din~ the model to
assure the safety of the sinqle-span
desi9'n recommended by the Pine Arts
Commission.
Like the tlnbuilt bridqe itself,
the model has had its critics:
Rep. Joel '1'. Broyhill, R.-Va., at
one point claimed it was beinq used as
a reason for delaying construction of
the bridqe.

Rep. William H. Natcher, D-~.,
chairman of the House District Appropriations subcollld. t t _ , said in a speech
on the House floor Thursday there had
been some kind of snafu in construction
of the model. Natcher also referred to
a delay in an earl. ::ler speech this month,
saying it 'WOuld take "several months·
to repair flaws in. the model.
While concedL:r1CJ that somethinq had
«Jone wronq, DistrL c t and federal officials
differed yesterdar on just how serious
it was.
District Eiq~__ay Director '!'hClllas F.
Airis said that ~ E:5ection of the model

had been knocked loose while beinq east
and that a recasting was required. But
he termed this a "very minor thinq,"
which only caused a few days' delay.
A U.S. Department of Transportation

spokesman, while basically aqreeinq with
Airis on what went wronq and sayinq it
did not: involve a flaw in the bridqes'
desiqn, said he understood the problem
had caused a month' s delay.
He said the model, oriqinally to be
finished in JUly. would not be ready
until Auqust.
Airis aqreed that Auqust _s now

the tarqet date :for
this was due to the
for more testinq of
to the problem with

the brid~, but said
builder's requirement
the structure. not
the castinq.

Hatcher, meanwhile, also told the
House on ~ursday that for the first time
in a year, the city and federal qovern!Rent have IIIOved to carry out eonqressional orders to build controversial freeways
in the area, as well as the bridqe.
The congressman, wIIo has blocked
appropriation of District subway funds
because of his dissatisfaction with the
pace of 1reeway construction aqreed tentatively to release the $34.2 million in
District subway funds within four weeks.·
An editorial appeared in the same
issue of the EVENING STAR entitled, "Subway Release." This editorial is as follows:
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'For the first time i.n a year,
Washington's ehanees of qetting its
hosta9'ed aubway appropriations from

Congress aetually look bri.ght. The liltellhood of an end to this absurd impasse,
within the next few weeles, was announced
to the House on Thursday by no less an
authority thllll the mlln responsible for
withholding- the funds, Representative
Katcher.
But before anyone floats away on a
eloud of euphoria at that happy prospect,
it is well'to remember that it hasn't
happened yet.
Nateher, as everyone must be aware,
has kept $34.2 million in deep freeze on
CJrounds that the Distriet of ColUlllbia
and the administration have deliberately
avoided a responsibility to eomply with
two aets of Congress directing progress
on several city fre_ay projeets. Now,
I\owever, on the basis of a five-page
l.etter he received :frOlll Transportation

Secretary Volpe, Natcher says he thinks
that for the first time in a year "they
are maltinq a sincere effort to earry out·
the acts I provisions. Aecordingly, he
said, he ·wants to be in a position"
wi thin three or four weeks to reeommend
clearanee of not only the $34.2 million,
but another $38.3 million requested in
the pending fiseal 1972 District budget.
That action also would free, imediately,
an additional $145 million in federal
dollars for the subWay.

What makes Natcher's welcome assertion less rotrj than it miqht be is that
a portion of these funds is urgently required right now. The subway program,
with its delicately balanced fiscal
structure, has, in fact, been brought
virtually to a halt by the money blockage.
And Natcher was in a position to greatly
alleviate that damage by freeing at
least the $34.2 million last Thursday.
Why, then didn't he?
Representative waldie of California,
demanding an answer to this question on
the House floor, qat it when he asked
whether the situation was that the city
and federal officials, good intentions
aside. has not yet "complied sufficiently·
to lift the ban. Replied Natcher: -'!'he
gentleman is correct. In other word.,
if they continue as they have started in
the l.ast _ek they will put the Appropriations Committee in the position where
only one thing can happen: And that Is
the recommendation that both amounts be
approved. "
It is not our intention to dash cold
cold water on the brightened prospects.
to raise doubts where lOne should exist,
or to advocate holding the subway funds
up for another moment. Indeed, they
should never have been held hostage in
the first place. '!'he content of the
Volpe letter, not yet disclosed, has
obviously broken the ice, for which the
secretary is to be strongly commended.

But Volpe eouId mal<e no qraver error
now than to assume that the ball game is
won, or to imagine, for that matter, that
Natcher does not have a majority of the
House membership sguarel.y behind him.
'!'he truth is that the administration,
and to a lesser degree the city qovernment, are larqely responsible for havinq
reduced the freeway proqram to a state
of total confusion. It is within Volpe's
power to unravel the .narl if he will.·
An article appeared in the sunday
WASRING'l'ON POS'1' entitled, "lfatcher on The
Road '1'0 Metro Aceord.· Some parts of

this article are riqht humerous to say
the least. '!'he artIr=le is ae follows:
Mr • Mahon: M1' • Speaker, I will
yield to my friend, the qentlel\'lan from
Kentucky (Ml'. NlI.tcher), to malee it
to

crystal clear whll.t was done with reqard
to the District of ColUlllbia subwll.y.
Rouse debate
those ~ lIeI!IIetomed to wonderinq
whetheranythinq would wer run in tholle
holes· on G street, last Yeek's events in
the continuing hassle over subway money
for Washington were about 8S elear as a
highway department map of proposed freeway routes.
'l'o

When the talk eaded OJ! the House
floor, Rep. Williamll:_ Natcher (D-KY.),
the man who has va:masl.y withheld and
released millions in sWl'ay fllDds over

the past few years, had apparently promised to release the Di strict:' s 1971
share sometime 900n, bitt not in the
appropriations bill beillg act:ed on.

'rile reason, he saLd, was that SecretaIl' John A. Volpe had qiven him assurances -. in a pdvate 1 etter -- that the
city will COIIlply with COngte88' last
tlo'll hiqhway acts.
Moat members of Co!lq!'HS aren't
sure what the District wu ordered to do
in those highway acts. To many of them,
and to many others who do know the unending details of washington's freeway
problems, what it all really came down
to was a matter of saving face.

Natcher, known as a man of unfailinq
courtesy and awareness of the preroqaUves of the U.S. Conqress, is the chairman of a subcoanittee of the powerful
House Appropriations COIIIi ttee. In the
past, other c:omnd ttees ordered the District to build certain bridqes and readsr
all the bridqe. and roi4a were not built
and Natcher 'Withheld the subway money.
He was not, Natcher told his
collea9'lles several times, qo1nq to allt
the Rouse to countenance the District' 8
noncompliance with an act of Congress.
The Bouse always aqreed.
The week before last, the House bareI y 89leed __ 219 to 170 " to sustain
Natcher for the third time this fiscal year.

To Natcher, thE '3ote nI1st !lave been,
as one conqressional IKIixer of metaphors
put it, both the halldwriti~ on the wall
and the "soa.nd of 170 sets of footsteps,'
one of the 170 was :Rep, Joel '1'. Broyhill

(R-Va.) , formerly a staunch 8llpporter of
Natcher, who had C01tle to the eonclusion
that the subway is the wronq 'hostaqe.
The vote was a siqnll that -- for a
variety of reasons - l'Ia:tcher might lose
a future vote. 1:n the ~litic. of thfl
House, oVflrturninq Appropriations SUbCOl1lllittefl cbaixmen on the floor is not
an everyday occurrence, and it was c0nsidered a couraqeous act for Rep. Robert
N. Giaimo (n-Conn.) to force the issue
to a vote.
Natcher, by all accounts, is not a
mall who would like to stand on the House
floor and watch his eolleagues vote hill!
down the next time.
Another factor aiqnalinq the shiftinq of political wincls was the intervention last week of Rep. John A. Blatnik
(n-Minn.) Blatnik ill the new chairman
of the House Public 'lfor1ce committee the committee that W'!Ote the 1968 and
1970 hiqhway acts. '!he previous chairman
former Rep. Georqe B:. P"allon (D-Md.).
had been Natcher's C!loseat ally in tyinq
t0gether tlle i.ssues ~f h:iqilway 189'islation
and subway funds,
Blatnik, sayin~ he 1Ia[ 'n~ been
conunittted one way o::r t.ht! other' in past

subway-Ereevay fi<Jhts, was ~in9' to get
Vol.pe aDd Hatcher t~tl!er '1:0 work out
a way for the 11IOney to be r.leased. All
that was needed, Blatn:1k sa:id, _rs some
necessary assuranees from VCllpe.
Finally. sittinq aerou the conference table from lI'atcher last week was Sen.
Daniel K. Inouye (D-HawaU). Like other
Senate District Appropriati()ns SUbeommittee chairmen before him, Inoaye had
included the subway money ill the Senate
versi.on of the bill.
While publicly repeatillq hi. confidence that the subway funds would be
forthcominq. Inouye k~t II. loW profile
durinq the negotiations. He privately
re:ferred several times to the concept of
• face,· and once pointed out that there
was a vast difference between a headline
that said "Hatcher Gives In" Bnd one
readi.nq "City Complies with Highway Law,
SUbway Punds Released.·
Whatever specific. were contained
in Volp!!'!!1 five-page letter. the trBn8portatioll secretary ajparently did not
propose any1!ing extraordinary and did not
order imnediate construction of the North
Central P'reeway.
It '128 believed to~say that a contract to restudy the North centra1 Freeway (ordered in the L970 IliqhWay Act)
would be signed and that a report would
be sent to U.S. District court saying the
court' s ~rder halting work on tlle Three

Sisters BrLdqe (requLnd ::ill th~ 1968
Highway Act) had bee~ cOl1l1Plied with.
Volpe might also have am.:l.tted. ill
the letter or orally, that: ltis department nas baell gmilty of some foot dragging
and tllat he promised to do better.

In any CaRe, the letter was enouqh":
to enable !ratcher to tell the Rouse Thursday nightl "POor the fint the in over
a year, the Departlllent of Transportation
and the District of CollJlllbla officials,
in my opinion, are makinq a sineers effort
to carry out the Hiql'lWay Act of 1970 and
the Hig'hway Act of 1968.· "
An ed1 torial appeareCl in the SUnClay
WASHINGTON POS'l' entitled, 'Metro: Believe
It -- Or Not?" '.!'his .ditorial is as
follows:

"At last. it looks -- repeat. looks
as if there's a flicker of sOlllething'
at the end of the subway tunnel: somethiJl9' like the money to buill! it. At
least that's how the vise men on Capitol
Hill now read the tea leave.. and they
happen to hold the baq.
unfortunately. MMver, the denouement of this prolonqed, eon~ressional
induced subway-freeway impalse remains
hard to nail down, for this "breakthroug'h" (if i.t is one) reads l.ike an
AM-SALT c()!III\\\1nique. k);)llarlntl.y. Rep.
William H. !latcher (D-Ky), me has to be
satisfied by the city m~ the ilLdmi.nistration that lliqhway acts a.J.'e ~d.~q obeyed,

,j".
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has eome to an aqr-eememt with Transporta_
tion Secretary Jo~ A. Volpe that conditions are now favorable for fruitful
neqotiat:i.ons on rapLd transit fandinc;r.
"Fo:r the first time ill over a year,.
Mr. Natcher told his aollea9'lles in the
House I ""!'he Department of i"ran~ortation
and the District qovernment are makin~
a sincere effort to earzy out tile 1968 and
1970 (Hi-rhway) Act.· He added later,
'''l'hat • 8 all they have to do.· Put this
way, it does sound rather limple -- even
if nobody but Mr. !latcher and Mr. Volpe
know exactly what this means. You SH,
it hinges on a five-paqe report from the
Secretary to the SUbeOllllllittee Chairman
that hasn't yet been shared with the
public. We're told that Mr. Volpe haa
promised to try to resume court-hal ted
work on the '!'hree Sisters Bridqe, and to
expedite a restudy of miS8inq links in
the city's freeway network.
!low, Mr. Natcher commands tremendous
respect among his fellow lawmakers as a
man of his word: it' 8 just that his word
is BO dlffieul t to interpret. Still, his
counterpart in the Senate. Daniel K.
xnouye (D-Hawa:i.i), says chanees for re]ease of this Ket~ money in the cominq
weeks are exce11ent.
We'~

bett_r believe it, for in a
very few weeks. III enter a new fiscal
year. The sub~rban jurisdiction s, who
paid their eha =res for this fiscal year,

will be hard-presseel to l<iC!lt in tlleir
fiscal 1..972 funds if the District doesn't
come throuqh with its '71 and '72 money
almost ;f..lnmediately. And until they
really and truly see these appropriations
from Mr. Natcher, they're c;roinq to be
tempt:ed to stop the project: cold. In
short:, t:'hen, this is a climactiC! I1IOIIIent
one way or another. The c:ity and the
administ:ration have «]roveled to comply
with years of congressional conditions and
posit:ions. undoubtedly, _ hAven't lIeen
the end of the highway dispute -- but we
cannot afford the end of the Metro
system."
Virqinia and I are very much interest:ed in Antique~furniture. She lmows
quite a bit about antiques and I know
not:hing. However, I love beAutiful
furni.ture and we have some real nice
pieces. I am glad that Virqinia was not
at the sale which took place in New York
on saturday of last _ k at the time a
carved mahogany highboy was auetioned
for $102,000. This was a world record
for a piece of American furniture and a
record fDr any piece of furniture sold
in the 'OIIited States. This hiqhboy was
made in the late 18th century by John
GOddard of Newport, Rhode Island, cabinet
maker, whose works are now rare. The
Chippendale-style highl!loy was bought by
a New "!lork dealer Malcolm Vallance. 'l'he
Parke-Eernet galleries held the sale.
'rile WASHINGTON POST is very much
disturl:leo over the eleetion of Frank L.

Rizzo, former po1i.ce commissioner of
Phi1ade1J;b ia. Mr. Rizzo was 1l0000inated
on the Democratic ticket for Kay-or and
in fact, received more votes than all
of his opponents put toqether. He made
a campaign on the basis of law and order
for Phi1adelphia and this, of course,
disturbs the WASa:tNGTON P()ST,
The biqqest bipartisan political

I!I.ssemblaqe since the 1969 presidential
inauguration eonveEged on AUlltin. Texas
on Saturday to participate in the dedication of the Lyndon Baines Johnson
Library and School of Public Affairs.
pres:ident and Mrs. Nixon were present
along with nearly a11 of the former
cabinet members in the Johnson Administration and a qreat mllIlY of his old
friends. This is an $18 million COIIIPlex
and :it will contain the 31 million papers
coverin<;J 40 years of Lyndon Johnson'.
caner as a public official.
In his
short speech. former President Johnson
sud i t will all be here: the story of
our time -- with the bark off.
Secretary of the Army stanley R.
Resor' resigned 1ast week and he Row
says that he is still unsure as to
Whether or not the Vietnam War wal worthWhi1e and to the best interest of our
country. After lIix lOllq years as Secretary of the Army. he has been under attack
constantly and arry statement nov that he
makes ill of great interest to the paper.
He be1ieves that there is a qood chance
that the South Vietnamese can stand on

their own feet and if _
Ca!I recover
domestical~y he says_ E~lD cOllr discouragement and divisentes s, titen on
bal.anoe it may turn out tQ ~ a good
tlti.ng.
Pormer Senator ThrUston :B. Morton
turned over 296,352 iteruJ comprisinq'
his official records 1n pubLic ILfe to
the tJniversity of Xentllcky I.ib:rary.
'!'he paperl!l were deJ.lvered in 77 crates
and aecordi.n<J to the I.exinqtOD Heral.d
will be the larqest: 20th century colleCOo
tion housed in the special coIIections

Depart:llltm.t. :! have often wondered what
happened to all of Senator Barkley"s
records.
·Yes, Virginia, there 1.. a santa
Claul!le." - Vi.rqin1.a O· Hanlon OOuql.as.
the Virqi.nh who at the ~e of eiqht
wrote a letter to the NEW Y'aRK S UN and
received an answer from the Assistant
Eoitor, Francis P. clnlreh, died last
week at the age of 81 i.Jt va1.lti.e. New York.
May 25, 19'71

I assuroed tbat :for- at :Least a week
our COImrtLttee could 1:hLrok of something
else except rapid ra::ll trMB.lt versul!I
freeways.

TIle WASH:r:Nl1:-()IIf?oS'!'" apparently

wants the fiJht to contin1.le

claily since

it has be~ ro.:i..n<:l' on nC"< s!.r:a<e 1958.
It appears tlat we ~lL have t.o aee'oom
..llnoo-lOciate the fJOO'! old WAsm:X;'J)N P\lST. By

the way, aCOlrding tCl a notL(9 in the
EVENING S'1AR, the WASHIJI9§l'(N" ~C)Sr is
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offering for sale $35 iUlliolr'l worth of
debentures. orhe article went: on to
state that Mrs. :Kay Gra:flam was the
publisher and owner and that she would
take five percent of the issue. This
is an indicator of future events.
:tn this morning's NlSllING'1'ON POST
appeared an article entitled "New Laq
Xn Metro FoncaBt." AI ueual we have
certain distortions lIIId thil is another
reason why I have not talked to the
report:er.~on the Washington newspapers
for several years. The article is aa
follows:
FUND RELEASE MAY NOT COME tlRTIL AtlGUS'l'
Rep. William H. Natcher (D-I<y.)
has backed away from his forecast that
Metro subway money will be released "in
the next three or four weeks," quietly
substituting a timetable that could
stretclt the fund delay into August.

The schedule disclosed yesterday
for hearJ.ngs on Washington's city budget
by Natcher's House District Appropriations Subcommittee diluted JIIIlch of the
optimism that followd the Mthree to
four weeks" estimate on the House floor
just five days aqo.

As announced yesterday. the hearings
will start JUne 7 and lIlay last three to
four weeks.

Filial. Bouse and Senate
action could consume another lIII~th, per-

haps longer.
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Jackson Graham, 1eneral :mmager
of the Washington Metropolitan .\.rea
Transit: Authority, said the construction
schedule for Metro I s first 4~-ml.le
sect1.on fe so tight that every (fay's
delay in financing will bring a day's
delay in providing initial service.

It now appears, GrahaJII saiel, that
semee now otricial.ly scheduled t:o
begin in December, 1973, cannot now
start until March, 1914, "at the most
optimistic." The entire 98-mile systent
is scheduled for c::omp1etion in 1979.
Natcher has intermittently held up
subWay funds over a five-year period in
efforts to force pr09rass on the District 's :fnterstat:e freew8:'f and bridqe
const:ruotion program.
At his urginq recantly. tile HOuse

-- and latar a joint: Senate-House eonference committee -- agreed to out $34.2
million i.n over due Di.strict: paylllents
for fiscal 1971 from a supplemental
money bill.
:If the U.S. Department of Tlansportadon and the District IpVltl'!llllellt fulfill

their publicly undisc~osed plO1lli!es on
the roads. Nateher to1d tile HouSE last
'l'hursday" he hoped .. to brillq bacl to this
House in the next three to four welts" a
bill providing $72.5 milli.on in lllstrict
subWay contributions for both fisc:al 1971
and 1972.

Natcner added that he ex:pected "to
begin hearings in t1l.e ne:xt fe.." days· on
the Distri.ct' s proposed $977. 2 million
budget for fiscal 1972, which includes a
subway request.

The Congressional Record distributed
the next morning was edited to put the
start of hearings "a few weekl!l" into the
future and to omit the "three to four
_ka" reference entire~y.
Natcher could not be reached for
comment. One congressional source said
Natcher was "a bit over optimistic"
about the hearinq and bill-processill9'
schedule when he made his off-the-cuff
remarks last Thursday.
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye CD-Hawaii),
Natcher's Senate counterpart. eQuld not
be reached',in Honolulu for co_nt.
Inouye had predicted that Nateller's release of the funds would qet Metro "back
on the track very soon Graham said Metro
officials are especially worried that
Natc:her mi~ht hold the appropriation bill
until the lIouse District cOllllftittee holds
separate hearinqs and acts on the city's
proposed revenue bi.ll. The city chiefly
wants a $51.6 mi~li.on reciproeu income
tax and an aincrease of $27 million in
the federal payment.
Rearinqs have not
been schedl1led.
Met:ro's foreoaet of a lIIinimun fourmonth de.:J..ay in initia1. train service inoludes dE!!lays already caused by the fund
shortaqe _ Graham sa iii ••

May- 26, 1971

A cartoon appeared in several of
the newspapers in this country following the dedieation of the Lyndon B.
Johnson Library-. nte eartoon shows a
young gentleman inquiring of one of the
guards at the door of the Library as to
where he would find statistical information on the total number of lives lost
in Vietnam during Mr. Johnson' s administration. The war in Vietnam, of course,
is the major factor which will be used
by historians in givinq our former
President his place in history. our
former President is very much concerned
over just Where the hilltorians will
place him, and in joininq with President
Nixon in defeating Senator Mansfield's
amendment on the cut-back of our forces
in Europe, the former President again
wall showin9 his IIUpport of the present
administration. History has placed
both of these men in a position where they
can do a great deal for eaeh other and
their success in joining together miqht
bring about a change as to just what
will be said in favor of each administration in the history booJts whieh are
released years from now. P%esident
Johnson succeeded in enaetilrlq more constructi ve domestic leqislat~on than any
President during the 20th centary. Most
of this will be forqotten by virtue of
our enqagement in the most unpopular war
in the history of this country. The
cartoon that I mentioned be:f!ore is a

right mean cartoon ~ the information
sought by the young gentleman is the
major factor as to just why President
Johnson will !lot qo dOWll in history as
a great President.
Demands are being made daily concerning the need for J. Edgar Hoover
to resiqn as Director of the P'BX. The
lIOre demands that are made, the firmer
Mr. Hoover beComel in his statements
that regardless of his age, he has no
intention of resigning at this t:i:me.
Former Attorney General R81IIsey Clark
and others have joined the forces in
demanding the resignation of the Director
but 1 t seems that President Nixon will
remain by his original statement that
he has no desire to lee Mr. Hoover resign.
May 27, 1971

Several days ago one of the Associated Press reporters called me and said
that he wanted to write a story about
my Journal. At the time he looked at
the Journal. he indicated that he would
like to have a pictllre of the Journal.
Several days later I decided that Mrs.
Margaret Riley, who types my Journal and
is typing this page, had better appear
in the picture because she is a whole
lot prettier tharl I 8111. The AP photographer came over and took a picture of
Mrs. Ri:J.ey and o:f my Journal and some
of the stories have started appearing

in the newspapers. An excerpt appeared
in yesterday's W1\SHINGTON POST entitled
"His OWn Record." Thi.s short story is
as follows:
"There is the Congressional. record
and there is Natcher's Record.
The Conqressional Record is publ.ished
after every day Conqress is in session
and records the debates of Congr__ , the
votes, letters the lawmakers find interesting, newspaper articles-anything- in
fact: that strikes the fancy of a conqresl!!l1lan or senator.
Natcher's Record contains much of
the same thing-, but it's meant only for
the eyes of Rep. william A. Natcher's
children and grandchildren.
"So I will have served posterity,"
he says.
Natcher, chairman of the D.C. Appropri.ations Subcommittee has been" in the
House of Representatives for l7-plus
years. He's been keeping his journal
that lonq. and the total now is 24
volumes, each bound in leather. The
first entry is dated Jan. 6. 1954.
The Kentucky Democrat \lses the most
expensive white bond paper, dictates
generally without notes and insists his
secretaries \lse the same typewriter and
the same color new blue ribbons. He
permi ts no erasures. insists the typing
be perfect.

It is net a diary. Natcher doesn't
write daily -- only when he feels he has
something to be recorded for h:istory.
"I exp:ress tnY'self," Natc:her says.
"I am not bi"tter or ugly but I say what
I think. lO1.en I believe the President
is wrong I say so in the journal and tell
what I think. I qive my opinion about
members of Conqren. includinq the
leadership. It '. bel!lt that the 'journal
be private.

Natcher. who hal!l never missed a roll
call, thinlcs he is the only menber of
the House who keeps such a record. He
pays all the costs. The first 300-paqe
volume cost $21 for binding. The last
was $46."
Herblock. the WASHING'l"ON POST
cartoonist. is Olle of the bellt CllrtOOllisl8 in this countrY. From time to time
he really lIa8 a cartoon that tells lID
unusual story. In todlly's WASHING'l'OII
POST we have a cartoon with a lIIan standing at a podi1llll lntroducint;J President
Nixon who is seated directly behind hint
holding a compass in one hand and a
weather vane in his other hand. Bellide
of the President on the floor of the
speaking- platfon are two grips with one
marked -- Rousing projects in the suburlls
would be forced lnteCjration. and the
other -- S01lthe!1l friends, I have contempt for tbose !!ypocritical Northerns.
The gent~enan at the pOdium has just
announced •• "Ladies and Gentlemen, the
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president 0 f the vad.ous &eti.one of the
united states." This cartoon 4ppeared
followinq presiaent Nixon.·s cl!ctieation
of the Tombiqbee River Project in Alabama. The President reee ived a hero' s
welcome in Alab!!l1lla on TUesday and he
I:>ld the people in Mobile and Birmin9hlll1l
exactly what they wanted to hear. With
Governor Geo1"ge Wallace mtlling at his
side, he said that the South had made
siqnificant prOl;1%'ess in school dese~e
qat10n and then he assailed the North
which he accused of makin9 no prQ9ress
durillCJ the last two years. Where upon,
he called for a new spirit of national
unity. En1Iiqn David Eisenhower, the
president's son-in-law who accompanied
the President. remarJced rather aptly
that it seelllS as thouqh the presidential
eampaiqn is already underway.
on TUesday of this week we had the
primary race for Governor in Kentucky.
Former Governor Be rt C01IIl:l8 !IJ\Ilounced
early last year thinkin9 that thi. would
be all that was necessary but he was
answered almost immediately by Wendell
Ford our present Lt. Governor. Wendell
Ford announced and then Happy Chandler
decided to run on the Independent. Ticket.
The Republican party announced rom Emberton of Edmonton, Kentucky as their
candidate and a man by tile name of Host
for Lt •. Governol'. Much to the surprise
of Bert Combs. Wendell Ford won 'I'uesday
with the total DeI!locl'atic vote be1n9
. 543,322. '!his, of course, was a very
light vote in a Gu»ernatorial' race.

Ford carrLeei. the 2nd CongrEssional
District 44,311. to 24,626 and tllis Was
the largest majoC'ity lle obctaineci in
Kentucky. '!'he DL stri c::t tILat he carried
with the second 1arge at Ina jorit~ was
the first District with the V'ote beine]
51,768 for Ford and 32,982 for <:ombs.
Ford received 235,769 votes in lI:entucky
and Combs received 192,865. Julian
Carroll was nominated for Lt. Governor.
Ginger for Public Instruction, Butler
for Commissioner of AqriC!11ltu.re, Davis
for Treasurer, Hancock for Attorney
General, Faust for Auditor. Mills for
Court of ApPeals, and Stovall for
Secretary of State.
At nine 0' clock TUesday niqht Bert
CClIIIIbs conceded. The polls that _re
taken showed the race to be close but
certainly Bert Combs never elCpflc:ted to
be defeated by Wendell Ford.
In Bert Combs' first race lor
Governor he was defeated by !lappy
Chandler.
In his seeond race he
defeated by Harry Lee Waterfield. At
the time Combs served as Governor,
Wendell Ford was h:is l'Idmillistrative
Assistant_
be1ieve tilat lendell Ford has a
chance to go all tlle way, but I had my
doubts as far GS Cc:nms was concerned.
I had to c::ast an absentee ballot due to
the fact -that 'We had a roll call vote
coming ut:» on e le~;i on day and. since I
have not -:missed l "'Vote .th:is was the only
I
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method I c(>u1d 11 se t() cast my vrote and
still be he re ill Wasl1ingtc>n. :r:: know
that the c<>unters in the WarreD. County
eourtroom enjoyed IOl)kinq at III? ballot.
I voted for Wendell !Pord for Governor
and, in faC!t, was real lucky iD. the
other state offices l>ecause I only lost
two votes. Casting an absentee ballot
as a Member of congress, of cotlrse, is
not qood but 1: was fl)rced to talce this
action.
May 28, 1971
From time to time Chief JUstice
Warren Burger and other outstanding
judqes and lawyers call attention to the
fact that one of the reasons why defendants in seri-ous c::riminal cases are
found not quil ty is due to the conduct
of the prosec::utor and the courts. Some
of their statements and actions which
were aqreed to before the trial bring
about acquittals in sedauB cales which
are never understood by the people.

:t definit.ely am of the opinion that
a number of our judges and attorneys
occupying high poSitions have conducted
themselves in a shamefUl manner. This
has brought disrepute on the legal profession and c::ertainly has not been of
assist.anc::e to citizens who have served
on juries and have to make serious
decisions concerning guilty or innocent.
We all kn~ that all judges vere once
lawyers. .:JUdge JUlian Koffman of the
Federal District Court wllo harldled the

Chicago Seven Trial ~s a ~a~er. and
in readin9 the record concerni.ng this
trial you find situations ..,11ic11 are
simply unbeli.evabl.e. Abe P'ort:as is a
famous lawyer, but w11en he was briefly
a member of the Supreme court. he was
receiving income from a fOlUldation set
up by the family of a federa~ prisoner
who had an appeal pendinCJ in federal
court. JUstice William o. Douglas is a
lawyer who has lonC] recei~d lnCClllle :front
a foundation that deri ~d revenue frOlll
a Las Vegas Hotel and casino" holdinqs.
'l'hi.s is the man who signed a peUtion
vilifying conqreas and those who believe
that the Highway Acts of 1968 and 1970
must be enforced. If the case now pending in federal court which goes back and
forth from the District Court to the
Circuit court of Appeals finally lands
in the supreme Court. I wonder what
act.ion Dou9las will take when he has
not only signed a petition, but has
made statements which clearly shows
that he does not believe tbat Congress
has the right to enforce constitutional
laws. John Mitcl!ell, the present
Attorney General, is a right pious man
about strict law enforcement from the
standpoint of the crindnal s that are
roving throuqhoat the 50 States. and at
the SaIne time, his law firlll finally
pushed out a nwnber of other lawyers
and took over as attorneys for the
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority that i.s now consttuct:liDg" a
rapid rail transit system that ultimately
will cost over $4 billion. The Mudd Firm

of New York Citi'" which is the Attorney
General's old l~w firm and the one that
he says he will return to is the firm
that now represents the Authority. The
juiciegt plum hanging' in any tree within
the memory of man in so far as our
Capital c! ty is concerned. just happens
to fall in the Lap of the law firm that
John Mitchell and president Nixon were
associated with in New York City. This.
of cOllrse, is qenerally known and
frowned upon by some people. Not
enough people.
President Nixon is a lawyer and
when Charles Manson was arrested and
charqed with murder in California, the
President said Manson was guilty even
before the trial started. Later he
issued a certain type of .a retraction
but the statement was riqht unusual
comin<J from a lawyer much less the
President of the united States. Of
(!Ourse, Manaon was guilty, but this fact
did not justi.fy the statement of the
President.
The Black Panthers were turned
loose after the lonqest trial in the
history of th.:i.s country. A hung jury
and then a di smissal by the judge due
to the fact that a conviction could not
be obtained 1lE! said after receiving reports from thE!! prosecutor who by the way
was condet1Uitd. for certain actions that
he took beforE!! the trial and during the
trial.
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Lawyers today and especially those
holding positions as prosecutors and
judges must not only- uphold the law but
conduct themselves Ln carrying out their
duties in such a manner as to stop any
belief that they are unfair or avoiding
the facts just to obtain their point.
They must never in my opinion attempt
to make the law look like power or
axpaelieney. '!'hi. 1. why so many of our
people are confused today. We all know
that if there is no order there will be
no right and no justice. with crime
rampant today we must take another look
and correct actions that have taken
place in the past, still enforcing the
law as it should be, but in the proper
way.
The John F. Rennedy Center for the
Performing Arts held its opening night
, gala last evening and the guest list
included 3500 from over the country and
around the world who helped raise the
money to construct this Center. I presume that the taxpayers ",ho really made
the money possible for this Center will
be at the next perfonance. 'l'he
Rennedy daughters were there, one wearing hot pant. and takinq IZp quite a bit
of space. Mrs. Rose :Kennedy was there
along 'lith Senator EChlard Kennedy and
most of the family. lie still should keep
in mind that afte:r all, the taxpayers in
this country paid for most of the cost.
Covering 17 acres of federal land which
Congress made available in 1958, the sum

of $43.4 million of tccpayers money went
into the $68 nilli.on lNildinq. Of the
remaining $24.6 mi.llioln, some $17 million
was eontributed by private foundations
and business firms. '!'be rest came from
foreign governments in the form of qifts.
l't~ qa"e us the marble valued at more
than $1 million, I\ustr.ia gave us a
exystal chandelier and other l1qhting
fixtures, Canada is furnishing the
woolen stage c:urtain for the theater,
Denmark will daeorat. the North Lounqe,
Germany is presentill9' us with bronze
panels, and so on. Those present last
niqht, of course, wre on the special
guest list and those present _re treated
to a dew of 182 red, white, and blue
tablecloths desiqned by Boussae of Paris,
1800 red carnations donated by six
earnation growers in California. Junior
hostesses clad in burgundy dresses with
bare shoulders and full skirts fashioned
by Miss Ann Foqarty. The Seeond Eagle
Rock Group, surely the first ever to
perform in white tie and tails, were
present. Certainly there was nothing
like it since France's Second Empire
celebrated the openinq of its great
cultural achievement, the Paris Opera
1I0use. Those of us on the !Iill who have
been interested in thh Center all alonq
will be deliqhted when the real opening'
takes pl.ace on September 8, when the
people are admitted.
At lonq last the JUstice Department
decided yesterday to b:rinq widely abused
stimulaJnt <'Ir1lgs eommon.ly known lU speed,

and bennies. under the same type controls tnat qovern codeine, IIIOrpnine,
and methadone. '!"he Hearirl9's before
the Subcommittee on Labor-R.E.W. Appropriations thi.s year will disclose the
fact that I questioned at some lenq1:h
the Director of the National Institutes
of Health concerning the use of tranquilizers and other druqs by mothers to
children from ages of six to ten just
because the child is full of life. Sometimes the teaehers have complained and
the parents have bowed down and started
giving tranquilizers. More of this
exists today than the Director of Nrll
knows anythinq about and in our report
to the full comndttee on Appropriations,
we intend to talk about. this matter.
JUst because the teacher is a 11ttle
tired or the mother a little nervous
certainly should not mean that the
child's health is iRpaired.
Senator HUbert H. HWnphrey was 60
years old yesterday and at a meetinq
given for reporters he said that he was
lickinq Ms chops and looki~ forward
to making another run for the presidency. lie went on to say that he had
his sails up and he was testing' the
water. Accordinq to my qood friend,
HUbert, "I'm not salivat:i~. but r am
occasionally licl<ing my chops." The
Minnesota senator said be may enter the
presidential printaries in California
and New York next year if earlier primaries fail to produce a clear frontrunner.

The Gallop Poll tW'O weeks aqo
showed Edward M. Kennedy leadi1l9'. Up
to this Poll, senator Kuskie was in the
lead. Maskie of Maine, McGovem of
South Dakota, Hughes of Iowa, Bayh of
Indiana and Jackson of Waahinqton are
all makinq noises like candidates and
some have now for _11 over a year. None
of these _n have attracted much attention and I would not be surprised at
all to see a confused convention with
tha del~ates deadlocked over _bray
and Senator Edward F. Kennedy. Senator
Kennedy maintains his pos! tion that he
is not a candidate, but his every action
indicates otherwise.
Here we qo again. The Rayburn
Buildinq cost a little over $100 million
and created quite a scandal. oriqinally
it was to cost $46 million. We now
have the old Cannon Buildinq, named
after Speaker cannon, the LoftCJWrth
Building. n_d after Speaker Lonl]W'Orth,
and the Rayburn Buildinq named after
my friend, Sam Rayburn. The land just
east of the Cannon BUilding on Indiana
Avenue was set aside several years ago
for an extension to the Library of
Conqress. We have appropriated money
for a foundation for this buildJ.n9 which
has been officially nmned the Madison
Library. Notwi thstandill9" the fact that
the foundation is now underway with a
contract let totaling approximately $7
million, our new Speaker, Carl Albert of
Oklahoma, chairman of the Buildill9" Commission, has requested that all work on
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the $90 million Madison Library, a 10119souqht addition to the Library of Conqress, be ha1ted. Albert said he wants
the work stopped pendinq a study of the'
need for a fourth RouP Office Buildinq,
a need he said has become acute with
increases in conqressional staff.. The
Speaker also said tbat he was opposed to
construction of the MadilfOn Libra:y 011
the designated site at Pirst and
Indiana Avenue, S.B., where excavation
already has started. Poundations have
beeD excavated alOftC] the uea border1nq
PirK, Indiana. Seeond, and C streets,
S.B. The official BUildinq coa.issiOD
i . C'OilpO.ed of the Spellke:r, Representati.. Bliianuel cellar, who is the dean of
the Bou. . , and Reprepntati". W. R.
Harsha, ItepublieaJI of Ohio. Capitol
Architect George White said that a $7
1I11lion contrac:t bas been let to Henry
J'aott, qeneral colltrletor of Baltimore
foZ' exc:a"atinq the foundation work for
the Library. Be .aid DeaRtiOD i . expected to take six IIOnths and would eontinue becau•• ecoordinq to the Architect,
we will need a hole there no matter what
we build.
I

pres_ that our new Speaker has

in mind the n _ MCCOZ'lllllck or Albert IIlId

reqardlus of whiC!h it turns out to be,
the people will object.

